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INTRODUCTION

T

HIS is a History of Everyday Things in England,
from the time of the Norman Conquest in I066
down to the end of the eighteenth century, and it has
been written for boys and girls of public-school age.
It is an account of the work of the people, rather than
of the politics which guided them.
Now as to why it has been done. In the first place,
anything which helps to give us a picture of bygone times
must make the history of the period more interesting,
and we cannot have a picture without a background to it.
It is only fair to our characters in history that we set our
stage for them as well as we can; provide them with the
proper costumes and setting; give them adequate background, against which they can strut and play their part,
and make their bow to us before they go.
By adequate background we do not mean just the
pictorial interest of any setting; we want as well to know
how they passed their time; the kind of work they did,
the things they used.
vii
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So a study of Everyday Things will help us to better
understand the life of a period. An interesting example
may be given: The ancient Egyptians believed that a
man's spirit returned to his body after death, and for this
reason they mummified their dead. They also believed that
his future existence was much the same as the one he had
lived on earth, only that he was happier; but he still
wanted his belongings. So when they buried a man they
buried with him little models of all the things he had used
on earth, and which they thought he would again need in
his future existence. These have all been preserved in the
dry climate of Egypt, so that now, when we find a mummy,
we discover as well all these models or pictures, which
enable us to form an idea of the life that was led there,
three to four thousand years before the birth of Christ.
This practice has enabled us to know much more about the
ancient Egyptians than we do of many other peoples who
have lived far more recently.
In our own country we still have the actual everyday
things of medireval life; sometimes ruined, sometimes so
much altered that it is a little difficult to understand what
they were like in reality. But by taking a fragment here,
and another there, it is possible to piece together the whole,
and this is what we have had to do.
So far as we have been able, we have drawn the same
everyday things in each century: Costume, Ships, Castles,
Houses, Halls, Monasteries, Carts, Games, Ornaments, and
so forth, so that a series of parallels can be drawn between
the centuries, and at the beginning of each chapter a Chart
is given which links up the work done with the people who
did it.
It has always seemed extraordinary to the writers that
boys and girls in England grow up without being taught
very much about the surroundings of history. School
books are, of course, illustrated, and here and there an
enthusiastic master will take up architecture perhaps as a
side show, but, generally speaking, boys and girls leave
viii

school without even knowing the names of the styles. Think
of the excitement there would be if the end of Jocelin
of Brakelond'sChronicle were ever found; yet we neglect
the remains of Benedictine Monasteries all over the country,
as not having any educational value at all. We avail ourselves of Matthew Paris' history, but we are not interested
in his home at St. Albans.
Then there is the constructional side of all the crafts.
Work developed in a wonderful way when it was a living
art, done joyfully by men and women with their hands
and a few simple tools.
In the medireval period the arts and crafts were "much
m~re representative of the whole community than they are
now. The craftsman learnt not only the practical details
of his trade, the way to use his tools, and to select materials,
but was taught as well to design his work; and all his
fellows did the same, working together on much the same
lines-all interested in doing good work, and in trying to
find better methods and designs. All this accum ulated
knowledge was handed down from generation to generation,
and formed what we call tradition, and it resulted in the
work being extraordinarily truthful.
The man in the
fourteenth century was not content to copy the work
done in the thirteenth, but with all his fellows was trying
to improve on it ; so if we have sufficient knowledge, we can
recognize the details, and say this place must have been
built at such a date.
Gothic architecture was like a strong tree, deeply
rooted in the past, always growing, and when the
Renaissance came in the sixteenth century, much the
same thing happened; the craftsmen· gradually accepted
the new tradition and carried it on, and so it continued
until the end of the eighteenth century. Then the introduction of machinery had a very disturbing effect, because
quite suddenly men found that it was possible to produce
The machine is only
enormous quantities of things.
adapted to repetition work, so instead of many men
ix
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working and designing together, it gradually resolved
itself into one man designing, and all the others being put
to looking after the machines, with the result that the
quality of things has become very poor. There must be
something in this, or you would not find that collectors
will give almost any money for old furniture and silver,
and hardly anything at \tIl for the secondhand machinemade imitations. This is rather a terrible state of affairs,
because we have so few people designing and creating,
and so many machine-tenders, that as we cannot produce a sufficient stream of energy to develop a tradition
of our own, we fall back on copying, and talk about
"Elizabethan" houses, and, worse than all, we build sham
Gothic churches. Now all this may not seem of very
much consequence to boys and girls, but in reality it is.
The Great War has meant terrible destruction, and will
inevitably be followed by a period of construction. There
is a new spirit abroad; we all want to make the world a
better place to live in, with wider opportunities and greater
consideration for good citizens. Cottages are wanted for
the countryside. Our towns have to be made clean and
tidy, without raw ends as now, dedicated to tin cans and
rubbish heaps; good healthy houses which can be made into
homes must take the place of the slums, and fine schools
and public buildings will show that we have gained in civic
spirit. People will demand a well-ordered existence in which
they can do useful and interesting work, not necessarily just
for themselves, but including some service for others.
To the boys and girls who are in our public schools
to-day will be given opportunities which no other generation
has ever had, and it is of the greatest importance at the
moment that they should be· trained to do useful work and
learn to use their hands. Before they can become actual
constructors and craftsmen, able and deserving to carryon
the work of the world, they must obtain a good store of
knowledge-lay hold of tradition, so that they can benefit
by what has been done-know that in one direction progress
x

can be made, and that in another it will be arrested;
then the coming generation may be able to combine the
wonderful appreciation for the uses and beauty of material
which the old craftsmen possessed, with the opportunities
for production which the modern machine gives, and so
lead to a new era of beautiful everyday things.
If our book helps a little in this direction then we are
well repaid for our trouble.
vVe must apologize for having attempted so much and
achieved so little. There is a shortage of paper, and it is
not fair at the moment to write long books, and we do
not think we have sufficient knowledge to do so even if
the conditions were favourable. The book then must be
taken as an outline sketch only, and it is hoped that it will
be found sufficiently entertaining to stimulate the interest
of its readers, and set them to work in the same direction.
Taking costume as an example, the coloured plates have
been drawn to show figures as nearly typical as possible of
the beginning, middle, and end of each century. Boys
and girls having the broad outline of the development of
dress fixed in their minds can, by examining monuments,
pictures, and brasses in churches, fill in the gaps themselves,
and will find great pleasure, if they are at all interested,
in noticing local variations and fashions. Armour is another
delightful subject which has been no more than touched
on, and heraldry had to be left out altogether. We should
have liked to say far more about the Normans, their
marvellous activities, their work and travels. Here, again, is
an interesting subject for independent research of our own.
Much more might have been said in detail about pottery,
jewellery, ships, and all the hundred and one things which
were used in olden times, but so far as is possible we have
endeavoured to show these as part of a whole in the
pictures, and think that it is better so. But this, again, is
a point which our readers can settle for themselves; they
can tackle the detail of the subject first, and work
up to its wider interest after; or, taking our book as a
xi
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. general sketch, select details which attract them for independent study. The great thing is the broad range of
life interests in bygone times.
We want to thank our publisher, Mr. Harry Batsford,
and his secretary, Mr. A. E. Doyle, for all the trouble taken
on our behalf, and for the practical information with which
they have helped us. So many people have made kindly
suggestions th;tt it is a little difficult to suitably acknowledge our obligations, but we should like to express our
indebtedness to Mr. H. W. Burrows, for the loan of careful
measured drawings of an old Essex mill, from which the
illustration of the Fifteenth-Century Windmill was made;
to Mr. Cecil C. Brewer, for the loan of drawings of Castle
Hedingham; and to Mr. H. F. T. Cooper, for the use
of a very interesting chart, showing the relation of the Arts
to History, from which we have gained much useful information. Weare as well greatly indebted to Miss Irene
J. Churchill, for the loan of many books and kindly help.
We desire to make special mention of the assistance we
have received from Mr. R. Morton-Nance with our Ship
Drawings, which, as a result of his great knowledge and
kindly criticism, look a little more like the real thing than
they did originally. We give a list of books which our
readers are recommended to consult if they want fuller
information on any particular subject, and from which we
ourselves have gained much help.
ArmourPageant of the Life of Richard Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick.
DILLON and ST. JOHN HOPE.
British and Foreign Arms and Armour: CHARLES W. ASHDOWN.
(T. C. & E. C. Jack.)
CastlesBritish Castles. CHARLES H. ASHDOWN. (Adam & Charles
Black.)
Clark's Medi:oeval Military Architecture.
Thompson's Military Architecture in England.
Dictionnaire raisonne de l'architecture fl'an<;aise du XI" au XVI'
siecle. V IOLLET-LE-Duc.
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ChurchesGothic Architecture in England. FRANCIS BOND. (Batsford. )
The English Parish Church. J. CHARLES Cox. (Batsford. )
FurnitllreDictionnaire raisonne du mobilier fran<;ais. VIOLLET-LE-Duc.
History of English Furniture. MACQ!JOID. (Collins.)
Ancient and Modern Furniture and Woodwork. POLLEN. (Board
of Education.)
HOllsesDomestic Architecture III England.
T. HUDSON TURNER.
(Parker.)
Homes of Other Days. THOMAS WRIGHT. (Triibner & Co.)
Growth of the English House. GOTCH. (Batsford.)
"Country Life."
LibrariesThe Care of Books.
Press.)

J.

W. CLARK.

(Cambridge University

MonasteriesEnglish Monastic Life. Cardinal GASQ!JET, and Monographs by
Sir W. ST. JOHN HoPE.
Social LiJeTraill's Social England. (Cassell.)
Social England in the Fifteenth Century. A •.ABRAM. (George
Routledge & Sons Ltd.)
Scenes and Characters of the Middle Ages. The Rev. EDWARD
L. CUTTS,
ShipsAncient and Modern Ships, Part 1.
HOLMES.
(Board of
Education. )
Sailing Ships and their Story. E. KEBLE CHATTERTON. (Sidgwick &
Jackson Ltd.)
MARJORIE and C. H. B. QUENNELL.

BERKHAMSTED, HERTS,
Jllne 191H.
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FIG. 3.-A Mounted Norman Knight.
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HEN William the Conqueror defeated Harold at
Senlac in 1066, it meant much more for England
than the winning, or losing, of the battle of Hastings. It
was responsible for the introduction into our country of an
entirely different mode of life and a new set of ideas.
The Saxons were slow and difficult to move: they were
i~rmers and herdsmen, who did not mind fighting, if their
crops were in and they had nothing else to do, and it was
difficult to keep them together as an army, unless the call
for their services were very urgent. They did not trQuble
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CHARACTER OJ:' NORMANS
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much about their Church, or church-building, thought
very little about Art,'or Literature, and, so long as their
neighbours left them alone, showed little interest in other
people's doings. The Saxons lacked the art of combination,
and it was because of this they failed against the Normans.
The feudalism of the latter was a form of regular military
service, by which so many armed knights had to be
supplied, for so much land held.
. So now let us try and find out what sort of people these
Normans were, who played such a rough part, and yet at
the same time did so much for England. Much the same
thing had happened in France; the Norsemen, or Northmen, or Normans, invaded France under Hrol£ the Ganger,
and took the lands on either side of the mouth of the
Seine (912) from the French king, Charles the Simple.
There they settled down, and as time went on gained
largely by being neighbours of the French, then as now the
cleverest people in Europe. I t was this which made the
Normans such dangerous foes; they retained all their
Norse vigour, and were pirates at heart, and full of the love
of adventure. They adopted the feudalism of the French;
learnt to build wonderful cathedrals and castles, and were
interested in everything, and determined to get on in the
world.
William the Conqueror is one of the world's great men;
he was very strong, and a fine soldier, and though to our
idea he may seem barbarous, at heart he was a fair man
and played the game. This will be found true of nearly
all those who have made history.
William had the art of attracting other great men
to his service. Lanfranc, an Italian, and one of the
most notable pri~sts of the time, became Primate, and
helped him greatly.
The Normans were devout Christians, and as in all else
they were very thorough in their religious devotions and
adventurous for their Faith.
They became Crusaders; fought against the Moors,

and attacked the Arabs who had conquered Sicily, which
they reconquered.
.
William succeeded to the dukedom of Normandy in
1035, when he was only a child, and from then on to the
time he was a man had to keep order among his own
barons, and fight the King of France, whom he defeated in
10 54. During this time he encouraged education, and
would not allow his barons to oppress the peasants and
traders, but the latter had to accept the principle of feudal
service.
Such were the people who opposed Harold at the
battle of Hastings and were able to defeat him. It says
much for Harold's military genius that he made so good
a fight. Harold had two enemies, his brother Tostig,
and William. Tostig secured the aid of the Norse king,
Harald Hardrada, and invaded Yorkshire, where he was
defeated by Harold at Stamford Bridge, near York. At
the same time, William landed at Pevensey, and Harold
had to hurry South.
There is at Bayeux, in Normandy, a wonderful piece of
needlework called the" Bayeux tapestry," which gives us
the best picture of the time and shows us the sort of ships
William came over in, the type of castles he built, the
clothes and armour his soldiers wore. It is very decorative and beautiful, and valuable for all these details of
everyday things. There is a large copy at South Kensington Mu~eum, which is quite a place to go to in the
holidays. /
We may as well try to get an idea of what the
Normans looked like, and Illustration No. 4, opposite
page 4, is drawn from details in the Bayeux tapestry and
other sources.
Starting on the left-hand side of the picture, the first
figure is a Norman knight; on his head he has a conical
iron helmet, with the nose-piece which is very characteristic ·of this period. His coat of mail was called a hauberk,
and was made of leather, or a rough, strong linen, on which
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were sewn flat rings of iron. It was slit at the bottom,
to be more comfortable on horseback. Under the hauberk
was worn a long tunic of linen, or wool, with sleeves to
the wrist. The legs were covered with thick stockings,
or trOU$ers with feet, called chausses, and these were not
knitted, but made of cloth, and cross-gartered with
leather thongs. The shield was of metal, reaching as
high as a man's shoulder, with a rounded top and pointed
towards the base.
The second figure is a Norman noble. He has an
under-tunic of fine linen, or wool, over which he wears an
over-tunic, without sleeves, open at the sides, and fastened
round the waist with a belt. His cloak is secured at the
shoulder by being drawn through a ring brooch, and knotted.
He wears chausses, and leather shoes like the knight. The
Normans cut their hair short and were clean-shaven, and
some also shaved the backs of their heads.
The lady has her hair done in two long plaits, and
her head is covered with a small round veil, held in place
by a metal circlet. Her under-tunic is of wool, or linen,
like that of a man, with sleeves to the wrist. The bliaut,
or over-tunic, fitted closely to the hip, from whence it
flowed out freely; it was laced at the sides, and cut low
at the neck to show the garment beneath. She wears a
jewelled belt, passed twice round the waist, and knotted in
front. Her cloak is semicircular in shape, and fastened
across the front with a cord.
The fourth figure is of a man-at-arms. He wears a
hauberk .made of thick linen, or leather, covered with
bands of leather, fastened with metal studs, and underneath
this was an under-tunic. The helmet is carried under the
arm, and it will be noticed that the hauberk has a hood
with a leather cap-piece covering the head, to make the
helmet more comfortable. He carries a lance and pennon.
His chausses are cross-gartered, and the shoes are of
leather.
The fifth figure has a hauberk made of overlapping
4
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pieces of thin metal sewn on to leather, or some thick
material, - his cloak is the same type as that of the
noble, and these were only worn by the better-class
people.
The figure on the right-hand side of the picture is a
bowman, who wears a soft felt cap of any colour except
yellow. This colour was worn. only by the Jews. His
stuff tunic is fastened at the waist by a belt of folded
material, and his knickers are very wide, and made to unfasten down the side seams.
The colours worn during the Norman period were, as
shown, rather dull in tone, and not nearly so gay as they
were later on.
It will be noticed that the knight and man-at-arms
both wear spurs, and were therefore horse-soldiers. William depended largely on his cavalry. The Bayeux
tapestry shows boat-loads of horses coming across the
Channel.
The old method of fighting had been face to face, with
a wall of shields, over which the soldiers. hacked at one
another. William employed archers, but the Saxons stood
firm. The Normans pretended flight, which tempted
Harold to break his line, and this done, William's
mounted knights rode through the gaps and threw
Harold's army into confusion. The Bayeux tapestry
shows the Norman mounted knight and bowman opposed
to the Anglo-Saxon with two-handled axe. '
From the Bayeux tapestry, again, we find out what
William's ships were like. This tapestry is supposed to have
been worked by Queen Matilda and her ladies, and they
must have been wonderfully observant, because in this one
detail of ships we can find out how they were launched,
and sailed, and many other things about them. At
Christiania, Norway, there is an actual old ship which was
discovered in 1880 near Sandefjord. She dates in all
e.robability from about 900 A.D., and is intensely interesting
as showing exactly what the boats of the Norse pirates were

5

THE NORMAN SHIP
like. The boat was found buried in a mound, 18 feet above
sea-level, with her prow pointing seaward, and must have
been used as the burial-place of a Viking. The length over
all is 79 feet 4 inches; beam, 16~ feet; depth amidships,
6 feet; her gunwale above water, 2 feet I I inches amidships,
but 6 feet 6 inches at bow and stern. She is beautifully
modelled under water, and is really more scientifically
designed than some of the ships of later periods. A model
was made at the end of the nineteenth century, and sailed
across the Atlantic; so they were seaworthy boats. They
were clinker-built-that is, of planks overlapping at the
edges. The boat at Christiania is known as the Gokstad
ship, and there is a model of her in the Victoria and Albert
Museum at South Kensington. Between this model and
the beautiful coloured figures of the Bayeux tapestry we
can get a very fair idea of what William's ships looked
like. (Illustration 5.)
From their Norse ancestors the Normans inherited the
art of seamanship. The long, open boats had one mast and
square sail, and progress was assisted by oars when necessary.
Shields were hung along the sides, and served as a protection to the rowers. The boat was steered by a large oar,
secured in a loop of rope on the right side; hence starboard,
which is the right side, comes from the fact that the steerboard, or oar, was there. The end of the steering oar
could be pulled up by a rope to avoid damage when
grounding on a beach. There were not any cabins, but
a tent was stretched across at night, or during bad
weather. The rowing-benches were at the sides, with a
centre gangway.
Having found out what the Normans did before they
invaded England, what they looked like, and the boats
they came in, we want to see, next, how they went to
work when they had conquered the country.
William, only a few months after the battle of Hastings,
had gone back to Normandy, leaving his half-brother Odo,
Bishop of Bayeux, and his minister, William Fitz-Osbern,
6
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CONDITIONS AFTER THE CONQUEST
to take charge of affairs. It was this Odo who later con, .spired against William, and being arrested was kept a
prisoner until his brother's death.
The country was apparently peaceful, but, with the
Conqueror away, risings broke out, and it was not until
1068 that it was really subdued. The most important
outbreak was at york, where 3000 Normans were slaughtered
and Swein, the King of Denmark, came to the assistance of
the rebels. William bought off ~he Danes, and then proceeded to take terrible vengeance on the Saxons, and
destroyed the whole countryside. He met with the most
determined resistance in the Fen cpuntry around Ely, and
boys should read Kingsley's Hereward the Wake, which
. contains a splendid description of the Saxons' last fight.
It was to hold the country in check that William started
building castles. The Tower of London, Colchester in
Essex, and the keeps of Chepstow, Pevensey, and possibly
Bramber, date from about this time, and were built in stone.
One can imagine the consternation of the Saxons as these
gloomy piles of masonry began to rise, so forbidding and
unlike anything they had been used to. Later on we
discuss wooden castles.
It must always be remembered that the castle was
supposed to belong to the king, and was erected only with
his permission. William's early experiences with his barons
in Normandy made him anxious not to allow them to
become too powerful in England. One of the conditions
which led to the anarchy of Stephen's reign was the too
easy permission given to build many new castles.
Before a description of the Norman castle is given, it
will be as well to give a few notes on the type of fortification which preceded it.
Dotted about England there are the remains of many
11
earthworks, which are generally called Roman, but are in
all probability of much greater age. It is quite impossible
to date them, but it is safe to assume that they were made
by the ancient Britons. Generally they were constructed
8

THE ART OF FORTIFICATION
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. on high ground, to guard against surprise and enable the
occupants to see the approach of an enemy. They are of
very large area, roughly circular in shape, and surrounded
by ditches and banks often 50 to 60 feet high. The
entrances were very cunningly contrived, and probably had
rough timber barricades, or gates, but the banks were
multiplied near the entrance, with several openings in them,
and the real one was tucked away in a corner. The others,
which looked like entrances, only led into blind alleys
between the banks, and here the enemy would find themselves an easy target for the arrows of the defenders 9n the
banks above. These earthworks probably served as the
fortified camp for the whole tribe, including their flocks
and herds.
It is rather interesting that, after centuries of development, the fort has had to give way to trench warfare and
fortified earthworks like those of the Ancient Britons.
Julius Ccesar landed 55 B.C., and the Roman occupation
lasted until the fifth century A.D. The Romans were great
engineers and military architects, and the roads which they
made remain to this day. These led from one station to
another. The stations were generally rectangular in shape,
with gateways in each side. The surrounding walls were
of masonry, with towers, and platforms for catapults. The
road ran right through the centre of the station, which was
occupied by the Prcetorium, or headquarters of the commander of the legion, if it was a military station, and the
Forum, or market-place, if it was a commercial city. The
Roman station in this country was a much more scientifically designed defensive work than anything which went
before or followed it for many centuries.
When the Saxons came they sacked the walled cities of
the Romans and left them desolate. They were essentially
farmers, and objected to being herded together. They
lived in small communities, making clearings in the forest,
and tilling the ground in their immediate neighbourhood.
Their ideas of fortification were not much in advance of
9
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those of the Britons, and probably took the form of earth.works, or wooden palisades around the village.
The Danes were pirates, and depended on their ships.
These came up the rivers when raiding, and were used as
their headquarters. A portion of the river bank was fenced
off with wooden palisades and became their burh. England
suffered from the raids of the Danes because of this neglect
of the art of fortification. France was able to confine her
pirates to the rivers and adjacent country, because she had
maintained the Roman tradition of walling and castle-building. The Normans learned the art o(building castles from
the French, and employed the art of fortification much more
than the Saxons did. One of the first things William
did was to throw up a castle at Hastings to defend his
camp there.
It is said that he burnt his fleet, to make clear to his
soldiers that they must conquer or die; but this would have
been against precedent. The northern pirates always had
their ships as a headquarters, or floating camp.
The first castles which William built were not of stone;
we read of his marching to subdue a rebellion, and, this
done, building a castle, and leaving a garrison in it, while
he went on to some other part of the country. It was
quite impossible for all of these to have been stone-built,
and it is probable that the earlier ones were constructed
of timber. There would be a large enclosed space, or
bailey, with a mount on the line of the enclosure, which
latter consisted of a ditch and bank. The keep was built
of timber, on the top of the mount, and the ditch was
taken around the bottom of it. The entrance to the
bailey was on the opposite side to the mount. It was
very much on the same lines as the stone-built castle which
forms Illustr~tion NO.7. The Bayeux tapestry shows a
timber castle of this type. When William wished to overawe a city, like London, he doubtless built in stone at
once, and when he knew the country better, and found
out the military requirements, he rebuilt his temporary

castles also in the form in which we now see them. The
timber palisade on top of the mount was sometimes replaced
by high stone walls, with the buildings grouped inside, and
this type is called the shell keep.
There is no doubt that William knew all about stone
castles, because Chateau d' Arques, in Normandy, which
was built by Guillaume d' Arques, in 1040, has a stone
keep, curtain walls, and gatehouse, and is altogether a
wonderful piece of military architecture. It was here, as
the result of a quarrel, that William besieged Guillaume
d' Arques, who was his uncle, and most certainly he was not
the man to see Chateau d' Arques and continue to build
wood castles, except to save time.
We can now pass to a consideration of the twelfthcentury castle shown in Illustration NO.7, which dates from
about II 30. Starting from the right-hand side of the
picture, there is first the gatehouse with its drawbridge and
passage through. On either side were little chambers for
the guard, and a staircase which led up to a room ov.er the
gate, from which the portcullis was worked. Thls was

10
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FIG. 6.-Carving at CMteau d' Arques.

THE NORMAN CASTLE
, arranged so that it could be wound up or let down, and
the gateway below could be defended by bowmen shooting
through the embrasures of the battlements on the walls. In
addition to the portcullis, there were strong oak doors to
the entrance gateway. The gatehouse led directly into the
bailey. Here were the stables and gr;mary, the barracks for
the soldiers, and all the many other workshops that must
have been necessary. It must always be remembered that
there 'were no shops just round the corner, so if arms needed
mending, or making, all had to be done within the castle
walls. In all, including squires, pages, servants, and garrison,
these castles must have housed a considerable number of
people. The bailey was surrounded by stone walls, called
curtain walls, with a ditch outside, and these were probably
flanked by projecting towers, which enabled the defenders
to shoot along the outside of the wall, and so keep off the
besiegers.
Then we come to the keep, built on the top of the
mount. The keep was raised doubtless to give the sentry,
who was on look-out on the top, the opportunity of being
able to see over the surrounding trees and country, and
it must always be remembered that England then was
much more wooded than it is now. The Normans generally selected a small hill, or piece of land which was above
the general level, and then cut it down, so as to form
the mount, or raised part of it, or made an artificial one.
On the top they built the keep, and the ditch which
went along the outside of the curtain walls was continued
around the base of the mount. On the far side of the
ditch they planted a wooden palisade, so that the enemy
had to climb up the hill to the castle, then over the palisade, and so down into the ditch, only to find that there
was still the castle wall to scale. Putting the mount on
the edge of the bailey left the latter clear, and enabled
it to be kept smaller than if the mount had been placed
in the middle of it.
But very little is known of what the curtain walls and
12
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EXTERIOR OF NORMAN CASTLE
'bailey of .a twelfth-century castle looked like, because,
though many of the keeps and gatehouses remain, the walls
have generally been altered many times since to bring them
up to date with the military science of different periods, or
they have been pulled down for the sake of the stone.
A second wall was built at the foot of the mount, next
the bailey, forming an inner bailey, or in some cases a
palisade was used for this purpose. Stairs led up to the
keep, and it should be noted that the entrance here was not
at the ground-floor level, but on what would correspond to
the first floor of a house. The outer staircase up to the
entrance was sometimes covered in by what is called the
forebuilding, and this added considerably to the powers of
resistance. The chapel was often placed in the top of this
forebuilding, and was entered from above.
There were not any large windows at the ground-floor
level of the keep, only arrow-slits, because it was the final
refuge of the garrison. If the enemy gained the bailey,
or climbed the steep mount outside, the drawbridge at the
top of the entrance steps in front of the main entrance
was pulled up, and the besiegers had to fall back on mining
the walls. These were of great thickness, and the garrison
could throw down all kinds of things on the heads of foemen
working below.
The outside of a Norman keep was generally very
simple, with plain, flat buttresses, and round-headed
windows. The rampart walks at the top, and the towers,
had spaces left at intervals for the archers to shoot through;
these are called embrasures, and the piece of wall between
is the merion.
Illustration No. 8 shows the plan of a Norman keep.
A plan is a kind of bird's-eye view; if the roof were taken
off a house, and you were up in a balloon, the shape of the
rooms could be seen, and how they were placed side by
side. As going up ina balloon is still rather a luxury, and
it would also be a difficult way of finding out the shape of
a house, we measure it up instead, and make plans.
14

PLAN OF A NORMAN KEEP

12TH CENTURY

FIG. S.-Plan of a Norman Keep.

The plan of. the keep is very much the same on all
floors. The lower, or ground, floor below the entrance
served as a storehouse for the large quantities of food
which must have been required during a siege.
At the first floor, or entrance level, was the guard-room;
above this, on the second floor, was the great hall, with its
galleries around; and above that, one more floor, probably
used as a dormitory. The well of the castle was in the
keep, so that the garrison might be sure of water in case
of siege.
The staircase was in one of the angles, and led up to
a square tower opening on to the battlements, with similar
15
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INTERIOR OF NORMAN CASTLE
towers at the other three angles of the castle. Here the
. guard did sentry-go, 75 feet above the level of the top of
the mount. Thus they could see a long way over the trees,
and prevent surprise by the enemy.
Illustration NO.9 shows the interior of the great hall.
In the average keep, like the one we have drawn, this was a
room about 39 feet long by 31 feet wide, but in the larger
castles, like the Tower of London, there are rooms 95 feet
long by 40 feet wide.
The great hall was surrounded by walls about 10 feet
thick, and in the thickness of these were little rooms, which
are shown on the plan at A, A. The entrance to one of
them can be seen in the drawing of the great hall, just
above the two hounds held by the huntsman. The little
rooms did not always have separate windows, and in this
case the only means of light and ventilation was the opening
at the entrance, probably covered at night with a leather
curtain. These rooms were used for the bedchambers of the
principal members of the family, the serving-men sleeping
in the rushes on the floor of the hall. In the daytime
. people lived much more together than they do nowadays,
and if we could be transported back to the twelfth century
it would seem all noise and lack of privacy.
This drawing serves to illustrate the first great difficulty
which the Norman and other early builders had to contend
with: how to roof over a large space. At each side
of the fireplace are recesses in the thickness of the wall
with a window at the end, and it will be noticed that they
have a top to them like a small railway tunnel; there is a
semi- or half-circular arch in front, and the line of this is
carried through: this is what is known as a barrel vault,
and it was the earliest method of roofing in stone. The
stones of the arch in front are wedge-shaped and so cannot
fall out, and are known as voussoirs, and a barrel vault is
like many arches placed one behind the other. It is worth
while to understand this, because later on the builders
found that by making one vault cut across another all
16

THE GREAT HALL

FIG. 9.-The Great Hall.
13th-Century Hall, p. 7i.

14th.Century Hall, p. 123.

12TH· CENTURY

["Normall."

15th-Century Hall. p. 169.

sorts of beautiful effects could be obtained; so the fan
vaulting of Henry the Seventh's Chapel at Westminster
Abbey is a development of our barrel vault.
The Normans could built a vault across a small space, '/
but did not know how to do it over a large room, so we
find in this great hall just what we do in a Norman
cathedral. In the former, the little rooms are vaulted in
stone, but the hall has a beamed ceiling. In the latter, the
side aisles are vaulted and the nave has a timber roof.
Now Ie! us see what was the difficulty which confronted
B
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the Norman builders of this great hall, its size being
. 39 feet long by 31 feet wide. Their first idea, perhaps,
was to throw beams across the narrowest way, the width,
but this would have meant that these beams would have had
to be at least 34 feet long, to give a bearing on the walls at
each end. There were plenty of forests in the twelfth
century, but there were not any steam-saws, and all beams
and. boards and planks had to be cut out of the trees by
hand, and it was a long and laborious business; so we find
that the old builders economized in the use of timber.
What they did in the case of this hall was to build the very
beautiful arch across the width, and this enabled them to
place the beams over longways to the hall, and these did
not need to be longer than about 19 feet, because one end
rested on the main wall and the other on the arch. These
would be easy to obtain. Across them came the smaller
joists of the floor above.
So the arch was put in because it was a constructional
necessity, and while they were doing it the old builders
made it beautiful; which, if you come to think about it, is
not at all a bad rule. From our point of view this little
problem is worth consideration, because as we jog along
through the centuries we shall always be running up against
it, or similar ones which have been overcome, and always
in a pleasant way.
The windows of the great hall were very narrow, and
of course did not have any glass; at night, or when the
weather was very bad, they were closed by wooden shutters,
but during the daytime the wind must have blown through,
and the draughts and smoke made what we should think a
very uncomfortable house.
The fireplace, built on an. outside wall, had what is
called a flue, or escape f()r the smoke, but this, instead of
going up and finishing above the roof level in a chimneystack, as flues do nowadays, was carried at an angle through
the thickness of the wall, and came out into the open air
behind one of the great buttresses.

The gallery, which runs round the whole hall, was
reached from the staircase in the angle turret, and must
have been used for seeing what was going on in the hall
below. The gallery is contrived in the thickness of the
wall, and so takes up the space which is used for the little
rooms on the other floors. It is a very beautiful feature,
and adds greatly to the appearance of the hall.
The furniture of this period was very simple, and consisted of tables, on trestles, and benches rather like school
forms; there would have been one or two heavy chairs, or
seats, and the floor was strewn with rushes. Meals were
served in the great hall, and cooking is supposed to have
been done in a kitchen in the bailey; but it is difficult to see
how this could have been possible, or the food eatable on a
winter's day, if it had to be carried such a distance. In a
manuscript of the early part of the twelfth century there is
an illustration of a Norman butler in his office, and the
servants who are assisting him are carrying food up an inside
ladder, or staircase. The large room on the first, or entrance,
floor was no doubt used for cooking, besides serving as
a guard-room; the plan of this floor is just the same
as the great hall over-it has a fireplace and chambers
in the thickness of the wall, so there was plenty of room
for both purposes, and during ordinary times it would
not have been necessary to maintain a large guard inside
the keep.
In the Bayeux tapestry Norman cooks are shown boiling a pot over one fire, and roasting at another, and then
serving dinner through a doorway into the hall, and, in
rather an amusing way, they take the food in upon the spits
on which it has been roasting.
Musicians often preceded the servants, and played while
the meat was being served; harpers came and recited
romances. Minstrelsy was in high repute among the
Normans; the king had a minstrel, and every gentleman of
position maintained one, or more, as part of his household.
Bands of acrobats and tumblers came and gave displays.
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STAIRCASE
Before we leave the drawing of this Norman great hall,
attention should be drawn to the zigzag ornament round the
arches. The design is called the chevron pattern, and, like
the slender columns in the angles, is a sign of Norman work.
The next drawing, Illustration No. 10, shows the circular
staircase in the angle tower of the keep. This was all built
in stone, and a tumble downstairs must have been a painful
experience. Each step had a circular piece worked on it at
one end, and at the other was long enough to be built into
the wall; the front edge of one step was laid on the back
edge of the one below, and the circular piece in the centre
fitted exactly over the one underneath, and in this way
formed the central stone column, or newel. For a long
time most staircases were like this one.
This drawing completes the illustrations of a Norman
castle. It must be remembered that in theory all castles
belonged to the king, were only built with his permission,
and under his licence. They formed part of the service
brought about by the Feudal System, and were necessary to
the power of the king. They continued to be built for this
purpose for a long time. Tattershall Castle, Lincolnshire,
built about I 440, is a wonderful brick keep, which could
not have been much more comfortable than this one illustrated for the twelfth century.
The nobles probably had their manor-houses as well,
in much the same way that the convents had granges on
their outlying estates. In jocelin's Chronicle, a wonderful
manuscript of the twelfth century, we read how Abbot
Samson narrowly escaped being burned to death in I I82,
when staying at one of his granges, the only door of the
upper story of the house being locked, and the windows
too narrow to admit of escape. This sounds as if the
abbot was in the solar of a house rather like that illustrated
on page 8I, and which by that time had become typical of
the thirteenth century. It is to these granges that we
must look for inspiration as to how houses became more
r.omfortable and less c~stle-like. It must needs have
20

FIG.lo.-Norman Staircase.
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been a very co~rageous baron who would molest Abbot
S~mson, capable as he was of bearding Creur-de-Lion
hImself; so, when the granges were planned, it was not so
necessary to consider defence, and the type seems to have
been suggested by the monastic buildings the monks were
used to. They apparently took that part which lay to
the south side of the cloister (see plan of monastery on
page 28). The monks' warming-room became the cellar
with· the . solar over it; the refectory suggested the hall:
and the lntchen and offices remained in the same position.
The nobles, when visiting an abbot and staying at one
of his granges, wo:uld be struck by the greater convenience
, and comfort of such a house, and so would follow it when
building their manor-houses, adding more defensive works
than would be necessary in the case of the abbots' granges.
. The Anglo-Saxon house. was generally framed up in
t1m~er on masonry foundatIOns, and roofed with thatch
or tIles. There was a hall, and around it bowers or bedchambers, and then kitchen and offices the wh~le set of
buildings being surrounded by a bank
stiff hedge.
. So fa.r as the towns were concerned, a good deal of
~nforma.tIOn can be gathered from building regulations,
Issued Ill' London in I I 89, in the time of Richard I.
Houses before that time had been very generally built of
wood, and roofed with thatch, and the frequent fires made
the citizens put their heads together to see how the destruction caused in this way could be prevented. Stone houses
covered with tiles, are pointed out as safer than those of
wood. There are long descriptions of stone party-walls
(those between the houses); these are to be 3 feet thick
a~ld 16 feet high, so the houses could not have been very
hIgh, and apparently the rest of the house continued to
he built of wood. The accommodation appears to have
been a hall, or houseplace, on the ground floor with
perhaps a lean-to addition at the back for a kitche~ and
t!te solar, or private room, a mere loft over the hall' and
hghted by a window in the gable at the front. These
22

would have been formed naturally, as the roofs sloped
down towards the party-wall at each side of the house.
A twelfth-century street, then, would have been made
up of a series of rather low gables, side by side, the gutters
between spouting water on to the pavements under, during
rain. Some of the houses would have been higher than
the others, because in these early by-laws of II89 you
are allowed to raise your half of the party-wall if you want
to do so.
In the country, the villeins' cottages would be much
the same-a simple oblong building, with a houseplace,
and perhaps a small shed, or kitchen, at one end, and a loft
over. Again, before we think of such accommodation as
very rough, we must remember that people were used to
living in the open air, and, like sailors nowadays, only
caught colds when they went indoors. For example, the
monks had the best opportunity of being comfortable, yet
they passed most of their time in the cloisters, which were
open in those days, and not yet filled with any glass.
N ow the next thing to consider is-how did William
rule? He waged war successfully, and was a great soldier;
built castles and fortified towns; but he must have been
able to do more than this, or he would not be remembered
as a great man. His claim to greatness lies in the fact that
he did what even the Danish Wars had not been able to do
-bound the country together as one by th~ Feudal System.
William's followers were rewarded by large grants of
land, belonging to the Anglo-Saxons who were slain at
the battle of Hastings, and to others whose estates were
confiscated, and these lands they held direct from the king,
and in return were bound to supply so many soldiers at the
king's call. This is very interesting, because, later on,
people began to pay money instead of giving their services
in this way. But in the Great War of 1914-1918 we had
the same rule-that you must fight for king and country
if you enjoy the privileges of citizenship.
as
It was not until the Conquest that EngJallclw
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THE FEUDAL SYSTEM
supposed to belong to the
king. The Saxons always
had the tribal idea that land
belonged' to the c.ommunity,
and they held it by common
consent, and fought for it
when there was a common
danger; but the process by
which they were aroused was
a slow one, and the damage
was often done before they
were ready. Harold had great
FIG. I I , -Jugglers.
difficulty in getting his men
together, and this had always
been the case with the Anglo-Saxon kings. They would
not, or could not, combine, and so the Danes were able
to do much more damage than would have been possible
if they had found the natives united against them.
Feudalism was to do away.with all this.
'
Under the Saxons the land was divided up into folk.
l~n~~. which belonged to the people, and consisted' ~f
wha-i was left over after allotments had been made to the
freemen; and S()!llmon land, held by communities, but
gradually becoming personal to a family if the dues and
fines were paid, and known then as heir land. Book land
generally consisted of grants to religious houses from :the
folk larid.
.
Right down to the Norman Conquest we find similar
customs to those introduced by the Saxons in the fifth
century. The freeman. was the ~reeholder. Tacitus, the
Roman, said of the Saxons, "They live apart, each by
hi~self, as woodside, plain, or fresh spring attracts him" ;
whIch does n()t mean that they were q?ite solitary, but
that each holding was occupied by a family, and all the
different generations of that family. The holding had
its c()mmon fields and grazing land, and the village itself
was roughly fenced in. Each holding had its ~olk moot,
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a place where they met to frame their . laws and cust~m~.
The headman of the village, or the chIef, de_\,~loped mto
the lord of the manor, and the chieftains became the
kings:
.
. The Danish Wars had the effect of bringing the scattered
communities together, and introduced the ~~gin_nings of
the Feudal System, and so we find that the freeman became
the villein of the lord. Under Canute, the freeman
regained his position somewhat, as the lords were dispossessed of their lands. \yi1l~Irl maintained his hold
on the land by rp.aking the Feudal System much more
rigid.
The Scutage Tax in I 159 allowed the barons to pay
the king ~ sum of money instead of following him to war.
Thus began t~~ first weakening' of .the Fe~dal Syste~.
There is an interesting account of how thIS worked m
Jocelin of Brakelond's Chronicle. The king calls on the
abbot for the services of four knights to go to France,
and give aid against the king there. The knights demur,
and' say, "Neither had they, nor their fathers, ever gone
out of England" for such a purpose; so the abbot goes
to France instead, and offers money, which is not accepted,
and in the end hires four mercenaries.
The ChronIcle of Jocelin of Brakelond brings us to
the next everyday thing in England in the twelfth century
-the Monastery. It must be emphasized that a monastery
was n;TW'Ilat-so many people seem to think it was-a
place where monks or nuns did nothing else but pray
all day and half the night. The monastery was the centr.e
of all the civilizing influences of the time, and for thIS
reason. It must be borne in mind that Europe, after the
fall of the Roman Empire, was in a state of turmoil; we
have seen how in England the Roman stations, their
roads and villas and baths, were allowed to go to rack
and ruin, and the sense of order and system gave way to
disorder and anarchy.
. Hengist and Horsa landed in 449, and from that time
25
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on till 577 there' was one long struggle, in which the
Britons were nearly exterminated. Those who did not
escape into -Wales or Scotland were enslaved. Rome
became Christian early in the fourth century, so there
were Christian missionaries here in Roman times; but the
Saxons were heathens, and Britain became pagan again.
During the sixth century fresh hordes of Saxons arrived
and fought those already in possession, but Augustine
landed .in the south in 597 and again preached Christianity.
St. Oswald, crowned Eng of Northumbria in 635, was the
missionary for the north.
The Danes came in the beginning of the ninth century, and
, behaved very much like the Saxons. They were pirates and
heathen, and in 868 they burnt the churches at Peterborough,
Crowland, and Ely, and murdered Eadmund, the King of
East Anglia. The abbey of St. Edmundsbury was built
la ter to house his relics, and it was here that Jocelin started
his life as a monk in I I 74. The Anglo-Saxon monasteries
had become lax and fallen into disrepute in the tenth and
eleventh centuries, but there had been a great revival at
Cluny, in France, and it was their abbot whom William
asked to come over to England and govern the monasteries
here.
Europe had been in a turmoil for some hundreds of
years, and the gentlemen of the day either hunted or fought,
so it was left to the Church to civilize, and the monastery
took up the work, and attracted all those men who wanted
to do what we now call social work.
Credit must be given to the Normans for the fact that
they built not only castles, but cathedrals and monasteries
as well. l\1any of these still remain; both Norwich and
Ely Cathedrals are largely Norman, and both were originally
the churches of Benedictine monasteries. It gives a good
idea of religious life in those early days when it is realized
that what we now call a cathedral was then in some cases
only the private chapel of a convent; the cloisters and
a few of the other buildings may remain, but what we
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now see is only a part of the original whole. Our plan on
page 28 will explain this.
Where the monastic church was used as a cathedral,
it was called a conventual cathedral, the bishop took the
place of the abbot, and had the right to preside in
the chapter-house. The prior and convent looked after
the buildings, and continued to do so until the time
of Henry VIII., when they were replaced by deans and
chapters of secular canons. Cathedrals of the old foundation had deans and secular canons from the start, who were
generally Augustinians.
It may help if an explanation is given now of terms
which will be frequently used in later pages.
A Cathedral is the bishdp's church, and the principal
one in a diocese.
A Diocese is that part of the country over which the
bishop rules.
A See means the seat of a bishop, or where his
cathedral is.
The Parish originated with the holding of the lord,
and his chaplain was the parish priest. The king's
chaplains became the bishops.
Then it is very usual to talk about a house for monks
as a monastery and one for nuns as a convent. This is
wrong. Convent is the term applied to the whole body
either of monks or nullS, and the monastery means only
the actual group of buildings, and it is used both for the
houses of monks or nuns, though the latter can also be
called a nunnery.
Illustrations 12 and 13 show a twelfth-century
Benedictine monastery. One is a plan and the other a
bird's-eye view, and the plan has numbers which correspond
with those' in the text, and will enable the uses of the
various buildings to be followed. The top of each picture
is the north, the right-hand side is the east, the left hand
the west, and the bottom the south. So, starting at the
left hand, or to the west, where I is marked, we enter by
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FIG. I2.-Plan of Benedictine Monastery.

the gatehouse into the great court. Here all were free to
come who· had any business to do, and it must have
presented a busy scene, crowded with pilgrims, knights and
men-at-arms, merchants and minstrels. There was a porter
at the gatehouse, to guard. At 2 was the almonry, where
alms were given to the poor, and sometimes there was· a
school close by for poor children. At 3 were the stables
and granaries. Here the horses of the guests and travellers
were put up. It is doubtful if there were many inns in
England where travellers could obtain food and lodging
until the middle of the fourteenth century.
In the towns there were ale-houses, cook-shops, and
hostelries, because, a little later, in the time of John, 1212,
we read that, after a fire, "all ale-houses be forbidden
except those licensed by the Common Council, and that no
baker bake or ale-wife brew by night with reeds or straw,
but wood only"; also, " all cook-shops be whitewashed."
It was part of the duty of monks to entertain strangers.
Their accommodation was divided up: just south of the
28
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gatehouse, at 4, was the place for the poorer guests a~d
pilgrims; at 5 would be placed the merchants and hke
folk' and at 6 was the abbot's or prior's lodging, where
nobl~s or the king would be entertained. Jocelin of
Brakelond's Chronicle is interesting, as it gives an idea of
the great size of the twelfth-century monastery. He sa~s
that after Abbot Samson's installation, "he retired to hIS
chamber, spending his day of festival with more than a
.
thousand dinner guests with great rejoicing."
Jocelin also gives a note of how. guests w~re entertamed.
" When the abbot is at home, he IS to receIve all guests of
whatsoever condition they may be, except religious and
priests of secular habit, and except their men who present
themselves at the gate of the court in the name of their
masters' but if the abbot be not at home, then all guests
of what~oever condition are to be received by the cellarer
up to thirteen horses. But if a layman or clerk shall
come. with more than thirteen horses, they shall be
entertained by the servants of the abbot, either within the
court-lodge, or without, at the expense of the abbot."
At 7 was the church, and the west d~or ;vas g~neral1y
placed opposite the gatehouse, so that on samts days It could
be opened for processions. The nO.rth door was ?sed by the
people when there were special se~vlces for the~ m the nave,
but the monks used the choir, whIch extended mto the nave.
At 8 was the cloister, and this was a very important
part of the monastery. When we go round a cathed\al
now, we are struck by the beauty of the vaulted walks,
with the arched and traceried openings on the garth, OJ'
space in the middle; but when it was ~uilt it served not
only .as a corridor leading to the vanous parts of the
building, but a place where the monks spent a good part
of their time. For this reason it was usually placed to the
south of the church, so as to be on the sunny side.
The north walk, which is the one next to the church,
was reserved for study, and little places called car~els were
sometimes formed on the side next the garth, lIke small
29
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studies, where the monks could read their manuscripts.
A drawing is given in the fifteenth-century chapter (p. 176)
showing this.
The east walk was very much used, because it led to
the chapter-house, the passage to the i!lfirmary, and the
~efectory. It was in the east walk that the abbot washed
the feet of thirteen poor men, representing Christ and the
twelve Apostles, on the Thursday before Easter (Maundy
Thursday).
The south walk was parallel to the refectory, and in the
west walk were taught the novices who wished to become
monks. In some of the old cloisters little figures used for
playing games are cut in the stone benches.
At 9 was the outer parlour, where a porter sat who kept
the cloister door, and here merchants could come to sell
their wares, or monks receive visits from their relatives
after the chapter.
This is perhaps a convenient place to state that our plan
must not be taken as being an exact copy of any particular
monastery. The Benedictines generally built on somewhat similar lines, but the positions of the various parts
were often varied to suit local requirements. Thus at
Westminster Abbey the outer parlour was at the west end
of the south cloister walk.
At 10 was the slype, or passage-way, leading to the
,scrip toriU ll1' or place where the monks wrote their manuscripts. In these days before printing, all the church
service books were made by hand and beautifully illuminated, and there must have been much letter-writing as
well to carryon the business of the convent, so it was done
in these little rooms, each of which had a window to the
north, and a door opposite opening on to the north walk
of the smaller cloister at 1 I.
At 12 was the chapter-house, or parliament of the convent.
At 13 was the parlour, or place where the monks could
talk, and generally there were stairs up from here to the
30
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THE MONASTIC BUILDINGS
monks' dormitory above. This latter was a long upper
,chamber, which connected as well with the south transept of
the church, so that the monks could easily go there for
their services during the night.
At 14 were various stores and cellars.
At 15 were lavatories, in two stories, the upper com- '
municating by a bridge with the south end of the monks'
dormitory for use at night.
At 16 was the warming-room, where the monks could
warm themselves, after service in the church on a cold
winter's day, and in these days churches were not heated.
!he Romans had been able to do it very well indeed, here
III England, seven or eight centuries before, but the manner
of doing it had since been forgotten.
At 17 was the ~efectory, where they all fed, and near
the door to the south walk of the cloister there was always a
place where the monks could wash their hands, with, close
by, a recess where the towels were kept.
At 18 were the kitchens and offices, opening out on to
a courtyard, around which Were grouped the bakehouse
'
mill, and brewhouse at 19.
At 20 was the infirmary, where sick monks could lie
and 21 was the misericorde, where such of them as needed
it were allowed to eat meat. The infirmary had its own
chapel at 22, and kitchen at 23.
The monks' cemetery was at 24, to the north of the
church, and the gardens for growing vegetables, with the
fish-ponds, were to the east, at 25. A site was selected
which had a stream of good water, and this was diverted to
form the fish-ponds, and then taken on to the various parts
of the n;onastery to take away the drainage, and turn the
,,;,ater-mIll which ground the corn to make bread.
'.
This, then, is what many twelfth-century monasteries
must have looked like. As time went on the cloister
· h perhaps had been built in wood at "the start was
W hIC
rebuilt, say in the fourteenth century, in stone,
the
chapter-house was beautified. A central tower fell, down,

0;
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or there was a great fire, and
the parts destroyed were rebuilt in the work of the
period.
At the dissolution of the
monasteries, in Henry the
Eighth's time,the need for the
monastic parts of the building
passed away, and so they fell
into disrepair, or were altered
FIG. 14.-A Physician.
out of all recognition;. but
here and there parts remain. At Westminster Abbey, the
boys of Westminster School use what was the old monks'
dormitory as a schoolroom, and they have the abbot's
hall, which at Westminster is on the west side of the
west walk of the cloister, as a dining-hall. Lucky boys,
to be taught in the shadow of that glorious abbey, and
feed in an abbot's hall !
An idea of the size of the old monasteries may be
gained by giving the dimensions of some of the parts. At
Westminster the dormitory was 170 feet long, and the
refectory was 130 feet long by 38 feet wide. The
kitchen at Canterbury was 45 feet square, and at Worcester
35 feet. The guest-hall at Canterbury was 150 feet long
by 40 feet wide; so it can be seen they could accommodate
plenty of visitors.
Now for the constitution of the convent. At the head
came the abbot, then the prior, who was his chief assistant.
There was a sub-prior, and the monks. The chantor, or
precentor, acted as singer and librarian. The sacristan took
care of the ~hurch and the buildings. The cellarer was the
steward, who controlled all the business side. The hospitaller looked after the guests, and the infirmarer the sick,
while the almoner distributed the alms. The maste~ of
the novices~M~e~pol1sible for their education.
The monks' day started at tlfidnight, and the new day
was ushered in with prayer. This first service was called
c
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Matins.. The 'sub-sacristan rang a bell in the monks'
. dormitory, where they had gone to bed at 7.30 in the
evening in the winter and 8,30 in the summer.
They descended directly into the church, by stairs
from the dormitory, down into the south transept. After
a brief interval, Lauds commenced about one o'clock, and
by half-past one or two all the monks were back in bed
agam.
They were roused at seven in the morning for Prime,
which did not take very long, and was followed by an early
Mass for the servants and workpeople, of whom there were
a great number, and while this was being celebrated the
monks washed and finished dressing.
Before the next Mass the monks had breakfast, of
about 1 lb. of bread and t pint of wine or beer. There
was not any tea, coffee, or cocoa in the twelfth century,
but there may have been porridge sometimes.
This next Mass preceded the daily chapter, held about
nine o'clock. Here a junior monk, who was also the
weekly reader in the refectory at meals, read out notices of
the lives of the martyrs and saints who would be commemorated on the following day, and after, there was a
discussion on the affairs of the house, seals were put to any
documents, and any erring monks wer~ punished.
As touching on the discipline in the monastery, Jocelin
gives us an interesting account of a mutiny of the monks,
accustomed to the easy ways of Abbot Hugo, against the
stricter rule of Samson, who goes away so that his anger
may cool, and on his return says: "I would have taken
vengeance on thee, had not I been angry." So they were
punished, and then: "On the morrow morning we decided
on humbling ourselves before the abbot, by word and
gesture, in order to mitigate his mind: And s~ accOl;dingly was done. He, on the other s1de, replymg w1th
much humility, yet always alleging his own justice and
turning the blame on us, when he saw that we were conquered. became himself conquered. And bursting into

tears he swore that he had never grieved so much for
anything in the world as for this, first on ~is own accou~t,
nd then secondly and chiefly for the pubhc scandal wh1ch
~ad gone abroad, that St. Edmund's monks were going to
kill their abbot."
Continuing with the monks' day, the chapt~r fi~ished
bout 9.30 leaving half an hour for conversatlOn m the
a
loister ,
before High Mass at ten. In t h"1S mterva1 t he
~fficials settled the business of the day, and it must be
remembered that the convent had large estates which had
to be managed, and the monks were great ~ui1ders and
must be given credit for much of the advance which was
made in the arts and crafts of the day.
Dinner followed at eleven, and lasted half an hour, the
mo~ks washing their h.ands before and after the meal; when
this was finished the junior monks and novices played
games in the garden, and the elders slept for an hour.
During the afternoon the monks worked, and it will be
remembered that St. Benedict, when he founded the Order
in the sixth century, ~xpressly arranged that his monks
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FIG. I s.-Investiture of an Abbot.

ELECTION OF AN ABBOT
should do manual labour, and in this way keep their bodies
healthy and strong. They were great g~rdeners, growing
vegetables and medicinal herbs. The ~istercians especially
devoted their energies to farming and improving the stock
.
of animals.
Vespers were at five o'clock in the winter and six in the
summer, and then supper followed; after came Collations
and reading in the chapter-house, followed by a short
inter~al in the cloister in the summer and the warminghouse in the winter. At seven in the winter and eight in
the summer came Compline,. and half an hour later all
would be in bed, until they were roused again at midnight
for Matins.
This was the way the old monks passed their days;
it was a very peaceful and well-ordered existence, and
there is little wonder that it attracted the studious man.
The popular idea of the monk is that he was a fat man
in a frock, who either fished or ate large dinners, and the
real work that he did is sometimes lost sight of. Sheltered
by the cloister and protected by their vocation, they
were able, in a rough-and-tumble age, while the barons
spent their time fighting or hunting, t~ build up all the
influences which were to civilize England. The nunneries
for women were conducted on much the same lines.
There is an interesting account in Jocelin of Brakelond's Chronicle of how the monks elected an abbot,
and were helped to do so by King Henry the Second.
Jocelin entered St. Edmundsbury in 1174, and the abbot
there was Hugo, who was a very old man. The convent
under his rule had got badly into debt. The Jews, who
had lent him mohey, charged enormous interest, and poor
Abbot Hugo. was distracted~ He went on pilgrimage to
Canterbury in 1180, but being thrown from his mule near
Rochester, dislo~ated his knee, and died as a result of the
fever caused by the bruises; and, sad to relate, his servants
plundered his apartments as soon as he was dead. The king
placed an inspector over the monastery, and meanwhile
36
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collected the revenues, and it was not until I!~~ that they
ld set about electing a new abbot. Sixof the elders selected
'd d
cou
h
the names of three of their own monks whom t ey conSI ere
suitable, writing them down in a document w~ich. was sealed.
And then the prior and twelve monks set off wIth It to see the
king at Waltham; they walked there, their frock-skirts lo?ped
over elbow. Thereupon the king called on them to nommate
three and this being already done, the seal was broken, and
the ~ames found to be, Samson the sub-sacristan, Roger
the cellarer, and Hugo the third prior: The king called for
three other names, whereupon the pnor was named as one,
the sacristan as the second, and Dennis, apparently a monk,
the third. With these nominations the king asked for three
from other convents, and so they gave the prior of St., Faith,
a monk of St. Neots, and another of St. Albans, and there
were then nine names. The king then said three names might
be struck off, and so those of the three strangers went. The
sacristan withdrew, and the king ordered two more names to
be struck off, and then another, which meant that Hugo the
third prior and the monk Dennis retired, l.eaving only Samson
and the prior. The venerable Denms made a speech
"commending the persons of the prior and Samson, but
always in the corner of his discourse brought Samson in,"
and Samson it was who was elected, and returned as abbot to
the monastery he left as sub-sacristan. This meant that he
ranked as a peer, was lord of the manor, and had" fifty
knights under him."
.
For four years Samson had hard work paymg off the
Jews, and this done, they were marched over the borders
and bid never return.
The principal Monastic Order was that found~d by
St. Benedict in 529 A.D. To the three vows of obedIence,
p()verty, and chastity he added that of tpanual labour for
s~ven hours each day. This kept the monks in good health
and happy. The Benedictines were the largest Order, and
celebrated for their learning. St. Augustine, the apostle of
the Anglo-Saxons, was a Benedictine.
37
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Our illustration (on p. 31) is of a Benedictine monastery.
The Carthusians had their principal monastery at the
Charterhouse in London, which after the dissolution of the
monasteries was rescued by Thomas Sutton and turned into
the Charterhouse School.
A description of the life led in a Carthusian monastery
and details of the buildings are given in the chapter on
the fifteenth century, page 171 onwards.
The Cistercians were farmers, and did a great deal for
agriculture. They largely reclaimed the larid in the north
which had been wasted by the Conqueror. They generally
settled down in some very remote place, near a good river,
so that they could water their land. Their buildings greatly
resembled those of the Benedictines.
The Augustinians were founded in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, and there were other Orders.
The monks founded hospitals at places of pilgrimage, and
along the high roads, for the entertainment of poor pilgrims
and travellers. Some were for lepers, others for poor and infirm persons, who were called bedesmen. St. Bartholomew's
Hospital in London is a survival of a much older institution of this description. As time went on, other people
gathered round the monasteries, and so towns sprang up.
Then there were the Military Orders. The Knights of
the Temple, or Templars, were founded under Augustinian
rule at Jerusalem in IIIS, between the first and second
Crusades. They undertook the task of escorting pilgrims
from the coast up to Jerusalem, to protect them from the
infidel, and to wage war against the latter in defence of the
Cross. In addition to these duties the Templars took the
usual vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience. The Order
was founded in England by Stephen, and the Temple
Church in London bears memory to them.
The Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, or the Knights
Hospitallers, not originally a military Order, was founded
in 1°92 to afford hospitality to pilgrims to the
Holy Land, and to care for the sick and wounded Crusa38
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In the twelfth century they became military, and with

t~:sTemplars maintained a standing army for the defence

of Jerusalem. When Palestine was lost they mo~e~ to
Crus, then Rhodes, and finally Malta, ,;here the bUlldmgs
erected still remain. They exerCIsed a very useful
~n~~ence in checking the Mo~ammedan. invaders of
he Hospitallers were mtroduced mto England
.
b
E urope. T
b Henry 1., and founded here houses for nOVIces to e
y
'1'
. ..
trained
in piety an d mlltary
exerCIses
The Trinitarians were founded m II97 to r?scue
Christian captives, and were commonly calle~ ~athunns.
Having thus spoken of the various rehgIOus .Orders,
and more especially of the monastery and of the hfe that
was led within its walls, it may be as well to try ~nd under··
stand something of the part these Orders played m developing the architecture of the tim~, and here we shall find that
their influence was very great mdeed.
.
Illustration No. 16 shows the aisle Clf a monastIC ch.urc~,
and the point to which we first want to draw att.entIOn IS
the vaulted roof. In Illustration No. 9 the plam barrel
vaulting which was employed to cover the recesses a~ each
side of the fireplace is particularly mentioned, and thIs was
said to be like an ordinary railway tunnel. Now the vault
to this aisle, which is illustrated, shows the next dev:elopment, and it is a very important one indeed. The.re IS the
same barrel vault or railway tunnel along the aIsle, ~ut
crossing it at right angles are other barrel vaults followmg
the lines of the arches into the nave, and between each
intersection so formed is a semicircular arch.
.
At the actual line of the intersection of the two semIcircular barrel vaults an angle was formed, which w~s. called
the groin. Each bay of the vaulting, between t~e s.emlclfcular
arches was a square and the line of the grom, If you were
makin~ a plan, wodld run diagonally across it. The ~rst
thing the old builders found out was that the actual elevatIOn
of the groin was that of an ellipse, or waggon-shaped, and
this must be so because the groin springs or starts from

{P
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FIG. 16.-The Aisle of a Monastic Church
(based on the Norman work at Ely).
Barrel Vault, p. 17.
13th-Century Vaulting, p. 89.
14th-Century Vaulting
pp. 129, 133·
15th-Century Vaulting, pp. 176, 179.
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the same line, and only rises to the same height as the
arches crossing the aisle, which are semicircular, and as its
span is wider, because it goes across the diagonal of the
bay, it must be of a flatter shape.
Now as to the way these early vaults were constructed.
The semicircular arches across the aisle were built first,
then rough wooden centres or moulds, of the shapes of
the diagonal or groin, were put up, boards were laid on
the top, and the vault was constructed in what is called
rubble, only rough stones, not shaped as to the arches,
when they are called voussoirs. When this was set, the
centering was taken down, and the vault was plastered on
its underside. The first thing the old builders discovered
was that the vault, by reason of the shape of the groins
being flatter than semicircles, looked rather dumpy; next,
that the centre or crown of the vault was too flat, and the
stones were inclined to fall out, and this applied as well to
the groins themselves.
So the next step was to make the profile or true elevation
of the groin s~micircular, but this raised the crown of the
vault considerably above the tops of the semicircular arches
crossing the aisle, and so to remedy this these latter were
taken up straight for the necessary distance to get over this,
and then made semicircular as before. This was called stilting. But here again another difficulty was encountered:
the now semicircular groins, and the stilted crossing arches,
all sprung or started from the same level, but the groins at
once started curving away, because they were true semicircles, whereas the stilted arches went up straight for a foot
or so. This was found to be ugly, because it made the
crossing arches look as if they had been pushed in at the
bottom between the two groins, and a good example of this
is to be seen in the chancel of Hemel Hempstead Church,
Herts. So the next step was to spring all from the same
level, but make the arches across the aisle pointed, and, if
you think, this was the true solution of the difficulty; but
it took a long time, and when it was done the thirteenth
4I
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century had arrived. The groin lines, too, were strengthened
by the addition of stone ribs. Another surprise for the
Norman builders was the discovery that by crossing their
vaults as described, they concentrated the thrust of same
at particular points, and it became necessary to make their
buttresses outside of more projection. The drawing shows
the cushion-shaped capitals to the columns and other details
which are characteristic of Norman work.
This may seem a rather long and tedious explanation,
but it is very necessary to understand the development of
vaulting if we are really to follow the growth of Gothic
architecture.
Leaving buildings now, we can turn to the details of
,"country life lin the twel~th century; here we shall find th~t
- the J?omesday Survey- IS valuable, because not only does It
give us an idea of how much land was cultivated, and how
many people there were in England in 1085, but it also
tells us what they were doing. The Commissioners set
themselves to find out" the name of the manor, who held
it in the time of King Edward the Confessor and who held it
now, how many hides there were in each manor, how many
ploughs on the domain, how many men, how many villeins,
how many cottars, how many bondsmen, how many freemen, how many socmen (freemen paying a fixed rent), how
much wood, how much meadow, how much pasture; what
mills, what fish-ponds-how much it was worth, and whether
more could be got out of it than now."
An entry in Domesday Book reads something like this:
"The Land of William of Braiose.-The land is of three
ploughs. The whole extent of arable is three ploughlands,
though it was only assessed at two hides. There is one in
the domain (William manages one ploughland himself), and
five villeins and cottars with two ploughs (there are two
teams in the domain). There is a mill of 18 shillingsworth and a fishery of 50 pence-worth." And so England
was parcelled out for the Conqueror to estimate the value
of his spoil.
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FIG. 17.-A Performing Bear.

The land was measured by the hide, suling, or caracute
which equalled about 120 of our acres. It was found that
about 5,000,000 acres were cultivated; that there were
about 300,000 families, with a population of 2,000,000.
We read of 9300 landowners and clergy, 12,000 freeholders,
23,000 socmen or yeomen, 109,000 villeins or copyholders,
9 0 ,000 cottars or small copyholders, 25,000 bondsmen or
landless men.
The counties were divided into hundreds, and the
hundreds into manors. The manors contained thedemesne,
or domain, which was the lord's own land, and theholcling
of the viJlei~~, which averaged 30 acres, or a virgate or
yardlanc1. The cottars had perhaps a cottage and 5 acres.
Now as to how -all this worked. We must, if we want
to understand the twelfth century, forget all about the
twentieth, and its constant talk of money; in the_twelfth,
instead of paying rent in money, you rendered service.,
The lord held his land from the king on this conditionhe had to promise to help the king, and be his man,
and this same idea ran through the whole of the society
of the time. Here are the conditions on which a
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villein held land. In the spring he had to plough 4 acres
for his lord, and each villein supplied two oxen for the
~ord's plough team for three clays in the winter, three
In the spring, and one in the summer.
In addition he
must work
three
days
a
week
on
the
lord's
land, or
,
pay a yearly toll of 2S. I ld., a hen, and sixteen eggs.
He must follow his lord to war, and sit in his court of
justice, and uphold customs which were to become
laws. ,So if he had his duties, he also had his rights
and we call him a copyholder, because the terms of hi~
holding were copielilnto the Court Roll, and, so long
as he rendered service in accordance with these, he could
not be turned out. It was not to the lord's interest to
oppress his villeins, any more than it would be to a
modern farmer's advantage to ill-treat his horses. The
two classes depended very much on one another, and continued to do so until the time of the Black Death, which
altered the conditions of country life. It is very usual to
think of the villein as a miserable bondsman, whereas in
reality he formed the b,ackbolle of the countryside, free on
three days in the week to work on his own holding, owning
~at~le, and having the great interest of doing well or badly,
In Just the same measure that he was industrious or lazy.
He was tie9:Jo the land, and could not leave his manor,
except with the lord's consent; but then in all probability
it never entered his head to do so, unless he went to the
wars in France, or on a pilgrimage. The lord was in
much the same position under the Feudal System: The
villein was probably just as well off, if not better, than the
farm labourer of to-day, with nothing except his wage to
look forward to. The villein's condition, like that, of the
labourer, depended on his master. In Jocelin's Chronicle
we read that" coming down from London through the
forest, I inquired of an old woman whom we came up to,
whose wood this was, and of what manor; who was the
master, who the keeper? The old woman answered, the
wood belonged to the new Abbot of St. Edmunds, was the
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manor of Harlow, and the
keeper of it was one Arnald.
Ho~ did he behave to the
people of the manor? I asked
further. She answered that
he used to be a devil incarnate,
an enemy of God, and a
flayer of the peasants' skins,skinning them like live eels
FIG. rS.-A Shepherd.
as the manner of some is; but
that now he dreads the new
abbot, knowing him to be a wise and sharp man, and so
treats the people reasonably."
In times of peace the village was like one large farmthe common fields were ploughed, harrowed, sown, and
reaped by the joint labours of all the villeins, and each
of the latter's holdings consisted of a strip, or strips, in
the ,open fields. The country must have looked very
different'then, because the fields were not enclosed with
1?edges, but divisions were made by leaving what were called
balllks of turf. The woods were used for feeding swine;
the cattle grazed on the common land, and were largely
killed off in the late autumn, because what we now call
root crops were not then grown, and so it was difficult to
feed cattle in the winter. There were meadows for making
hay; thirty-eight vineyards are mentioned in Domesday
Book, and a good deal of wine was made. Everybody
kept b~es to get honey for sweetening purposes,-remember
you could not buy pounds of sugar in these days. The
peasants' food consisted of pigs' flesh, and domestic fowls,
vegetables, fruit, eggs, and cheese, the latter sometimes
made from ewe's ~ilk. Meatwas much eaten, and as in
the winter it was salted, ~;d s~lt wa's- difficult to obtain, it
was probably not very well cured, and this accounted f01
the Illany skin diseases often confused with leprosy.
The abbots were in'the position of lords of the manor,
and had tenants. In Jocelin of Brakelond's Chronicle we
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read of the difficulties which the cellerarius had to collect the
. SI' 1
." reapmg
;e.r," or.pennywh'lC h each householder had to pay
mstead of gIVmg hIS labour to cut down the convent grain.
" Before ~he town ,,:,as free all of them used to reap as serfs ;
the dwellmgs of kmghts and chaplains and of the servants
of the court lodge being alone exempt fr~m this payment."
The cellerarius gave up trying to get it from the richer
folk, and dis trained on the poorer by taking instead a stool, a
kettle, or even the house door, and there was so much commotion that the reap silver was commuted. Thus the holders
of the town fields had to catch 4000 eels in the marshes of
Lakenheath, and bring them to their landlords the monks'
but they became lazy, and brought half the number and
. none at all-one feels sorry for the townsmen,
'
sometll1les
because the eels may not have been there to be caught and
are known for slippery customers. So a new arrange:nent
was made, that instead of the eels, each holder should pay
a penny for ~o many acres; but this was found troublesome,
becau~e the fields were divided up among so many people;
sometlmes the cellarer got 27d., and then again only IOld.
~nother rule w,as, that the townsmen should put their sheep
m the convent s pens at night, for the sake of the manure
but they preferred to improve their own land in this way:
There was trouble also with the mill. and market dues. All
this is very interesting, and shows how the people who at
first gathered round the monastery for the protection which
it aff?rded, .and the wor~{ they found to do, were gradually
workmg theIr way to an mdependent position as a township
and commuting their service for money payments, or rent:
There is another interesting note in Jocelin's Chronicle
on mills. These generally belonged to the lord and the
v~lleins took t~ei~ corn to his mill, and had
pay in
kmd for the grIndmg. A Dean Herbert ventured to build
a mill without the abbot's consent, and was ordered to take it
down by the abbot, who said, " I tell thee it will not be
witho~t damage. to my.mills; for the tow~sfolk will go to
thy mIll, and grInd theIr corn at their own good pleasure;

nor can I hinder them, since they are free men. I will
allow no new mills on such principle." The abbot sent
his men to take the mill down, who found that the dean had
forestalled them, so that he might not lose the timber, and
this suggests that it was a windmill, though of course it
may have been a water-mill instead.
The average twelfth-century manor was very nearly selfsupporting, so far as food was concerned, local markets
gave the opportunity to exchange goods, and luxuries
were obtained at the great fairs. The fair at Stourbridge lasted from September 18 to October 9, and merchants came to it from places as far away as Bruges and
Hamburg, Bordeaux and Rouen, and the Italian cities.
Here could be bought foreign wines, furs from the Baltic,
Flemish cloth and lace, salt, and spices, and the farmers
could dispose of their cattle, hides, and wool.
The Crusades and pilgrimages had made men quite
familiar with the produce of foreign countries, and the
twelfth-century man was not at all a country bumpkin.
From Jocelin's Chronicle we learn that the Abbot of Flay
comes, and" through his preaching caused the open buying
and selling which took place in the market on Sundays to
be done away with, and it was ordained that the market
should be held on the Monday." Again, as touching on a
man's duties and the business practice of the day, we hear
that Hamo Bland died without making a will, and this was
held to be very discreditable. The horse which was led
before the coffin of the deceased was offered to St. Edmund,
but the abbot would have nothing to do with it, "For it does
not beseem our church to be defiled with the gift of him
who died intestate, whom common report accuses of being
habitually wont to put out his money to interest. By the
face of God, if such a thing come to pass of anyone again
in my days, he shall not be buried in the churchyard."
Now this must have made it very difficult for the enterprising business men of the twelfth century to get on, but they
did so in quite surprising fashion.
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We have referred to the influence of the Crusades in
makir:g men fat;nili~r with foreign countries, and the practice
of gomg on pIlgrImages accustomed people to travelling.
Considering the difficulties to be overcome, the twelfthcentury men were surprising travellers.
Illustration No. 19 shows a simple farm cart. The
oxen drew it by means of the yoke across their shoulders.
The yoke was attached to the central pole, and this latter
waS fastened to the axle. The floor of the cart was framed
up on the axle, and the sides made of withes, woven in
between upright stakes driven into the edge of the floor.
The peasant driving the oxen wears the plain chausses
and simple tunic which were the clothing of the working
man right through the Middle Ages. Carts were not
used for travel, and it was considered rather disgraceful
to be seen riding in one, probably because in this way the
man condemned to death was taken to the gallows. When
Launcelot was going to see Queen Guinevere, he lost his
horse, and not being able to walk in his armour, he commandeered a cart, with the result that one of the queen's

FIG. 19.-A 12th-Century Cart.
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ladies, seeing him from the castle, thought it was a knight
"riding to the hanging," but the queen, recognizing
Launcelot, reproved her, saying, "It was foul mouthed,
and evil compared, so to compare the most noble knight of
the world in such a shameful dea th."
Ladies rode pillion behind a man-servant, or in litters
borne between two horses, and nearly all travelling was
done on horseback. Only kings and great nobles had
special carriages, and the reason of course for this was, that
with the exception of the Romans, no early people were
good at road-making; so horseback was speedier and safer
-that is, when they did not walk.
In Jocelin'S Chronicle there is an interesting account of
a tremendous walk. Samson had been sent to Rome, in
his monk days, by Abbot Hugo, and, returning too late,
was put into prison by the abbot, with foot-gyves on hima sorry return for braving the dangers of a journey which
he thus describes: "You know what trouble I had for that
Church of the Woolpit; how I was dispatched to Rome
in the time of the Schism between Pope Alexander and
Octavian; and passed through Italy at that Season, when
all clergy carrying letters for our Lord Pope Alexander
were laid hold of, and some were cla pt in prison, some
hanged; and some, with nose and lips cut off, were sent
forward to our Lord the Pope, for the disgrace and confusion of him. I, however, pretended to be Scotch, and
putting on the garb of a Scotchman, and taking the gesture
of one, walked along; and when anybody mocked at me, I
would brandish my staff in the manner of that weapon they
call gaveloc [like a crowbar], uttering comminatory words
after the way of the Scotch."
. Now Samson must needs have been a stout-hearted
man to walk to Rome and back, and even though his
business had been successful, to have to undergo imprisonment, and yet, coming out, be able to live serenely after.
When he became abbot he " caused the official person who
had, by Abbot Hugo's order, put the fetters on him at
D
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his return fro~ Italy, to be supported with food and
clothes to the end of his days at Abbot Samson's expense" ;
but we never hear if he apologized to the Scots for the
liberties he had taken in copying their ways.
And this was not the only long journey Samson made,
--as a traveller he compared favourably with many modern
men. He attended Parliament when the news came that
Richard was a prisoner in Germany, and "the abbot
started forth in his place in Parliament, and said, that
he was ready to go and seek his lord the king, either clandestinely by subterfuge, or by any other method; and search
till he found him, and get certain notice of him"; and
the abbot went" with rich gifts to the king in Germany."
Again, when the monks set out to see the king at Waltham,
about the election of a new abbot, they all walk there,
their frock-skirts looped over elbow.
The Normans werE~ great hunters, and the frontispiece
shows a hunting scene. In the fifteenth century, a description is given of stag-hunting, taken from a book called
'I'he lVlaster of Game, written by Edward, Duke of York,
who was killed at Agincourt in 1415. As it is supposed
that the Normans introduced the method of hunting the
stag which is followed to this day, readers are referred to
the fifteenth-century chapter (p. 187) for fuller details.
It must have been while hunting, in much the same
way as shown, that William Rufus met his death in the
N ew Forest, by an arrow glancing off from a tree trunk.
It was in reality the New Forest then, and was enclosed
by the Normans to form a game preserve. In the twelfth
century the " beasts of the chase" were the buck, doe, and
fox; the" beasts of the forest " were the hart and hind; the
"beasts and fowls of the warren" were the hare, rabbit,
pheasant, and partridge. Henry II.'S laws forbade anyone
entering a royal forest with bow, arrows, dogs, or greyhounds, save with special warrant, and he forbade the
clergy to spend their time in hunting or hawking.
In Jocelin's Chronicle we read of Abbot Samson's manor50
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houses and parks: "He had laid out several and stoc~ed
them with animals, retaining a proper ~untsman WIth
were there,
h ou nds', and, if any guest of greatd qualIty
. .
.
r Lord Abbot with his monks woul SIt m some openmg
~~ the wOods, and see the dogs run; but he himself never
meddled with hunting that I saw." Now does not that
conjure up a pretty picture?
.
There is another note in Jocelin of a quarrel WIth
Creur-de-Lion. Adam de Cokefield, a feudatory of St.
E dmunds , died, leaving a small daughter ofS three ' months
d
old as his heiress, and she became Abbot amson s wa.r ,
and so could not marry without his consent. Creur-de-LlOn
wanted to give her in marriage to one of his friends, but t~e
abbot did not approve, and there was a great qu:rrel,}u: m
the end the abbot had his way-he generally dId.
Kmg
Richard wrote soon after, to Abbot Samson, that he wanted
the St. Edmundsbury dogs; which he heard
one or two
were good"; and these being sent, gave the abbot a ring,
and so they made it up,these two fine twelfth-century men.
No wonder that Abbot Samson appealed to Carlyle as a
fine type, and worthy of inclusion in " Past and Present."
Our next consideration must be the laws and customs.
Before the Conquest the Anglo-Saxons had wri!!~Illaws,
and the Normans, when they entered England, had none, so
William's first act was to confirD} those already in force
~hich had beenmade by Edward the Confessor. It must
be remembered that h~ did not want to be thought of so
much as a conqueror as the rightful king of England
coming into his own. He protected the N ~rmans, however, by fining the district where one was slam, unless the
slayer was produced. ¥J:!ch of the ~roc_e_dllreof the old
law was traditional-, and the laws
themselves o.nlystatements .
-.---of the penalt-ie~ attaching to wrong-doing. There was very
little re~l development until the time of Henry II. The
~iIlg's Court was only for the protection of the royal rights,
~nd those of the barons; all ()ther business was conducted
at-the shire and hundred m~ots.
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Shire moot was held in the open, and presided over by
the sheriff; the free landowners had to attend, and they
found the dooms, or judgments, but did not try the case.
The accused brought forward friends, who swore that he was
innocent, and were called oath helpers; or he might be sent to
the ordeal of the fire, or the water. He must lift red-hot iron,
carry it three paces; his hand was bound up and examined
at the end of three days; if blistered he was guilty. Or he
was thrown into water, and if he floated was guilty. One
is apt to say now, "How absurd! " but that is because of the
difficulty we find in understanding what were the ideas
of the twelfth-century man.
A small boy of our acquaintance gave what is probably
the explanation, when hesaid,
"Yes, it would be all right if
you really believed in it." In
the twelfth century it was an
old, old custom, and the guilty
man, who was perhaps quite
FIG. 2o.-A Judicial Combat.
ready to swear falsely, would
hesita te to undergo the ordeal,
andso give himself away, and find the doom given against him.
The Norgtans introduced the judicial combat, and the
combatants fought to show they were right, or else hired
somebody else to do it. The weapons used were like pickaxes, made of horn, bound on to wooden handles, the shape
of which had come down from bygone ages; they fought,
perhaps all day, until the guilty man cried" Craven," when
he was promptly hanged. Here again the idea probably was
that the man in the right would fight better, and that the
other, burdened by a guilty conscience, would give in first;
but we are afraid it did not always work this way.
Henry IL made the King's Court the headquarters of
justice, and from it the J~~tices made journeys all over
E~gland, and went on circuit just as they still continue to .. '
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do. But the most important devel~pment of Henry I~.'S
tTme was that the sheriff would call m twelve men to gIve
evl'dence, not to hear it as
.before,
. and so we get the 'be.
"Innings of our present tn~l bY,JufY'
~JoceIin of Brakelond gIves an mterestmg account of a
trial by battle between Henry of Essex, accused of treas~n
d cowardice by his kinsman, Robert of Montfort, m
::hich Henry was vanquished, and, being left for dead on
the field of battle, recovered afterwards,. and turned monk.
A ther instance given had a tragic endmg: a free tenant
ot:he cellarer, Ketel by name, was charged with theft, and,
being the loser in the trial by battle, was hange~. And the~
follows a most interesting statement, showmg how thIS
method of trial was passing. Jocelin reports the burgesses
of Bury St. Edmunds as saying: "If that man had only
dwelt within the borough, it would not have come to the
oaths
I but that he would have acquitted himself. by the
M d ~,
h
h
of his neighbours." The abbot and convent, seemg t e trut
f this took steps to remedy this hardship of their tenants.
o Sa~son as Lord Abbot, had to hold his Court; on one
occasion h~ had two knights of Risby before him, Willelm
and Norman, adjudged to pay the he.avr fine ~f 20S., and
this is how he addressed them, and it IS mterestmg because
it gives a side-light on travelling and hospitality:
"When I, was a cloister monk, I was once sent to
Durham on business of our Church: and coming home
again, the dark night caught me at .Risby (where the
knights lived), and I had to beg a lodgmg there. I went
to Dominus Norman's, and he gave me a flat refusal.
Going then to Dominus Willelm's, and begging hospitality,
I was by him honourably received. The 20S. therefor~ of
money, I" without mercy, will exact from Dommus
Norman' the Dominus Willelm, on the other hand, I,
'.
. t h e sal.d . sum~," " M y ~ urse
WIll wholly remIt
with thanks,
on that Abbot's Court" said another SUItor, where neIther
gold nor silver can help, me to confound my enemy. " T ruIy
the more we hear of Abbot Samson the better we like him.
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FIG. zI.-Games.
13th-Century Games, p. 97.

Th

14th-Century Gam es, p. 144. 15th-Century Games

,p. I95.
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spinning-tops, toy horses, whips, and wooden models of
many and various kinds_
The two boys in Illustration No. 21 are playing with
jointed wooden soldiers, which are dressed in the armour of
the period. The feet of these figures were weighted with lead
to keep the balance, and were jerked backwards and,
forwards by means of a cord passed through their middle,
each boy holding one end of the cord. The arms were
jointed as' well as the legs, and moved with the motion
of the figures, and with the tightening and slackening of the
cord the little soldiers strutted and pranced, and doubtless
waved their arms and swords in a very warlike manner.
The tailpiece of this chapter, Illustration No. 22, shows
what the ornament of the period was like. It illustrates,
in a way, why the Norman style is sometimes called
Romanesque; because here in this simple design we can see
a survival of a more elaborate Roman pattern. The design
we illustrate here might have been used for stone carving,
embroidery, or the border to an illuminated manuscript.
Now for a word of advice on design.
When drawing pattern, never start putting in the
detail until you have got the general line, or structure
of the same, complete.
In this scroll the main line of the pattern is a wavy one,
consisting of more or less half-circles reversed and joined
together _ From this central line grow other shorter lines,
and unless you get the swing of these" bones" of the pattern,
any fine drawing put into the detail will be quite wasted.

FIG. zZ.-Izth Century Ornament.
I3th-Century Ornament, p. 100.
14th-Century Ornament, p. I4·5·
I5th-Century Ornament, p, 20I.
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CHAPTER II.--THE (( EARLY ENGLISH" PERIOD
OF DESIGN,
FROM· 1200 TO
Kings and QlIf'enS of
England and France.
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we go through the centuries, we shall find that
each one seems to have a character of its own, and
that the thoughts and feelings of the people are reflected
in the things which they have left behind them. In the
twelfth century, with which we dealt in the last chapter,
the general impression is that of rugged strength. The
Normans were like their own castles, and even their
cathedrals, beautiful as they are, echo the same feeling.
Henry of Huntingdon, an historian of the time, said:
" For God had chosen the Normans for the extermination
of the English race, because He saw that they excelled
all people in the quality of unrivalled savagery." And
William of Malmesbury, talking of the Saxons before the
Conquest, said: "The custom of drinking together was
universal, the night as well as the day being spent in
this pursuit. They expended great sums, while living in
small and contemptible dwellings; unlike the French and
Normans, who live at a moderate rate III large and
splendid buildings."
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GENERAL CONDITIONS
The first 'Villiam was undoubtedly a terrible man, bllt
he kept the peace and made others do so too. Rufus was
a ruffian, but allowed no one else save himself to play the
tyrant.
Henry r. was altogether a better man, and his marriage
with Matilda helped to make him a friend of the English.
A good father might have had a good son, and if Prince
William had not ,been drowned in the White Ship in I 120
but had lived to rule, the anarchy of Stephen's reign migh~
have been avoided.
The task of Henry II. was much the same as that which
confronted Henry VII. so many years after. Both came to
the throne in troublous times, and by wise government
succeeded in restoring peace to the country. The first of the
Angevins was greatly helped by his marriage to Eleanor of
Aquitaine, who was one of the richest heiresses of the time.
Richard r. might be called a knight-errant, and John was
a thorough bad lot.
Yet there was a new spirit abroad, and if the times were
rough and terrible, we must all remember that in 1096 Peter
the Hermit preached the first Crusade, and all over Europe
men were found whO sacrificed all they had to go and fight
the Moslem, whom they called the infidel, in the Holy Land.
We must bear all these facts in mind when we approach
the everyday things of the thirteenth century. We shall
find that the rugged strength of the Norman church
has given place and developed into the more graceful
beauty of the Early English style. Westminster Abbey,
for example, the east end of which was built about the
middle of the century, still remains the pride of all Englishmen. Men who wrought so splendidly in stone as this
must have had fine ideals. We shall find, just as in the
twelfth century, good and bad kings, but the bad ones are
not to be all?wed
have their way so much now. Magna
Charta was SIgned m 1215, and one of its provisions was that
"No Freeman, Merchant, or Villein shall be excessively
fined for a small offence; the first shall not be deprived of
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his means of livelihood; the second, of his merchandise ;
the third, of his implements of husbandry." AI~ men were
to be fairly treated; John was not to levy taxes WIthout calling his Council. In the reign of Henry III. we, find Matt~ew
Paris was quite prepared to support the people s ca~s: ~gamst
the misgovernment of the king, and as well to cntIcize the
doings of the papal legates. Simon de Mont~ort called together, in 1265, in one assembly, barons and bIshops, abbots
and knights, and citizens.
.
At the beginning of the thirteenth century the Fnars
came and preached against the laxity of the monks, who had
become too prosperous and slothful, and at the end of the
century we see the rise of the Universities. Th.is is the
new spirit; the century which started badly WIth John
finishes splendidly with Edward r. He must be reckoned
as one of our great kings.
As we study the everyday things of the period we
should like our readers to bear this in mind. One should
think of Westminster Abbey, not as a building put up by
Henry III., who though he was a bad king was a good
builder but rather as being symbolical of the ideals of a
whole ;eople moving slowly towards freedom and justicewith many set-backs, yet moving forward.
.
So we can start with the everyday things of the Early
English period, and Illustration No. 24 shows what
thirteenth-century people looked like. The costume of
the period was as simple and beautiful as its architecture.
Later on, both became rather overloaded with ornament,
but before this happened there was fitness for purpose and
beauty of line, which achieved the end in so satisfactory a
way that added elaboration was unnecessary. We have
written about this in the architecture of the century, and
wish to point it out again in discussing t~e figures i~ the
illustration. All the garments are most eVIdently deSIgned
for useful wear, and their simple lines are very graceful.
Good effects were obtained by the use of fine matenal,
rather than by adding embroidery and jewels.
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times lasted until the days of the Tudors. In shape like a
long sugar-loaf, the hole for the face was made in one of
its sides, the lower half was pulled down over the shoulders
as a cape, and the upper half hung down at the back as a
liripipe.
The fourth figure is of a little girl clad in a cotte of
some light material, and over it she wears a bliaut, which
was entirely an indoor tunic; this latter, fitting closely to the
figure at the top, springs out at the waist, and is cut wide
and long in the skirt, and without sleeves. Being a child
she wears her hair loose on her shoulders, with a plain
circlet around the head. The doll follows the same style
as his or her mistress.
The nurse with the little girl is wearing a pelisse, and
the capuchon attached is drawn over her head. The pelisse
was an outdoor garment, very much like the garde-corps, but
fuller and longer; under this the figure is shown wearing
the usual cotte, and a wimple on the head like the first lady.
The peasant wears just a plain tunic with a captichon,
has plain cloth chausses on his legs-, and shoes of heavy
felt or cloth, or sometimes leather. On these in wet
weather he would wear clogs of wood, as shown in the man
weeding, in Agriculture for the fourteenth century (p. 137)'
In the next illustration, No. 25, the costumes of the
Monastic and Military Orders are shown.
The figure on the left-hand side is a Crusader; he
wears banded mail with a white surcoat, with red cross on
breast. The helm is an interesting thirteenth-century
development. It was found that the nose-piece, or nasal,
shown in Illustration NO.4 on the Norman knight, was
rather dangerous in use, because the enemy could take
hold of it, and when so held, the knight was at
his opponent's mercy. To prevent this the nasal was
lengthened, and the whole face covered in with the exception of eye-slits. The top of the helm was made flatter
than in Norman times, and the effect must have been very
much that of a saucepan without its handle.
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The second and third figures from the left are a
Benedictine monk and nun; both wear long black robesthat of the monk has a cowl which can be drawn over the
head, and the nun wears a white wimple under her black
hood.
The second figure from the right is a pilgrim. He is
shown wearing the ordinary dress of the period, to which
are added the signs of his pilgrimage. These are the wide
hat and rough cloak. This sometimes had a cross on the
shoulder, which was a sign of the Palestine pilgrimage ...
He carries a staff with a hook on it to take his bundle, and
a scrip, or purse. These were always blessed by his priest·
when he starteq.. . His beard an9. hair were allowed to'
grow. ..vVhen a pilgrim returned from the Holy Land, he
was entitled to wear a piece of palm in his hat, hence he
was sometimes called a palmer. Those who had been to
Rome wore lead or pewter signs which they obtained there,
bearing the effigies of St. Peter, St. Paul, or the crossed
keys. Those of the Compostella pilgrimage ~ore scallop
shells in their hat, the sign of St. James. From Canterbury
they brought away an. ampul, or flask, containing a few
drops of the blood of St. Thomas a Becket, and they carried
also bells.
The right-hand figure is a Knight Templar. He is
shown wearing a hauberk, and chausses of banded mail,
which is an interesting development of that described in
Illustration No. {.The banded mail was formed by rows
of flat rings slightly overlapping and sewn on to leather,
stout linen, or coloured velvets. One row of rings was
laid one way, and the next the other way, and the material
on to which they were sewn was gathered into a little tuck,
in which was a cord, and this separated the rows and kept
the rings flat, and was a stronger finish than the earlier
method. The Ter.lplar wears a white surcoat over his
hauberk. This is supposed to have been started by the
Crusaders because the sun of the East made their coat
of mail unbearably hot; this surcoat, started in the first
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instance for a very practical purpose, developed into
beautiful jupons or tabards, emblazoned at a later period
with the armorial bearings of the knight.
All Knights Templars wore a white cloak with a red
cross on the shoulder; a red cap, with white undercap;
and carried a staff with a shield on top ornamented with a
red cross on a white ground-this was of metal, and often
used as a weapon. Their beard and hair were worn long.
Drawings of Crusaders and Templars remind us of
the Holy Land, so our next illustration, No. 26, is chosen
to show the ships in which they sailed there.
This is interesting, because it shows us why we still
talk of forecastle-in the thirteenth century they really did
have fore and stern castles. The Crusades exercised a great
influence on our ships, as they did on all the arts and crafts.
The Crusaders, when they took their viking-like ships into
the Mediterranean, were greatly impressed by the developments which they noticed in Eastern shipping. This is
easily explainable when we remember that Egypt, Greece,
and Rome had 'all been naval powers.
There is an interesting account of a Saracen ship, which
was attacked by the fleet of Richard Creur-de-Lion, near
Beirut, in Syria, in I 19 I. This ship is said to have had
three masts, and carried J 500 men, which sounds like an
exaggeration, but there can be no doubt of the impression
which she left on the minds of those who saw her, and she
must have been considerably larger, and better found, than
anything they had been accustomed to. Her tall sides
presented great difficulty to Richard's men in their attack
from lower boats. The Saracen ship was eventually rammed
by galleys, and taken, with her sides stoved in. The White
Ship of Henry I., which went down in I 120, and was probably one of our best boats, is supposed to have had fifty
oars, and carried three hundred people. It is shown in old
manuscripts as having one mast only.
In these early days, sea fights were rather like land
battles, the idea being to get to close quarters; no damage
E
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could be done to the enemy outside the range of a bow-shot
(about 300 yards), so the fight speedily resolved itself into
hand-to-hand conflict. This tall ship of the Saracens must
have set our boat designers thinking, because of this disadvantage of being under the enemy's fire. The first thing
done to remedy this was to set up castles in the bow and stern,
and in the earlier types, like the ships shown on the seals of
Sandwich, Winchelsea, and Hastings, all of which date from
the· thirteenth century, these castles have very little connection with the structure of the boat, and' look just like
rather high raised platforms, and this is what they were-'
perches for the archers, from whence they could fire down on
t() the enemy's decks. This type is shown on the small boat
in the distance.
These detached castles were not very beautiful, and did
not long satisfy the naval architects of the day, so we find
in the Dover seal, which dates from 1284, the next developmetit,and it is this ship which we have drawn. '
. The hull, or body of the boat, remains much the same
as the Norman ship, and is on the old Viking lines. There
is' one mast and square sail, but a fighting top has been
addeq; where an archer could be stationed. The fore and stern
casHes' are developed, and il1stead of being independent
raised platforms, are now joined up to the structure of the
boat, and, just like castles on the land, have embrasures
through which the archers could shoot, with merlons in
between to protect them. Under the platform, the supporting posts' have very beautiful arches, filled in between
the same, and the detail of these is similar to the land
architecture of the period. The space thus partially enclosed
was the beginning of the cabin; there is a sort of elementary
bowsprit, and at the end is bowline comb to take the bowlines which go to the mainsail. There is not any great
advance in the rigging, and the steering is still done by
means of an oar on the starboard side.
The illustration, No. 28, is of a thirteenth-century
castle, of the type Edward I. built after the campaign in

Wales:' This drawing is not
of anyone particular castle,
but has been made with the
idea of' showing the general
ideas of the old builders on the
subj~ct, and how they were influenced by military considerFIG. 27.-Bellows.
ations. This latter fact must
not be lost sight of, because people sometimes talk about' the
.prettiness of an old castle ruin now, as if its builders had
purposely designed it as a ruin, to, add charm to a bend in a
ri~er, or cap the outline of a seaside cliff. Now, the more
we study the plans and remains of old castles, the more we
are struck by the great cleverness and ingenuity which was
shown in their planning, and the remarkable way in which
they served their purpose of being able to withstand siege.
The history of warfare is full of tales of this constant duel
between offence and defence, and the principle is the same,
whether it is a castle and its besiegers, the armour of a warship and the gun whose shell can pierce it, or a submarine
and its destroyer. To take the middle example, a new and
harder steel is inveilted, and for a while the gun is behindhand and cannot damage the ship; then it does do so, and
the shipbuilder puzzles his wits to go one better.
Iri the case of the medireval castles, their designers did
their work so well that in the end, and before the use of
gunpowder, the only way of inducing the defenders to
surrender was the very lengthy one of cutting off all supplies
and starving them.
Edward I. was a great king ahd a fine soldier, and his
military genius was nowhere better shown than in the castles
he caused to be built.
In our illustration, it is assumed that the walls on the
left-hand side enclose a town whose inhabitants are to be
held in subjection, and that the castle has been built to do
this. The Tower of London and Carnarvon Castle are two
examples meant for such a purpose, and a fortified town
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rather resembled the disposition of a castle-the town
corresponding to the bailey and the castle to the keep. It
was also very usual to build so that the traffic on a river
could be held under control, and, placed where the river
flowed into the sea, the castle would serve to defend
the coast as well. Richard I. was a great castle-builder,
and the ruins of Chateau Gaillard, built by him on the
banks of the Seine, remain as evidence of his military
genlUs.
So readers of our book who are interested in the subject,
and who may have the opportunity of going over an old
castle, are recommended to first read up its history and find
, out what was the general intention of its builder, and then
satisfy themsleves how far this was carried out, by going
over the building and considering possible points of attack
and means of resisting them. This done, your pretty ivyclad ruin suddenly jumps back into life, and you can
understand its true intent and purpose; see in imagination sturdy men-at-arms repelling a coup de main, or
repairing the damage caused by the stone shot from a great
trebuchet.
Now tor an explanation of our illustration; starting on
the left· hand or town side of the drawing, we find that a
defensive work has been added outside the gatehouse; this
was called the barbican. It has a drawbridge at its entrance,
with descending portcullis and inner oak door. This
entrance was flanked by towers leading up to a room over
the archway, from which the portcullis was worked. The
towers, being continued up, led on to rampart walks, above
the way which led from the barbican to the main gatehouse
of the castle, and these rampart walks connected with the
large towers flanking the gatehouse, so that, if the gateway
to the barbican was forced, the defenders could retreat up
the narrow and easily defended stairs of the flanking towers,
along the rampart walks into the castle, or, of course, do the
same thing on the lower way from the barbican to the main
entrance itself.
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CASTLES
Another point to be noticed is that, just as was the case
111 ,the twelfth-~entury castle, the line of approach to the
~a111 entrance IS so contrived that at the point of entry
111t~ the castle it is necessary to turn sharply to the left.
:hls was done to prevent a rush of men forcing their way
111 by sheer weight. It was purposely arranged that they
~hould be able to overshoot their mark, and become jammed
111 a crowded mass beyond the gate, and so afford an easy
mark for the bowmen shooting through the arrow slits in
the towers. This is another point to be borne in mindth~u~h n~w~days we use far more machinery in warfare, the
pnnclple, IS Just the same as that of the thirteenth century,
Prepa~atlOn by machine leads the way for the final coup
de matn, or hand-to-hand fight, but in the. earlier period, as
has been noted, the method of attack was not equal to that
of defence, and the war-engines so feeble that man had to
be, prepared to do much more of the fighting. Another
thlrt~enth-century development was machicolation; this
consIsted of corbelling over the battlements so that hoI
could be made in the floor of same through' which b 'I' es
l' 'd
'
'
01 Ing
lqUl s, qUlcklime, and stones could be thrown down on to
th~ foe underneath. It will be noticed in the drawing how
th.ls treatment has been carried out over the main entrance
of the castle, and how, with the towers flanking the same a
very powerful defence was possible.
'
, The next point to note is that the· twelfth-century
batley has developed, having an outer ward surrounded
by much l?ftier curtain walls flanked at interv~ls by towers.
Whereas 111 ,the ~welfth century the keep was the key of
the defence, 111 thl~ century the whole castle became a strong
place. The curta111 walls were now galleried that is they
were made thick enough to have passages ~ade in' them
loopholed for archers, so that, including the battlements on
the, top and the two galleries under, the defenders could
dehver a perfect broadside of arrows. It should also be
noted how these walls were always flanked by towers, so
that arrows could be discharged along the face of the wall at
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parties ot besiegers ~ngaged
in mining, or attempt111g the
use of scaling ladders, The
towers themselves are of large
size, 30 to 40 feet across;
each tower was a complete
little castle in itself, with a
circular staircase in one corner
giving access to the various
floors and the galleries , of the
F
BI
.
IG.29'a{elS,
curtain walls, and earned up
in a turret above the flat roofs of the towers which served
as an observation post for a sentry.
The place of the twelfth-century keep, was taken by the
inner ward, and this, though smaller, was, 11ke the outer one,
surrounded by curtain walls and flanking towe~s.
N ow for the remaining buildings. The LIberate R~lls
of Henry III., who was a ~reat ?uilder, are full of 111structions to the keepers of hIS vanous castles and .manorhouses. This is how one of them reads: "The constable
of Marlborough Castle is ordered to cleanse the great
ditch round Marlborough Castle and to repair it with new
bays. And to make a bell-turret on the we~tern. end of
the chapel of St. Nicholas there, and new, 11s;s ~etween
the aforesaid chapel of St. Nicholas and the k111g s k1tchen ;
and a great round window over the king's seat in the great
hall there and to crenellate the waH of the castle between
the king'; chamber and the great tower. He is to make also
a certain great chamber at Ludgershall, for the us~. of
Edward the king's son, with two chimneys and tw~ pnvychambers; and to remove the old kitchen to bes1de .the
new kitchen behind the king's haH there; and to make an
image of the Blessed Mary with her child in the chapel of
St. Leonard there." All this seems to prove that t~e
various halls, kitchens, and other necessary rooms ,:ere bU1lt
against the inside of the curtain walls wherever 1t seemed
convenient to d 0 so, an d we sha ll see when we are
7I
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d,escribing the smaller houses of this period that they con . .
SIS ted of a group of buildings around the hall, rather than
.one complete building, all under the same roof, as came to
be the case in later times,
Just one other explanation before we leave the castle
and that is, that our readers may be sometimes puzzled b;
finding a castle which appears to have a twelfth-century
keep, thirteenth-century outer ward, and fourteenth-century
g~tehouse. This of course is quite possible, just as it was
WIth our cathedrals; the old builders always built in the
spirit of their own times, and did not copy the work which
had gone before, So the keep may have been retained
because it was useful, and the remaining defences have
been remodelled and improved from time to time, Our
drawing shows, as far as we are able, what a thirteenthcentury castle must have looked like when it was new,
and in studying it boys and girls must think of Edward L,S
Welsh Campaign, and the gallant fight put up by Llewelyn
and David and of their death. These castles in Wales which
we now admire for their picturesque beauty were built for
the same purpose as those of William the Conqueror-to
hold a people in subjection,
Our next drawing, No. 30, is of a hall, and it is important that, before we describe its details, we should thoroughly
understand the uses to which it was put. In the twelfth
century we drew attention to the fact that the hall surrounded by its bowers was the Anglo-Saxon type of house
and that this design continued to exist side by side with th~
Norman castles, and was developed by the monks when
building their manor-houses into a more comfortable
dwelling, In the thirteenth century the hall was further
developed, and we find that it. was the keynote, or centre,
of almost all types of buildings. In the monastery the refectory was the hall j in the colleges which were founded at
Oxford and Cambridge in this century, the hall was the
cent~e in which the students were fed and taught, and their
lodg111gs were grouped around it, The old college build-
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ing s still remaining to-day give the best idea of medireval
b 'lding that we have. The Manor House of a country
Ul
village
is still often called the Hall, an d t h"IS IS another
, d' cation of the importance which used to be attached
tnl
, peop1e lIve,
' d h ad h
'
to this part of the house, In It
t elr
meals, played games j and in those days grown-up people
romped j the young men could fence, or have some cudgel
play j the dogs came in and joined i~l the fun, found b~nes
thrown on to the floor, and had theIr fights j and at I11g~t
the servants slept there in the rushes or on rough beds. S? It
we want to understand the Middle Ages we must not th111k
of the hall as a gloomy, linoleumed square, with the front
door at one end and the stairs at the other, or as the
modern variant called lounge" hall j our old thing was quite
different.
And we will not now discuss the relation of the
hall to the rest of the house, because we do this later on.
In shape it was oblong, having the high table at one end,
where the lord and his family dined j the other tables shown
in the illustration were just plain boards clamped together,
and laid on trestles rather like a carpenter's sawing-stool, so
that they could be cleared away and a large, open space left,
when the fun commenced. The chair on the left shows that
the better class of furniture was of the type that we associate
with churches nowadays j then there would be benches like
school forms j chests in which arms and g:neral oddments
could be put away, and what were called lIvery cupboards.
One of these is shown behind the chair, and would be
for the use of the servants - here would be kept their
belongings and the salts. The piece of furniture used
by the family for the same purpose was called a court
cupboard.
.
,
The fireplace is shown against the wall, but It was mo~e
frequently placed in the middle of the floor, as shown 111
the illustration for the fourteenth-century hall, and continued in this position until Elizabeth's time.
,
The windows are typical of the Early Engltsh period
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FIG. 30.-A 13th-Century Hall.
12th-Century Hall, .p. 17.

14th-Century Hall, p. 123.
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of design, and the tracery is made up generally of circles
and plain geometrical patterns. Glass was beginning to come
into use in the royal palaces, but had hardly become of
common use. The walls were plastered, not quite SO·
mechanically as nowadays, but with a thinner coat, which
showed in a way the stone background, and was much softer
and nicer than the dead smooth surface of the modern room.
On this were painted diaper patterns like the one shown, or
figures of the saints with golden stars, and wooden wainscotting was often used. The colours of the dresses were becoming brighter, and here again rose-tinted spectacles must be
used if we are to understand the joyous colour of medireval
times. Our. coloured plate shows what the people looked
like, and their houses and churches were splashed about
with the three primary colours of red, blue, and yellow,
with a little gold thrown in, and this continued right down
till the end of the eighteenth century. It was only in
Victorian times we became dismal and clothed ourselves
in drab,-perhaps this accounts for the merriness of Old
England, because it is really quite impossible to be dull
if you are garbed like a cheerful parrot.
Now as to the roof. In the twelfth-century hall it
will be remembered that a very be;utiful stone arch helped
the old builders over the difficulty of bridging across a.
wide space, and as this hall- was nearly square in shape, one
arch across the middle divided it into two narrower oblongs,
which could be easily spanned by the timbers they had.
But with this thirteenth-century hall the shape was oblong,
and many arches would have been necessary-so the
principal was invented, and this is the name given to the
series of strutted beams which cross the hall down its
length. The large beams themselves are called tie-beams,
in that they help to tie in the walls j they rest on timbers
running along the tops of the same, called wall-plates.
Into the undersides of the tie-beams are tenoned wall-posts
which rest on stone corbels, and between the wall-post and
tie-beam is framed in a curved strut, or brace, which serves
75
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FIG. 3r.-PIan of Manor-House.

The main living-rooms of the house are on what we
should now call the first floor, and if reference is made to
the plan, it will be noticed that you have to go up steps at
I, to reach the front door at 2.
This leads into a space
screened off at the end of the hall-this latter, 3, including
the screens, is about 40 feet long by 25 feet wide; a fine
big place fo\ what is only a small house. The hall has no
rooms above it, and has a timbered roof, and though on a
smaller scale, was finished off in much the same way, and
served the same purposes, as already described on page 73.
On the right-hand side, by the front entrance, is the door
to the kitchen, 4 on plan, with a cellar under it, and
another room over. In old manuscripts servants are often
shown going up ladders indoors, so that there may have
been a ladder up to this room over the kitchen. At
Stokesay Castle, which is also thirteenth century, there is a
ladder-like staircase at this end of the hall, leading to a
room in a similar position, and this would have given access
as well to a gallery over the screens at the entrance. In
one of Henry m.'s many instructions to the keepers of his
houses, he asks that a trap-door and ladder down to a
room be taken away and a staircase made j so if kings had
to put up with this sort of thing, the commoners would not
have had any better arrangements. The solar, or withdrawing-room, for the use of the lord, is at 5, and probably
a chapel was contrived here as well, by internal partitions
which have now disappeared. At Little Wenham Hall, in
Suffolk, which is a wonderful thirteenth-century brick
house, there is a most beautiful chapel, and it was always
usual to have one in houses of any size. There would
probably have been a wardrobe here as well, where clothes
could be made and mended, and the jewellery and plate
stored. At 6 is the washing and lavatory accommodation.
Baths began to be used in the time of Edward I., and are
supposed to have been introduced by his Spanish wife,
Eleanor of Castile.
The rooms on the ground floor were probably used as
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the purpose of picking up some of the weight of the roof
and transferring it to the wall some way down from the top,
and so lessening the risk of pushing it over. At the centre
?f each tie-~eam is a short post, which later on is to develop
lllto the klllg-post j this supports the ridge which runs
a.cross fro~ principal to principal, and the other large
timbers dOlllg the same thing are called purlins. The
smaller timbers resting on top of the purlins, and going
the same way as the tie-beams, are called rafters then the
roof boarding crosses these, and on this would b~ laid the
~nal lead covering. So here we have the beginning of the
timber-framed roofs, which in the succeeding centuries add
so much to the beauties of church and hall.
Illustration No. 32 is of a thirteenth-century manorhouse built ~n Edward Io'S reign, and may be taken as the
type to which reference was made in dealing with the
twelft? ce.ntury. It shows a considerable development in
the directIOn of comfort. The plan of this house, reproduced below, should be studied, because it ~ill be
found that this type, in which the hall was the central
feature, remained until the early part of the seventeenth
~entury, when the ~enaissance altered the Englishman's
Ideas on house-plann1l1g. By this we do not mean that all
the houses in the interval were quite as simple as this one,
but rather that they were elaborations of the same idea.
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barracks for the retainers,
and also for a store place
which would be necessary
for the large quantities
of food required to carry
FIG. 33.-Pottery.
the household through the
winter.
The entrance is defended by an inner bailey, with
battlemented walls around, and outside this is an outer
bailey, surrounded by another wall, and here would be
the stables, granaries, and workshops necessary for making
weapons alld farm tools.
This house is interesting as showing how the strong
policy and influence of Edward I. had quietened the
country down, and given people such a sense of security
that they were disposed to build houses which, notwithstanding these defensive measures, were becoming more
like homes and less like castles.
The next illustration, No. 34, is of a solar such as
would have been found in a thirteenth-century manor~
house like the one we are describing. Here the lord and
lady of the house slept, received their friends, and enjoyed
any little privacy that there was in the reign of Edward I. ;
and there was not very much-everybody lived more
together than they do nowadays, and kings do not appear
to have ever been left by themselves for a moment. When
our king wishes to receive friends at Court, it is called
a levee, from lever, to rise, because the poor French kings
not only had to rise in the morning, but go to bed at
night, with their especial favourites grouped around as
an audience, and so late as the time of Louis XIV.
these were great Court functions.
Still it does not
appear to have worried anybody in the thirteenth century,
and this is another of those things we must bear in
mind if we are to understand the life of the time. People
popped in and out rather like rabbits in a warren, and
you were not offended by an intruder-if you did not
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want him, you probably threw something at him, and he
understood.
The fireplace was constructed of stone, and great logs
of wood burnt on the open hearth, from which the ashes
were seldom cleared away, and this is the proper way to
burn wood, because the glowing ashes send out a great
heat. The furniture would consist of heavy chairs like
church stalls, chests for storing precious possessions, and·
forms: At the right-hand side of the fireplace is shown
a perch, used to hang up clothes in general use. Window
seats were generally constructed, and must have formed
a pretty and useful addition to the rather scanty furnishing;
the window itself is not glazed, as glass was a rarity only
found in the king's palace or the wealthier monasteries;
a little piece might be introduced into the trefoil at the
top. The larger openings under would be protected by
iron bars on the outside, and wooden shutters within, so on
a cold or wet day, if you wanted light, then wind and
weather must be taken as well, and smoke, puffed out
from the fire by strong draughts, must have made what
we should now think a very uncomfortable room.
Carpets began to come into use, and, like baths, were
introduced into England by Eleanor of Castile. {\1atthew
Paris, a chronicler of the period, talking of the Spanish
Ambassadors who preceded her arrival, says: "The
manners of the Spaniards were utterly at variance with
English customs and habits; that while the walls of their
lodgings in the Temple were hung with silk and tapestry,
and the very floors covered with costly carpets, their
retinue was vulgar and disorderly; that they had few
horses and many mules." The Crusades as well had their
influence in this direction, and Crusaders, returning from
the East, would almost certainly have brought back the
beautiful rugs which had been manufactured there from
the earliest times; merchants too, coming to the great
English fairs, and finding a demand for carpets, would
begin to import the same.
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FIG. 34.-So!ar, or Withdrawing-Room.
15th-Century Solar, p. 162.
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WALL PAINTINGS
Now as to the decorations of the walls of the solar, we find
in the Liberate Rolls of Henry III. many evidences as to his
love of colour, and the names of the artists he employed.
The sheriff of Wiltshire is commanded to carry out certain
alterations to the king's chapel at Clarendon, and" wainscote
the king's lower chamber, and to paint that wainscote of
a green colour, and to put a border to it, and to cause the
heads of kings and queens to be painted on the borders j
and to paint on the walls of the king's upper chamber the
story of St. Margaret Virgin, and the four Evangelists;
and to paint the wainscote of the same chamber of a
green colour, spotted with gold, and to paint on it heads
of men and women j and all these paintings are to be done
with good and exquisite colours." Again, Edward FitzOtho, keeper of the king's works at Westminster, is
ordered to" raise the chimney of the queen's chamber, and
to paint the chimney of the chamber aforesaid, and on it
cause to be pourtrayed a figure of Winter, which as well
by its sad countenance as by other miserable distortions
of the body may be deservedly likened to Winter itself."
The roof of our solar is worth consideration, because it
gives a type of early timbered roof adapted to a steep pitch,
instead of the flatter one shown over the hall on page 74.
There is the same tie-beam, but the king-post standing on it
is taller and is tenoned at the top into a beam running
lengthways, across which in their turn rest the collars of the
roof framed in between the rafters. The rest of the construction is so simple that it does not need further explanation.
We hope our illustration, No. 36, will prove an
interesting one, because we have found it rather difficult to
do. The idea has been to show the construction of the
various engines employed inmedireval warfare rather than
the way they were used. For this latter, boys and girls
should read Froissart's Chronicles, if they have not already
done so. He of course lived later, in the time of Edward
III., and writes of the doings of the Black Prince, but he
catches the glamour of the Middle Ages as no one else
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does. It was Sir Walter
Scott who said: "Whoever
has taken up the chronicle
of Froissart must have been
dull indeed if he did not
find himself transported back
to the days of Cressy and
Poictiers " j and, (( We hear
the gallant knights arrange
the terms of the combat and
FIG. 35.-Washing Hands.
the manner of the onset j
we hear their soldiers cry their war-cries j we see them
strike their horses with the spur j and the liveliness of
the narration hurries us along with them into the whirlwind
of battle." We also gain an impression from Froissatt's
pages of the very slight pretexts on which people went
to war, and how they enjoyed it. Also, though it was
sometimes very cruel, it was often almost friendly in
character, and more like a trial of strength than war. '
Now as to the methods of besieging a thirteenthcentury castle. The first proceeding was to draw two
lines of strong palisaded fencing around the same j the
inner was called the contravallation, and the outer circumvallation. These had their gates, and the space inside,
which must have resembled a small town, was used by the
besiegers for their tents, to house their siege train, and all
the stores which must have been necessary. The object of
these lines was to prevent surprise by sorties on the pa~t
of the garrison, or armed relief from their friends outside,
and to prevent any supplies reaching the besieged. All
this preparatory work is some explanation of the length of
time taken over the old sieges. The defence would be
tested in various places, and the weakest spot chosen for
attack. Assuming that the tower on the left hand of the
picture had been selected, the moat was filled up by means
of a movable shed, called a cat, or sow, which was probably used at night. Made of strong timbers, with a
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steeply sloping roof to throw off stones, and covered with
raw hides to resist fire, it had in addition a little pent roof
in front to protect the engineers who, under cover of it~
threw down faggots, earth, stones, or anything which would
fill up the moat. Thus they formed a causeway, across
which it could be pushed on rough planks laid on the top
of the bank. Arrived at the walls, the fun would begin)
and the endeavour of the besieged would be to set the
sow on" fire, or to crush it by dropping down anything of
weight they possessed; but on a dark night, with only the
light of torches to show the besiegers, their task must have
been a difficult one, and they themselves an easy mark for
bowmen. Mining operations would be commenced, and a
hole made in the wall by the use of crowbars, or a batteringram slung by chains from the roof of the cat, and shod with
iron at the end, would be swung backwards and forwards
until the same purpose was effected. The engineers were
helped in this by a practice of the medireval builders of
only facing their walls with worked stones, and filling in the
middle with rough rubble, sometimes very loose and badly
cemented together with mortar of poor quality.
Tq
combat the activities of the engineers in mining walls, the
early castle builders constructed external wooden galleries
on the tops of the curtain walls, so that through the floors
of the same they could more safely hurl down stones and
pour down boiling liquids on those working below; it was
to smash up these wooden galleries that the medireval
military engineers brought into use the engines which had
been used by the Greeks and Romans. In the twenty-sixth
chapter of Second Chronicles we read that « U zziah prepared for them throughout all the host shields, and spears,
and helmets, and habergeons, and bows, and slings to cast
stones. And he made in Jerusalem engines, in vented by
cunning men, to be on the towers and upon the bulwarks,
to shoot arrows and great stones withal." The Greeks and
Romans used catapults which shot darts and arrows, and
ballistas for throwing stones. The propelling force for
84
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FIG. 36.-A 13th-Century Siege.
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MEDIlEVAL ENGINES
these was obtained by the use of the twisted skein. They
found out a secret way of preparing this skein from various
hairs and gut, so that they were very strong and did not
lose elasticity. The principle on which this worked can be
illustrated by taking a piece of string and tying the two
ends together; let one boy then loop a finger into the
circle and pull, and another boy do the same, so that the
double piece of string is pulled tight between them; then
put in' the end of a piece of stick, and with it twist the
string round and round; let go the stick, and it will fly
round in the other direction. The smaller engine on the
right-hand side of the picture, just above the larger one, is
a ballista of this type. The arm which the man is pulling
down is fixed at the end into a tightly twisted skein, not
of two pieces of string like our example, but a great cablelike coil, and more power is derived from the bow at the
top. The man pulled down the cup-shaped top, and put
into it a stone shot weighing perhaps 2 cwt. The arm was
released by an ingenious trigger and flew up against the
cross-framing at the top of the machine, with the result
that the stone was lobbed over the walls, or against the
wooden galleries on them. The trebuchet was the great
media::val weapon, and was first introduced by the French
in the twelfth century; one of these is shown at the lower
right-hand corner of the picture. This acted on the
principle of a counterweight; a long arm was pivoted on
a very strong framing, and had suspended to it at one end
a large box which would be filled with stones, old iron,
lead, or anything very heavy. At the other end was a
sling, in which was placed a stone shot, and a bridle was
attached to the sling from the arm, which ensured the stone
being pitched out at the right moment. The arm was
wound down by a windlass, and the sling disposed in the
trough at the foot of the framing. The trigger touched
off, the counterweight came into action, and off flew the
stone to smash through a roof. Sometimes barrels of
flaming tar would. go over the walls, or dead horses, and
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this gives one an idea of the sizes the trebuchets were made,
or they would pitch over filthy refuse to breed a plague,
or truss up some unwary sentry that had been captured,
and send him back whirling through the air to meet a.
painful death. These trebuchets were also called mangonel,
petrary, ballista, gonager, scorpion, perrier, and cat;tpult
by media::val writers. The machine like a large crossbow
mounted on wheels was called an arblast or espringale.
The smaller machine, at the top, on the right hand of the
picture, shot iron javelins. This acted on the same principle
as the ballista-by pulling back an arm, which when released
hit the javelin and sent it whistling through the air.
It was these machines which introduced the corbelling
forward of the battlements so that the defenders could pour
down stones and shoot at the besiegers mining under,
without being exposed so much as they were in the wooden
galleries which had been used before for this pU.rpose.
This was called machicolation, and was introduced 111 the
latter part of the thirteenth centllry.
But we must now return to the engineers mining the
walls. They made as large a hole as they could, and inserted wooden props and struts; these were then fired, and
if the work had been well done, some considerable portion
of the wall was breached, and the besiegers stormed in
over the ruins, and a fierce hand-to-hand fight might give
them possession of the outer ward. I t was then that the
advantages of the towers were found out, for to them
the garrison retreated. These towers were of large size,
each of them in itself was as strong as a twelfth-century
keep, and access was gained to them only through
narrow and easily defended doors. Once possession of the
bailey was obtained in a twelfth-century castle, there remained only the keep, but the besiegers of the thirteent~
century castle found that to have breached the curta111
wall of the outer ward at one place, only placed them
in possession of so much space, and with all the towers
intact, and arranged to flank the space inside, they were
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under concentrated bow fire, liable at any moment to attack
from unsuspected quarters, and in reality not much better
off for their gain.
The beffroi, a movable tower, was another medireval
machine used for siege purposes, and where mining operations by engineers were not possible. It was worked like
the cat, or sow, by filling up the moat in front of itself as
it was pushed across the gradually lengthening causeway.
Framed up in timber, it was covered with the raw hides of
the cattle killed in camp, the hair being placed inside, as a
protection against arrows discharged with strands of flaming
tow to set the tower on fire. Ladders at the back led to
several floors, in which the men-at-arms were packed against
the signal for attack. A drawbridge was lowered when the
tower reached the walls, and across this the assailants surged,
and in the fierce coup de main many must have fallen into
the moat.
And things remained like this until gunpowder was
introduced, but even then. the trebuchet held its own for a
long time against the early type of cannon, which was a very
feeble production.
We will now turn from the art of war to the gentler
practice of peace.
Our next illustration, NO.3 7, is of a thirteenth-century
or Early English vaulted roof to the aisle of a church-the
aisle being selected as showing the principle of the construction in a simpler way than is possible to the usually more
elaborate al~d larger vaults of the nave or choir. In the
twelfth century we saw how the Normans developed the
plain barrel vault, which was said to be like an ordinary
railway tunnel, by crossing it with other vaults of the same
shape. In this thirteenth-century roof we get much the
same sort of thing; only, instead of a semicircular railway
tunnel crossed by others of the same shape, we now have a
pointed one. The groins, or diagonal ribs crossing each
bay of the vault from angle to angle, are semicircular in
true elevation. If reference is made back to the description
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FIG. 37.-Ear1y English Vaulting.
Barrel Vault, p. 17.

Cross Vaulting, p. 40.
14th.Century Vault, pp. 129, 133·
15th.Century Vault, pp. 176 , 179·
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of the Norman vaulting this will perhaps be made clearer.
The arches across the aisle have now disappeared, and their
place is taken by moulded stone ribs. These are much the
same as the diagonals, or groins, and those against ,the walls,
but there is not as yet one at the top or ridge of the vault.
These ribs were probably introduced, because, not only
did they improve the general appearance of the vault, but
their employment saved the use of wood. The Norman
vaults were more or less cast, like plum-puddings, on
boards, laid on what are called centres of the shape of the
vault, and this must have meant an enormous quantity ot
boarding for a cathedral. There was plenty of timber in
England in those 'days, but its preparation into boards must
have been costly, because it was all cut up by hand. So
the thirteenth-century builders used centering for their ribs
only-the spaces in between are called the cells, and these
w~re filled in with carefully shaped s,tones (voutains),
sltghtly arched from rib to rib. To do this a cleverly ex,panding
. mould was used, which could be drawn out' for,
startll1g from the bottom, the cell became wider as the building progressed upwards.
A great saving of weight was effected, and we conseq uently find the supporting columns becoming lighter and
more beautiful in appearance than those of Norman times
.
and the thlrteenth-century
builders, gaining in confidence,'
vaulted the naves of their churches as well as the aisles.
The slender columns, grouped around the larger one in
the centre, should be noticed, with their collar-like mouldings in the middle, and more delicately carved and moulded
caps.
The same features were attached to the narrow
lancet-shaped windows which took the place of the semicircular-shaped tops of Norman times. Stained glass was
now used in church windows. The arches to the nave were
far m~re deeply moulded than before. When anything is
pecultarly beautiful, depending for its general result on just
proportion and an absolute fitness for purpose, rather than
on useless ornament, we say that it is Greek in idea. Early
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English was the Greek, period
of Gothic architecture. Westminster Abbey and Salisbury
Cathedral, to mention two examples, are absolutely satisfying
in their wonderful beauty and
simplicity: there is nothing in·
volved or difficult; very litth.
ornament; no tricks are played;
yet the result is far finer than
............ later examples of a much richer
FIG. 38.-A Well.
character.
This might be said as wen of the general life of the
people: the end of the thirteenth century closed the best
period of the Middle Ages; men and women were still
contented, and it could not have been a bad sort of time.
The Black Death and discontent were still a long way off.
So far as country life was concerned, there were no very
marked changes in agricultural conditions in the thirteenth
century from those described in the twelfth century, except
that as time went on the methods of farming improved,
and the villein was winning his way toward freedom. As
civilization progressed, the lords began to feel the need of
money to purchase luxuries, and it became more and more
the custom to take money payments from the villeins, as
rent for the use of their holdings, instead of part of their
labour and produce. Then with the growth of sheepfarming fewer men were needed on the land, so that it was
often a convenience to the lord to allow the villein to purchase his freedom by the payment of a fine, leaving him in
the position of a labourer, free to travel about, and hire
himself to anyone needing help, or go to the towns and
obtain work' there. But the nobles still held the land, and
farmed their own demesne. The manors were self-supporting, or nearly so, the lords and their dependants growing
all the wheat and meat they required; making their own
bread, butt~r, and cheese; and wearing homespun clothes

1
GARDENS
w0ven on their own looms, and in fact buying little outside
except tar, fish, furs, salt, iron, spices, silks, and fine cloths
at the great fairs.
. We. gather from various writers of the thirteenth
century that each manor-house possessed a walled-in
gardeu, carefully tended, in which was grown flowers
herbs, vegetables, and fruit for the owner's use. Nut tree~
were cultivated for the oil they yielded. Cabbages, peas
and ~eans, beetroots, onions, garlic, and leeks are all
mentlOned, as well as lettuce, watercress, and hops.
For flowers, we read of the rose, lily, sunflower, violet, and
poppy, and also of the gillyflower or clove-pink; and in
the fourteenth century Chaucer speaks of flowers thus:
"There sprange the vyolet al newe,
And fresshe pervynke [periwinkle] rich of hewe,
And floures yelowe, white, and rede,
Suche plente grewe there never in mede."

. Each garden would have its well, or pond, stocked
Wl~~ fish, and . in the Liberate Rolls of Henry III. the
baIldf of Ke1ll11ngton is commanded to make a haye, at
the causeway at the head of the pool of the king's stew
'
in the park there.
The bailiff of Woodstock is also ordered to build two
good and high walls around our queen's garden, so. that no
one can get in; and make a becoming and fair (( herbour "
near our vivary, in which the same queen may walk.
Bees were kept, for, sugar being very little known,
honey :-vas most necessary, and was used for nearly all
sweetelllhg purposes. Honey is mentioned in the Domesday Book, a~d in. an Anglo-Norman manuscript can be seen
a very amusIng pIcture of bee-keepers and their hives.
It was necessary that each estate should be more or less
self-supporting, for travelling was still difficult and very
dangerous, and a country house would therefore be far
more isolated and thrown upon its own resources than we
can have any idea of nowadays.
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The great high roads still followed the direction of the
old Roman highways, and many led through large tracts of
forest land, which were infested with bands of robbers and
outlaws of all kinds. The abbots of St. Albans provided
armed men to patrol the road between that city and
London, for the greater safety of travellers thereon. Such
was the terror of these highway robbers.
.
In 1285 a law was passed which decreed that all high
roads between large market towns were to be widened, so
that no bushes, trees, or ditches were left within two
hundred feet of each side of the road. Landowners refusing thus to clear their land for the required space were held
responsible for any robberies committed thereon.
Many Cistercian monasteries were built in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, and the monks settled down
largely in those areas which had been devastated by the
Conqueror in the wasting of the north, and brought back
the countryside into cultivatio.n again; reference to the
chart at the beginning of the chapter will show how
much this was the case. The Cistercians were· also
largely responsible for the development of sheep breeding, and, as we have seen in our account of monastic life
in the twelfth century, all the monks were great farmers,
keenly interested in the management of their estates,
and leading the way to improvements which were
followed by the barons in the times of peace. The
same odium attached to trade as in Abbot Samson's
time: ,to borrow money was considered thriftless; to lend
it, usury.
•
Our next illustration, No. 39, is of one of the oldest
things in Old England, or for that matter in the world's
history-a water-mill. In the twelfth century we have
written how Abbot Samson ordered a Dean Herbert to
demolish a mill built without his consent, but that it is not
clear if the same was a water- or windmill. In the Liberate
Rolls of Henry III. there are instructions to the sheriff of
Surrey and Sussex about various building works which are
93
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FIG. 39.-A Water-Mill.
Windmills, pp. 140, 185.
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to be carried out at "our hall at Guildford," and he is
further instructed to "build three mills in the park, to wit,
one for hard corn, another for malt, and a third for fulling."
Again there is nothing to indicate which type of mill is to
be built. There is an illustration of a windmill in a manuscript of the latter half of the fourteenth century, and in the
chapter on that period an illustration is given of this type.
Certainly water-mills have been used from the very earliest
times j man very quickly set about using some other
energy than his own to grind corn: the hand-mill was hard
work. The Egyptians used water-mills, and a very early
type was like a small paddle steamer moored in midstream,
the current of the river turning the paddles, which operated
a shaft connected to the mill-stones inside the boat. This
type can still be seen on some of the rivers in Southern
Europe.
Now as to the principle on which a water-mill works.
The first thing to do is to select a site on a river where
the necessary head of water can be obtained, and by head
is meant the fall of the river. A very placid, slowly
moving stream, though it may give more continuous
results, means more work than would be necessary if you
made a mill next to the Niagara Falls, where the height
of the falls is your head of water, and for this reason.
The oldest type of wheel is that called the overshot, from
the fact that the water is shot over the top of it and turns
it in this way. To do this it is necessary to tap the river
some distance away, and bring the water in a leat to the
mill-pond, which acts as a store j from the pond it is led
to the top of the wheel, through a sort of channel called
the head-race. This is shown in our illustration, which
is of the simplest form of overshot wheel, as a wooden
trough with a sluice at one end, operated by a cog on a
shaft turned by a handle inside the mill. So long as this
sluice is down, the water goes to waste through the shoot
at the side, but if the sluice is raised, the overflow is at
once stopped, because a jet of water is discharged from the
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bottom of the sluice over the top of the wheel. It will
be noticed that this is constructed so as to form what are
called buckets, which are full as the wheel goes down,
but empty as it comes up ; thus the weight ~f the water plus
the force of the jet keeps the wheel turnmg. Thespeed
of the wheel can be regulated by the amount of water
allowed to escape from under the sluice. The water falls
away at the bottom into what is called the tai1-r~ce? an~ this
joins up with the river at a lower level. Now It IS ~vldent
that if full power is to be derived from the wheel, It must
be kept clear of the water in the tail-race, or the resistance
of this water to the turning movement of the wheel would
mean loss of power. So this is why you want a good head
of water, because it regulates the size of your wheel, and
this latter determines the amount of leverage, or power,
exerted on the axle of the wheel. This axle is continued
as a shaft through the wall of the mill and so drives the
mill-stones. This part of the work would be the same
in a water-mill as a windmill, and the operation of grinding
is described on page I 86 in the chapter on the fifteenth
century. The undershot wheel is operated in the same
way as the early mills, which were said. to be like. p~dd~e
steamers-the water is let out of a slUIce so that It IS dIScharged on to the bottom of the wheel. The old water-mill
is worth studying, because it was the forerunner of the
modern water turbine; but that is another story.
Our forefathers did not at all believe in all work and
no play, perhaps because they knew what happens; so we
find in the Middle Ages that men and women played many
games that now belong to children only. It must be remembered that travelling was both slow and dangerous,
and visiting, therefore, not to be lightly undertaken, as it
is nowadays. Books were very few and far betwe~n, and
not within the reach of many, and at home, dunng the
evenings, various occupations and amusements served to
pass the time.
The ladies would doubtless work with their needles,
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FIG. 40.-Hoadman Blind.
12th.Century Game, p. 54.
14th·Century Game, p. 144.
Isth.Century Game, p. 195.

and many exquisite pieces of embroidery were done at
this period. The men might, perhaps, have their bows
or other weapons to mend or sharpen, or they played at
chess or tables, the latter being really the game of backgammon.
Sometimes a pilgrim journeying to or from some
shrine would seek shelter for the night, and would enliven
the company with tales of his travels, or other stories that
he had gathered by the way.
Strolling players too, minstrels and jugglers, moved
from place to place, always sure of a welcome, and of their
bed and board, if they had aught to show or do that would
help to break the monotony of the hours when daylight
had gone.
We read at a very early period of games of ball, and
of skipping, and « Hoodman blind" seems also to have
been a favourite. All these were played by grown-ups;
« Hoodman blind," as will be seen in the illustration,
No. 40, was the forerunner of " blind-man's buff."
One of the players is blinded by his capuchon, or hood,
G
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being turned back to front, while his fellows, holding their
hoods in their hands, try and hit him without being caught
themselves. Sometimes, in old manuscripts, the capuchons
are shown knotted, so as to give a sounder smack to the
Hoodman, and it can be taken for granted that all the
games were very much rougher than nowadays.
Dancing too was very popular, and we read a great
deal of the" Carol," which would be more or less eqUIvalent to our" Country-dances" of to-day.
Then there were games which were of use in teaching
the art of warfare. Fighting, and the use of the lance,
sword, and mace, must, like any other science, be taught
and practised to attain any degree of perfection, and combats
as a pastime became general in the Middle Ages, in order
that young knights might learn thus, in friendly tests of
skill· and strength, to bear themselves well on the battlefield.
Various rules were laid down for these combats, which
gradually became, as jousts and tournaments, occasions of
great pomp and ceremony, with a fixed rule for each part
of the programme.
Tourneys were combats between two parties of knights,
and each side was equal in number. Before the fray, each

FIG. 4r.-Combats.
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knight had to vow solemnly that he entered the fight only
as an exercise of arms, and not to satisfy any private
quarrel. Despite these precautions the combat often
became a fight to the death, and at one tournament in
1240, we read that sixty knights were killed, some being
choked by the dust and others crushed to death by the
horses in the m~lee.
In Sir Walter Scott's Ivanhoe is a very interesting
account of a tournament at which Prince John was present.
In 1274 Edward I., with his knights, took part in a
tournament at Chalons, against the Comte de Chalons and
some Burgundian nobles. Here the fray became so heated
that several of the combatants were killed.
The Popes tried from time to time to put an end to
these tournaments, but without success.
The illustration, NO.4 I, shows two knights engaged in
a friendly encounter. Their armour is that of the late
thirteenth century. Notice the heavy and rather clumsy
helmets, and the banded mail that they wear, covered with
a surcoat, but with no steel plates on either arms or legs.
These were not worn until later.
In the fifteenth-ce:l\tury chapter an illustration is given
ofajoust, page 193. \
And now, having come to the end of the space allowed
for the thirteenth century, but not at all to the end of the
things which could be illustrated, we finish the chapter with
a tailpiece ,,:,hich sho:vs what the ornament of the Early
Enghsh perIOd was hke. We have seen how in Norman
times the decoration showed traces of the acanthus scroll
of the Romans; in the thirteenth century the craftsmen
carried on the same idea and perfected it. All their curves
and lines are very beautiful and true, and the ruggedness of Norman times has gone. The details of this
pattern, and variations of it, were used as capitals to the
columns, fo: the carved corbels supporting the vaulting
shafts, and 111 many other ways, and with the dog-tooth
ornament inserted in the arch mouldings, and the diaper
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pattern inCised on the plain wall surfaces, almost made '
up the whole range of patterning used in the thirteenth
century. Early English architecture is so beautifully proportioned in itself, the mouldings have such true outlines,
and the quality of the workmanship is so excellent, that it
did not seem to call for much ornamentation.
In the twelfth-century chapter we tried to explain how
all ornament and pattern has a foundation of structural lines,
rather like the bones in a figure on which the muscles
are attached and built up. It may sound rather silly to
talk of beauty of line; a line is, well, just a line, and if
it is only a straight line, that is true; but let your
lines be curved, and then the combinations of curves are
endless, and you get beauty, or ugliness, as a result of your
skill, or lack of it. So boys and girls who are interested
should be encouraged to experiment, not copy; inventing
patterns is great fun. Find the idea, and the structural
line on which a design is built up ; graft a variation on
it, and see what happens.

FIG. 42.-Early English Ornament.
12th Century Ornament, p. 55.
14th.Century Ornament, p. 145,
15th.Century Ornament, p. 201.
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FIG. 43.-A Knight of the time of Richard
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Winchester School
Bodiam Castle
New College, Oxford
Westminster Hall, 1397-9

,sth·Century Chart, p.
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HE fourteenth century opened with the fairest prospects. Edward I.'S long reign was drawing to a
close, and his wise government had resulted in settled and
peaceful conditions.
Yet the fourteenth century was
destined to be one of great misery, and to see large changes
in the mode of English life. It was a case of the unexpected happening, because all the general tendencies of
the thirteenth century were of such good omen. At the
beginning, lohn had been forced to sign Magna Charta;
Henry III. was finally brought to book by Simon de
Montfort, and his Parliament carried on the same idea of
freedom from oppression. The Church, which had become

T
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rich and slothful, w~s subjected to the reforming influence
of the Friars,who came in 1221. Edward I. almost united
the whole island under one crown, and concerned himself
rather with improving home conditions than waging war
abroad. In fact, he then possessed only Gascony, and was
not to be tempted into useless knight-errantry. The
Statute of Winchester was passed, which compelled all men
to help in keeping the peace. Edward's motto was "Pactum
serva " (Keep troth), and well he did it. "The Hammer
of the Scots" was perhaps a hard man, but a great king.
Such were the conditions when the fourteenth century
opened; how was it that their promise was not fulfilled?
Perhaps one explanation can be found in the fact that
the Church had again become too prosperous and successful to carryon her proper work. The Statute of
Mortmain was passed in 1279, to prevent still more
land being left to the monasteries. In 1296 Edward
and Philip quarrelled with Pope Boniface, with the result
that in the end the French king compelled the Popes to
live in France, and what is known as the Captivity of the
Popes commenced in 1305 and lasted till 1378. This was
distinctly bad, whichever way you look at it: to imprison
the head of the Church if he was a good man, and again, if he
was sufficiently bad to deserve it. The power of the Church
was declining, and the monks becoming worldly. It is
as bad for the community as the individual to lose Faith.
Again, the Statute of Quia Emptores, 1290, which
allowed men to sell their lands, stands for more than commercial convenience. It was a breaking away from the good
part of feudalism: that one rendered service. England was
beginning to be like the Church, and think too much
about money. We shall find this in the everyday things
of life; they became rich, elaborate, costly, very often
excessively so, and what we have called the Greek feeling
of the thirteenth century disappears.
Edward n. was a fool, who disgusted his people by his
frivolities, and enraged them by the choice of his favourite,
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Gaveston, whom they in the
end killed. The defeat at Bannockburn must have made the I::
old "Hammer" turn in his
grave; there was a famine in
1 3 1 5, which added to the discontent; and civil war and
anarchy, nearly as bad as that
of Stephen's reign; and finally
Edward was murdered atBerkeley
Castle in 1327.
FIG. 44.-Carrying Babies.
Edward III. was the knight,
and it is of his doings, and those of his son, the Black
Prince, that we read in Froissart. But notwithstanding
all the glamour of his pages, and even though Edward
won back the inheritance of Henry n.'s wife, Eleanor
of Aquitaine, it did not help matters at home, and it
would have been better if he had contented himself with
defending Gascony, and had not laid claim to the throne of
France. Even Froissart hints that King Pedro, to whose
assistance the Black Prince went in Spain, was a miserable
scoundrel. The Hundred Years War with France, and
the Black Death at home, found a logical conclusion in Wat
Tyler's rebellion towards the close of the century.
Froissart gives us enlightening examples of the behaviour of the Free Companies of Mercenaries, whose
services could be hired to fight anybody, and who employed
their spare time in the gentle arts of blackmail and robbery.
The desolation wrought in France, at this splendid period
of Gothic architecture there, must have been appalling, and
one is afraid we played the Hun then.
Richard n.'s reign closed the century, and, starting as
a boy, he never had any chance. What with uncles and
barons, peasants and revolt, the turmoil continued, and he
was in the end deposed and murdered.
We must now try and see how this was reflected in the
everyday things of the time, and, as was the case in the
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thirteenth century, will commence by a consideration of the
costume of the people.
We have seen how beautiful was the simplicity of dress
in the thirteenth century, how useful was each garment,
and yet how graceful was the whole in its severity of line
and fold. In the fourteenth century this simplicity and
grace gave place to greater richness in detail and extravagance in the whole effect, until in the fifteenth century
many of the garments became quite grotesque, neither
allowing any freedom of movement to their wearers nor
possessing any grace of their own.
Our first figure in Illustration No. 45, a young man,
shows how the form of the tunic, or cotte, was changing.
This cotte has now become shorter and less flowing; indeed
it rather resembles a coat, for it is buttoned all down the
front, and fits the figure tightly. In this form it was called
the" cotte hardie," and was often worn, especially on horseback, without any surcoat or over-garment. The sleeves
were buttoned from elbow to wrist.
Notice, too, now that there is no longer any need to
confine the folds of the tunic into the waist, how that the
belt has been slipped down until it is Iowan the hips.
These belts were richly jewelled, and carried a long dagger,
often of exquisite workmanship.
The chaperon was still worn; in the case of this young
man it is hanging down behind, and the cape which is round
his shoulders is ornamented by being cut up at the hem
into long strips.
His hat is of dark felt, and fastened in the front of the
crown is a beautiful jewelled brooch.
His shoes are more pointed than those of thirteenthcentury men, and all the colours· in his clothing are more
gay.
The cotte of a lady of this period retains much of its
old shape, except that the skirt is rather fuller, and the
bodice more closely fitting. This lady's belt, like that of the
man, now rests round her hips and not her waist.
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The bliaut has now quite
given place to the surcoat.
She wears a surcoat, which
is still really not unlike a
bliaut, although it is lower
in the neck and larger round
the arm-holes, and generally
looser.
At this time furs were
worn separately over the
surcoat, and it was not
FIG. 46.-Bird-cage Seller.
until the fifteenth century
that they became part of the garment itself.
Notice too, her hair, which is very elaborately dressed,
and is worn in jewelled plaits turned up on either side of
the face. Her head is' encircled by a jewelled band, so rich
as almost to have the effect of a small crown. Some
women wore their hair in golden: nets which quite covered
the head; and again some, more especially if elderly or
in mourning, still wore the coiffe and wimple of linen
round the face and neck.
Women's shoes bore very little difference from those of
men.
The second lady wears a pelisse, with a large, straight
collar of fur, very like a fashion in vogue at the moment.
This pelisse is fastened down the front with little buttons,
and hangs in long, full folds, and, as can be quite clearly
seen, it is an outdoor garment, cut full to go easily over
the cotte and surcoat. The sleeves are curious, hanging
in the same way as those of the scholar in the thirteenth
century.
Her hair is somewhat differently dressed, and has a
long curl, but she wears the same type of jewelled circlet
as her friend.
You will perhaps hardly realize that the curious erection
on the head of the old gentleman is a capuchon. This
was still used in its original shape for travelling, and
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Pages at this time wore
their master's coat of arms embroidered on the sleeves and
front of their tunics. These
pages were the sons of well-todo parents, and were, when quite
young, sent to live in the house
of some noble, who, in return for
their services to him as page, had
them educated with his own sons
by the household priest.
FIG. 47.-Drummers.
One noticeable feature in the
armour of this century was the advent of chain mail.
Until now banded mail was most commonly wornthat is to say, mail composed of rings of steel sewn on to
stout linen or velvet. These rings were held in place by
pipings of the material being drawn up in between. (A
fuller explanation of this mail is found in the account of
thirteenth-century armour, page 63.)
The chain mail was made of rings of steel interwoven
one with the other, without any groundwork of velvet or
linen. It was, of course, much lighter and more flexible than
banded mail, but was nearly always worn over a gambeson.
The gambeson was a quilted garment, a kind of thick
tunic well padded with wool, and it was worn solely as an
extra protection under the armour, the woollen padding
making it very impervious to thrusts or arrows.
Chain mail is generally supposed to have been brought
to England by the Crusaders from the East, where it had
been in use for a very long time.
Chaucer, in his" Tale of Sir Thopas," gives us an interesting description of a young knight and his armour:

in stormy weather, but in towns and amongst fashionable folk it had been so turned and twisted as to be scarcely
recognizable.
This man has drawn over the crown of his head the
opening originally intended for his face, and then has
twisted all the rest of the hood round like a turban, the
scalloped end of the cape sticking out at the top like a
cockscomb.
He wears a surcoat. Notice that it is cut rather
differently to the one in the thirteenth century, and is a
good deal fuller in the skirt, also that the sleeves are
longer and more pointed, and that it fastens right up to the
throat. This surcoat is made in some richly brocaded
material, and is lined with fur.
There was a curious custom at this period of wearing
one sleeve of the cotte hanging far over the hand, while
the other was of normal length. This man has one such
sleeve.
The last man of this illustration shows how the general
character of the armour is changing and developing.
The coat of mail, or hauberk, had been found of
insufficient protection when fighting, and efforts were made
to render it more effective by means of plates of steel on
the arms and legs and feet. The hands also were now
encased in steel gauntlets.
Look also at this knight's helmet j it is much less
cumbersome than those of the thirteenth century, and has
a movable vizor.
His surcoat, following the general tendency to ornamentation, is emblazoned and scalloped at the hem.
The little page next to him carries his "tourney"
helmet, or as it was generally called, "the heaume." This
was very heavy, and not suitable for ordinary wear, and
was only used at tournaments or on great occasions. It
was a gorgeous affair, with its" panache" or crest of coloured
feathers, and a long tail of cloth hanging down behind,
which floated out as the knight rode down the lists.

" And next his sherte an aketoun [quilted linen tunic or gambeson],
And over that an haubergeoun [breast plate]
For percygne of his hertej
And over that a fyn hawberk,
Was al y-wrought of Jewes werle,
10 9
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Ful strong it. was of plate;
And over that his cote-armour [surcoat],
As whit as is a lilye flour,
In which he wol ,debate.

SHIPS
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And this "Powles wyndow" had, we are told, reference to the openwork tracery in fashionable shoes of the
time, which was like that of the great rose window at Old
St. Pau1's.
Having seen what the people looked like, we will follow
the same order as in the thirteenth-century chapter, and
study the everyday things they used.
Illustration No. 48 is of a fourteenth-century ship, and
here we can note several interesting developments. The
hull is rather bluffer, and more tub-like, than that of the
thirteenth century, and the fine lines of the older Viking

boats are being lost. The body is raised up at stern and
stem, and on the parts so raised beams are laid across,
which form the floors to the castles, the sides being
strengthened by cleats fastened on under the floor beams.
Around the castles a sort of palisaded fence is built up as a
protection, and these are more ship-like, and less castle-like,
than those of the thirteenth century. The fronts of the
castles towards the deck are closed in, with the result
that comfortable cabins are formed for the sailor-men.
Ladders from inside the cabins lead to the decks over the
same. There is a big hawse-hole for the anchor cable, and
the forestay is brought through this and fastened to the
stem of the boat. The bowsprit has its bowline comb as in
the century before, and rudders are now used instead of
steeri ng-oars.
The rigging of the ship remains much the same, with
one mast and square sail; there were two-masted ships in
the Mediterranean from very early times, but they were
lateeners with leg-of-mutton sails, and their influence was
not felt on our ship designs until the fifteenth century.
When we come to that period we shall have some wonderful developments to talk about.
It must have been in ships like this illustration that our
men were carried to the French Wars.
There is an interesting account of the battle of Sluys
given by Froissart. He says: "He (King Edward III.)
and his army sailed from the Thames, the day before the
eve of St. Jo'hn the Baptist, 1340, and made straight for
Sluys. On his way he fell in with the French navy, of
which we have been speaking, and though the numbers
were four to one against him, resolved to give them battle.
The French were equally desirous to engage, and as soon
as they were within sight of the English, they filled the
Christopher, the large ship which they had captured but a
short time before, with trumpets and other warlike instruments, ordering her to begin the attack. The battle was
fierce) murderous, and horrible. In the end the English
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His sheeld was al of gold so reed,
And ther-inne was a bores [boar's] heed,
A charbocle [carbuncle] bisyde;
Anp there he swoor, on ale and breed,
How that the geaunt [giant] shal be deed,
, Bityde' what bityde!'
His jam beaux [jambarts or leg pieces] were of quyrboilly [cuir
bouilli]
His swerdes shethe of yvory,
His helm of laton [brass] bright;
His sadel was of rewel boon [smooth bone];
His brydel as the sonne shoon,
Or as the moone light.
His spere it was of fyn ciprees,
That bodeth werre [ war], and no-thyng pees [peace],
The heed ful sharpe y-grounde;
His steede was al dappull-gray,
It gooth an ambil in the way
Ful softely and rounde."

And again, in "The Miller's Tale," we read:
"With Powles wyndow corven on his shoos,
In hoes rede he wente fetisly [neatly]."
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came off victorious, the Christopher was recaptured by them,
and all in her taken or killed."
Writing of fights by sea reminds us of battles on land,
and for the latter the castle was still necessary. Even
though the Black Prince gained most of his victories by
a superiority in manceuvring, one does not gather from
Froissart that it amounted to much more than an attempt
to gain the most favourable position for giving battle, and
this consisted of the coup de main, or fierce hand-to-hand
fight. This settled, the victors and vanquished felt the
necessity of a fortified place where they could rest and recuperate, and so be ready to fight another day.
Gunpowder had not yet gained its ascendancy over the
stone wall.
So the next i1l~stration, No. 50, is of a fourteenthcentury castle, and has been made from Bodiam, in Sussex.
All boys and girls who go for summer holidays to the south
coast should, if they have not already done so, go to see
this wonderful ruin. Licence to build the castle was
granted to Sir Edward Dalyngrage in 1386, so the building dates from the end of the fourteenth century. The
builder of Bodiam fought at Crecy and Poi tiers, and the
castle was probably built out of his share of the spoils.
The victors in those days held the vanquished to ransom,
and very considerable sums had to be paid by the captives
before they were allowed to go home. Froissart tells us all
about this.
Now for a consideration of the plan and sketch.
Bodiam stands four-square in the centre of a moat fed by
a stream, and is very French in character, and may have
owed some of its inspiration to castles seen by its builder
when on active service. This is a detail to be remembered j
the Crusades and the French Wars did a great deal to help
on the more peaceful arts, because Englishmen, going
abroad to fight, sawall sorts of dIfferent things abroad, and
coming home remembered them in times of peace and had
them made. Unfortunately, the destruction wrought in
IIZ
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France at this period was very terrible, and Froissart again
tells us of the doings of the Free Companies, who must
have been abominable scoundrels.
This fourteenth-century castle was entered by a
timbered causeway across the moat, I on plan, defended
by fortified bridge-heads at the moat side and before the
barbican, at 2, and sections of the causeway may have been
made to act like a drawbridge, as an additional precaution.
Of course the causeway has long since disappeared; it
should be noticed that, as in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, the main approach was contrived with a sharp
turn to the right at the point of entry, which prevented
any sudden rush of men forcing their entrance through
sheer weight. Also that the besiegers on the causeway
were under fire from the castle walls.
The barbican at 4 had a drawbridge at 3, which, with
the portcullis, was worked from a room over the gateway;
and there would have been strong oak doors in addition.
The turrets at the side of the barbican, in addition to
being battlemented, are provided with the corbelling forward which is called machicolation, and of which we saw
the commencement in the thirteenth-century castle. Here
at Bodiam it has been developed in a very beautiful way,
and the garrison were able to pour down boiling liquids on
to the heads of the besiegers through holes in the floor
without exposing themselves. It is also quite obvious that
from the battlemented top of the barbican and its loopholed
walls the garrison were in a position to keep up a very
galling fire on the causeway and its approaches.
There was another drawbridge at 5, before the gatehouse proper at 6, and this was defended in much the same
way as the barbican, but here there were three portcullises,
and cunning staircases contrived with very narrow and
easily defended doors, so that if the first compartment of
the main entrance was lost, the besieged could retreat upstairs and pour down liquids, and shoot at the besiegers
through holes in the vault called meurtriers. It was also
II4

13

10

4

]

FIG. 49.-Plan of Castle.
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METHODS OF DEFENCE
arranged that even if the inner courtyard was forced, the
besiegers could be shot at from all parts, and find themselves, as in the case of the thirteenth-century castle, not
wholly masters of the situation. The outer walls are on
all sides flanked by towers, so that the defenders could fire
along the face of the wall at scaling parties.
The barracks for the garrison were at 7, and the
chapel. with small room for the priest at 8. The house
part of the castle was on the side immediately opposite the
entrance. The hall, which remains the principal apartment
of castle, as manor-house, was at 9, with the lord's private
rooms at 10. Butteries and pantries were at I I, and the
kitchen at 12, and there appears to have been an entrance,
probably for the lord's use, at 13, approached by another
causeway across the moat. At 14 was what may have been
a kitchen and dining-hall for the garrison.
One point should be noted, and that is how closely the
plan of the castle resembles the house of the period. We
find the entrance to the hall immediately opposite the gatehouse, and leading into the screens, and the relation of the
buttery, pantry, and kitchen on one side, and the lord's
rooms and solar on the other, is much the same as in the
thirteenth-century house described on page 76 and the
fourteenth-century one in this chapter. What Sir Edward
did was to take the English plan and put high walls and
flanking towers all roun1, and so keep the arrangement of
rooms that he was used to in a much more strongly fortified
building. The rooms on the first floor are reached by the
circular staircases in the towers.
Mr. Harold Sands is a recognized authority on Bodiam,
and his paper published in the Sussex Archceological Collections, vol. xlvi., should be consulted for fuller details.
If we go to Bodiam, we must not think of it as a
pretty ruin, or spend most of our time admiring the
water-lilies, or the little moor-hens pattering about. The
castle was built by a very tough old fighting man for
the definite purpose of withstanding siege, and is most
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FROISSART
admirably .adapted for· this. So though the water-lilies
are pretty, and the moor-hens have little red feet, boys
and girls must forget them, and think of the castle as it
was at the end of the fourteenth century, all brand-new
and sparkling white, repeople it with lords and ladies
and men-at-arms, and let it be the frame to a picture of
the period. The very best way to catch the glamour of
the time is to read Froissart's Chronicles, which even in
these hard times can be bought in the « Everyman" Edition
for IS. 6d. Froissart was in attendance in 1366 on the
Black Prince, and so long as his book lasts it is quite silly
for modern people to try and write about that soldier's
good and bad doings in France. Whenever it is possible,
read the books written by people who lived at the time.
Jocelin of Brakelond, William of Malmesbury, Froissart,
Chaucer, and all the others down to Pepys and Evelyn and
the later people still, give one such interesting side-lights
on history and make it live.
So we will leave castles and warfare and return to
our task of everyday things. Illustration No. 52. is of a
fourteenth-century house built about 134 I, and we can see·
at once that it is a considerable improvement on that of the
thirteenth century shown on page 78. In making a comparison between the two, it should be pointed out, that
while the kitchen of the thirteenth-century house is on the
right-hand side of the picture, here in the fourteenthcentury house it is on the extreme left, behind the tree.
Next to the kitchen on the ground floor come the buttery
and pantry, then there is the arched doorway leading into
the space screened off the end of the hall. The three long
windows to the right hand of the entrance light the hall,
and the building on the extreme right has the cellar
on the ground floor, under the sola!'. on the first floor.
Now for the differences which the century has made in
house-building. The hall is no longer on the first floor, as
it was in the thirteenth century, but has come down on to
the ground floor j it is altogether a much more habitable
lIS
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place j the windows come
right down so that you can
look out into the courtyard, and inside it was
brighter and much more
cheerful-less like a prison
than it used to be. The
hall, in its new arrangement, is more than ever the
most important room in the
house, and the centre of all
the life of the place. The
solar, or withdrawing-room,
still remains on the first
FIG. Sr.-Bob Apple.
floor, over the cellar, just as
it was in the century before, and here the lord retired when
he wanted to be by himself, see his friends quietly, or go
to bed. The wardrobe remained here, where the clothes
were made and kept, and there were washing and lavatory
arrangements for the private use of the family.
It should be noticed how the hall and solar both have
separate roofs of their own, and look as if they had been
placed side by side after being built, instead of being joined
up under one as they were in the next century. The
same idea was general in Henry m.'s instructions to the
keepers of his houses, when he ordered them to build a
hall, a kitchen, or a chamber rather than a complete house.
The hall in our illustration goes right up to the roof, and
so has the effect of cutting off all communication between
the solar and the rooms on the first floor of the other side
of the house. The kitchen and offices have been improved
by the addition of a buttery and pantry between the hall
and kitchen, and the plan of this part of the house can be
taken as being much the same as that of the castle on page
I 15, but reversed.
There is a staircase in the entrance
porch, leading to a room over, and on to the minstrels'
gallery, over the screens, looking down into the hall~ and

U9

HOUSE
these staIrs led up to the battlements over the porch, and
terminated in an octagonal turret with a fighting top shown
in the drawing.
Another addition in this century was a room provided
on the first floor over the pantry and buttery, which corresponded to the solar 'on the other side. In the sketch it is
shown as having the same sort of window, and it is probable that this room was used rather as a spare bedroom
would be nowadays, to house an important guest. In the
fifteenth century we shall see how all these arrangements
remained, with still further improvements.
A small boy, to whom this drawing was shown, said:
"That is a funny house j it is just like a church" j and
this is quite true, and he might have added that all the
buildings were more or less alike in detail, but varied in
plan to suit the purpose for which they were intended, and
this was so because there was only one style of architecture.
The windows to this house show why we now call it
" Decorated": they began to be filled with patterned
tracery which has a richer effect than the plain narrow
windows of the thirteenth century, or "Early English"
period.
So far as the surroundings of the house are concerned,
there would have been an entrance courtyard in front,
surrounded by stables, barracks, and so on, and having a
gatehouse on the side opposite the entrance porch of the
house.
At the back would be a kitchen court, with
additional offices like bakery and brew house, and the whole
would be surrounded by a wall, or moat, depending on the
character of the country - still, notwithstanding these
measures of defence, it is evident that progress is being
made, and the people's idea of comfort was advancing as
conditions became more settled.
The figures in the foreground show what a hunting
party of the period looked like. Hunting was to remain
for a long time as the amusement of the lord, when he was
not engaged in statecraft or fighting.
J20
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HOUSE
The next illustration, No. 53, is of the interior of the
hall in a fourteenth-century house, and shows the dais end.
This was raised one step, and here was placed the high
table, the seat to which often had a high back, 4ecorated
with carved and moulded tracery, and standing against a piece
of tapestry on the wall. The other tables were placed at the
sides of the hall. At the left-hand side of the dais is shown
the door to a circular staircase leading up to the solar on
the first fioor, and the little windows over the high table
look out into the hall from the solar, perhaps so that the
lord could pop his head out if the retainers made too much
noise after he had gone to bed. The cellar, under the
solar, comes at the back of the wall behind the high table.
The fireplace to the, hall was often in the middle of the
fioor, and the smoke had to find its way up and out of a
louvre in the roof above. It is not at all well drawn in the
illustration, and the truth must be admitted that fires are
one of our many weak points. There was a slightly raised
hearth, on which the iron fire-dogs stood, and logs were
stacked up against these-one advantage must have been
that you could make a complete circle round the fire, and
another that no heat was lost. So think of the retainers,
sitting all around on a winter's night, cracking nuts and
jokes, and telling hunting tales or old romances. The hall
windows, coming nearly down to the ground, show that
sunlight and air were beginning to be thought about.
The roof is an interesting development on that shown to
the thirteenth-century solar-there are still tie-beams going
across the hall, and the shape of the roof over has not been
very much altered, but between the rafters of the roof and
the king-posts standing on the tie-beams have been filled
in very beautiful arched and cusped braces, of very much
the same pattern that you find in the windows of the
period. At the close of the century, 1394, in Richard n.'s
reign, the wonderful open-timbered roof over Westminster
Hall was constructed, with a span of about 68 feet; this still
exists, and is considered the finest example of a Gothic
122
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FIG. 53.-A 14th-Century Hall.
12th.Century Han, p. '7.

13th·Century Han; p. 74.

15th-Century Han, p. 169.
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MEALS

timbered roof there is, but at Westminster the middles of
the tie-beams have been cut out, and the result, known as the
hammer-beam," became general in the fifteenth century.
Our illustration shows a banquet being given" at the
high table, the details of which have been drawn from a
brass at King's Lynn, which commemorates a Peacock·
Feast" given to Edward III. The retainers at the left hand
bring the dishes, and hand them to the squires at the sides of
the table, ·and it was part of their duties to be able to carve
properly and serve their lord and lady. The trumpeters
tuned up as the various dishes appeared.
At this time it was the custom for boys of good birth to
be sent to, and brought up in, the house of some nobleman,
where, in return for their education, they became pages and
afterwards squires to their lord, attending him· where he
went. This was considered part of their knightly education,
and we read that kings' sons were taught to carve before
their father when at table.
The following is an extract from Hugh Russell's Boke
of Nurture, telling a page of his various duties, and how to
perform them. He says: Put the salt on the right hand
of your lord j on its left a trencher or two. On their left
a knife, then white rolls, and beside, a spoon folded in a
napkin. Cover all up. At the other end set a salt and two
trenchers j cut your loaves equal, take a towel 2t yards long
by its ends, fold up a handful from each end, and in the
middle of the folds lay eight loaves or buns, bottom to
bottom; put a wrapper on the top, twist the ends of the
towel together, smooth your wrapper, and open the end of
it before your lord."
The boys are also told to serve their lord on bended
knee, to bow when answering him, and not to sit until told
to do so.
Grace was said before and after meals, and before a
feast, heralded by a trumpet, servants, or pages, entered
with basins, ewers, and .napkins, and the guests washed
their hands.
(C

(C

(C
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The host and chief guests dined at the high table,"
which was generally raised on a dais, while other tables,
placed down the sides of the ~al1, a.ccommodated t~ose of
lesser importance. Everyone dllled III the hall, and In our
illustration there should, iIi reality, be side-tables, as well as
the high table," where the retainers also could dine.
Tables were covered with a cloth, and the platters were
wooden or pewter, and in great houses of gold or silver.
Until the middle of the fourteenth century only
knives and spoons appear to have been in use, and there
were not many of those. Most people still ate with their
fingers, and everyone threw the bones and scraps that they
could not eat on to the rushes strewn on the floor, where tht'
dogs scrambled and fought over ~he titbits.
.
But dainty feeding was conSIdered an accomphshmen
as we can see by Chaucer's description of a Prioresse :
(C

(C

"At mete weI y-taught wan she with-alle,
She leet no morsel from hir lippes falle,
N e wette hir fyngres in hir sauce depe.
WeI koude she carie a morsel and weI kepe,
That no drope ne fille upon hire breste;
In curteisie was set ful muchel hir leste.
Hire over-lippe wyped she so elene,
That in hir coppe ther was no ferthyng sene
Of grece, whan she dronken hadde hir draughte."

But the Prioresse must have been the exception, or Chaucer
would not have thought the fact that she did not dip her
fingers deep in the sauce, worthy of mention.
It was in curious contrast, the pomp and ceremony
attending these feasts, the beautiful plate on the tables, the
wonderful tapestry on the walls, and the rushes on the floor,
made foul by the debris thrown down by the feasters and
scrambled and fought for by the dogs of the house.
Although spoons and knives were ~sed~ we hear very
little of forks, except that in Edward II. s reIgn we are told
that Piers Gaveston had, amongst other treasures, some
silver forks, for eating pears," and also we learn that John,
(C
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Duke of Brittany, used a fork of silver with which to pick
up "soppys."
Men when hunting and riding carrieo knives stuck
through their wallets, and these they often used :When at
meals. A picture of one of these wallets can be seen on
page 197. Both knives and spoons, like nearly everything
else in this period, were generally of beautiful design .and
workmanship.
One platter was laid to every two persons, and a knight
and his partner ate off the same plate and used one drinking
v~ssel be.tween them, and indeed, in poorer houses, one cup
dId servIce for the entire family. Drinking vessels were
very seldom of glass, but were generally fashioned in metal,
horn, or wood.
But to revert to our table as laid for a feast.
The chief ornament was the great salt-cellar. This was
large, of most costly material and beautifully fashioned,
and was placed in front of the chief personage, who alone
used it, smaller ones being placed in front of the other
guests.
There also, borne to the table and placed thereon with
much ceremony, was the "nef," a jewelled model of a
ship, which contained spices to add flavour to the various
dishes. Our forbears were fond of their food very much
flavoured and spiced.
There was also placed on the table the" wassail" bowl
in which to drink toasts. This was called the "mazer'~
,
because "mazer" is the old term for maple, and it was of
this wood that the bowl was fashioned. These" mazer"
bowls usually had covers, and were ornamented with
precious metals.
Dinner was served between nine and ten in the morning,
and the next meal was supper, at five o'clock. There is an
old French tag on the same. It runs thus:
"Lever it cinq, diner it neuf,
Sou per it cinq, coucher it neuf,
Fait vivre d'ans nonante et neuf."
126
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The supper - table was lighted with
torches or candles made of wax. Minstrels
were always in attendance, and reading
aloud was a favourite form of entertainment. In noblemen's houses there was
always a fool or jester, and during the
meal-time he would enliven the company
with his jests and capers, or agaill the
minstrels would recite histories of noble
deeds and amusing anecdotes, or they
would play on various musical instruments, the chief performer usually em- FIG. 54.-Wayfarer
ploying the bagpipe.
It seems extraordinary to think, after all this display
of beautiful plate and ornament, and after the feasting and
ceremony, the candles shining on the brocades and jewels of
the guests, that when night came and the tables were taken
down, the hall would be filled with a motley collection of
retainers, both men and women, sleeping huddled together
anyhow among the rushes on the floor round the great fire
in the middle.
Chaucer, in his" Tale of Sir Thopas," tells of a knight
taking food before setting out on adventure. He speaks
of the minstrels and jesters, and of the mazer or lovingcup, in the following passage:

I

I
(
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'" Do come,' he seyde, 'my mynstrales,
And gees tours for to tellen tales,
Anon in myn armynge;
Of r6mances that been roiales [royal],
Of Popes and of Cardinales,
And eel< [also] of love-likynge.'
They fette hym first, the sweete wyn [ wine]
And mede eek in a mazelyn,
And roial spicerye;
And gyngebreed that was ful fyn,
And lycorys, and eek comyn [cum min],
With sugre that is so trye [ choice]."
12
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KITCHENS
After so. much talk about food, it is only right that our
next illustration, No. 55, should be of a kitchen, such as
was built in connection with a king's palace, -a noble's
house, or a monastery, and its large size of 36 feet across
the widest part was in no way out of the ordinary at this
period. We have seen how, in those early times, the house
was often more like a series of buildings placed side by
side than a block all under one roof. The kitchen had
often been built, for precaution against fire, as a separate
Juilding, connected with the hall by a covered way, and
even when it had become more joined up with the main
building, was often only of one story in height, with what
is called a lantern over, from which the steam and smell of
cooking could readily escape. The passage then, shown
in the middle of the picture, would lead into the hall, by
way of the screens, having the buttery on one side, where
the wine was kept under the charge of the butler (from
boutelle, a bottle), and the pantry on the other, ~here the
bread, salt, cups, platters, and so on were kept.
So far as the kitchen itself is concerned, we must
imagine a much busier scene than any preparations we have
known in our own house. In Uncle Tom's Cabin there is
an amusing description of the interior of a kitchen in the
Southern States, presided over by a cheerful old negress
who evolved wonderful dinners out of chaos; meanwhile,
all the rest of the establishment came in and assisted, contributing to the clatter. Periodically there was a general
clear-up. The l11edireval kitchen must have been rather
like this, only without the clearing-up. The impression
left in one's mind is, that the hall formed the centre of the
village life, and if you belonged to the land, you took your
part quite naturally in what was. going on at the hall; so
one must think of a good deal of noise and confusion and
running about; a deal of dirt, one is afraid, but much
cheerfulness.
The kitchen was provided with two, or more, open
fireplaces, as shown, the one on the left hand being used for
128

FIG .. 55.-A Kitchen in the time of Edward
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Barrel Vault, p. 17.
12th-Century Vault, p. 40.
13th-Century Vault, p. 89.
14th-Century Vault, p. 133.
15th-Century Vault, pp. 176, 179.
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making stews, broths, or
boiling meat. It must be
remembered that 111 the
fourteenth century there
were not any swedes, or
FIG. 56.-Sawing Wood.
roots, for feeding cattle in
the winter, so the beasts
were largely killed off and salted down, and this meat,
of course, had to be boiled. This was one of the
reasons for game preserving; it gave the lord a chance to
get some fresh meat in the winter. Joints and poultry
were roasted before an open fire on a spit resting in two
grooved stumps, and turned by a boy. Food prepared in
this way was often served on the spit. On the other side
of the kitchen, as shown by the plan at the top left-hand
side of the picture, were ovens where the baking was
done. There were no kitchen ranges in the fourteenth
century which cooked the food and heated the bath water.
The oven played a great part in the cooking, and, generally
of a large oval in shape, was built in the thickness of the
wall with an arched roof over it. For use a bundle of
faggots was placed inside and lighted, and an iron door
closed in front. When the faggots had burnt out, and
made the air in the oven and all the brickwork round it
very hot, the door was opened, and the ashes raked to one
side j then in went the bread and cakes, the pies and
pas ties, the door was closed, and when the oven cooled
down the cooking was done. Very primitive ovens may
have been used in connection with the open fires where
logs were burnt and the ashes allowed to accumulate. To
this day in the West Country some of the older people do
their cooking in this way j the ashes in the open wood~fire
are cleared away, and the joint or pie put on the hearth,
and covered with a rough iron cover, and this again is
covered with the hot ashes. Old country people, used to
it, prefer their food cooked in this way, and as these
customs have been handed down for generations, it may

well be one of the ways which the fourteenth-century cooks
used.
In Wright's Homes of Other Days the following list of
medireval kitchen utensils is given: (( A brandreth, or iron
tripod, for supporting the caldron over the fire j a caldron,
a dressing-board and dressing-knife, a brass pot, a posnet,
or saucepan, a frying-pan, a gridiron, a spit, a gobard, a
mier for making bread-crumbs, a flesh-hook, a scummer, a
ladle, a pot-stick, a slice for turning meat in the frying-pan,
a pot-hook, a mortar and pestle, a pepper-quern, a platter,
a saucer 1:lOr rna k'1l1g sauce. "
In Turner's Domestic Architecture is given the contents
of the larder at Fynchate, in the year 13 I I : "the carcases
of twenty oxen, and fifteen pigs, of herrings eight thousand,
of dograves ea sea fish) seven score, twenty pounds of
almonds, thirty of rice, six barrels of lard, enough oatmeal
to last till Easter, two quarters of salt."
Chaucer talks of mortrewes, and an old recipe for this
directs that hens and pork be used, and (( hewe it small,
and grounde it alle to doust" j it was then to be mixed
with bread-crumbs, yolks of eggs, and pepper, and then
boiled with ginger, sugar, salt, and saffron; and it sounds
like a horrible mess. Herrings made into pies was another
dish we should regard as unusual, lampreys are historical,
and spices were used in abundance. Our fourteenth-century
men had got good tough palates-Chaucer's Frankelein
liked (( his saucis-poinant and sharpe." Honey was in
constant use for making mead and sweetening, and cider
and beer were generally drunk. But we can never understand how they got on without potatoes.
Before leaving this drawing, attention must be drawn
to the very. clever piece of vaulting. The kitchen is
octagonal, and it was desired to leave a central space
through which the steam could escape. This was the
problem which confronted the old builders, and though
the vault looks complicated, its solution is simple. The
dotted lines on. the plan at the top right hand show the

13 0
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VAULTING
lines of the· vaulting ribs over, and if these are studied
it .will be seen that the vault is constructed with eight
semicircular arches, which cross from side to side,. and
their intersection at the top provides the opening for the
octagonal lantern. This drawing may be studied with
the others in the vaulting series, and is of interest because
it is of a different type, and shows how adaptable vaulting
was as. a roofing system. Then of course there are all
the beautiful chapter-houses with a central shaft; however,
we must leave these out or we shall never get our book
published, but we must find space for a description of the
more ordinary type.
Illustration No. 57 is of a fourteenth-century lierne
vault, so called because of the short ribs which have been
added between the longer ones at the top of the vault.
Lierne comes from the French verb tier, to bind, and
these small ribs do in fact bind, and join up, the vault at
its flattest and weakest point. If reference is made to the
drawing of a thirteenth-century vault on page 89 it will
be seen that there has been little alteration in the general
construction ; the aisle roof can still be com pared to a
pointed tunnel, crossed at right angles by other tunnels
of the same shape. So the developments in fourteenthcentury vaulting are more in the way of improvement
of details than alteration in type. We still have the groin
ribs going diagonally across each bay, and the transverse
ones going across the aisle, with wall ribs against the outer
walls, but a ridge rib has been added at the apex or crown
of the vault, and there are now intermediate ones between
the groins and the transverse ribs, and the groins and the
wall ribs, and these are called tiercerons. These served
to reduce the-space and make the construction of the web
between the ribs easier. At the intersection of the ribs
carved bosses were formed, and these were very frequently
carved either with foliage or groups of figures. At
Norwich Cathedral the bosses in the nave vault added
by Bishop Lyhart are very wonderful; 328 in number,
13 2

FIG. 57.-A "Decorated" Vault.
Barrel Vault, p. 17.
12th-Century Vault, p .. 40.
13th-Century Vault, p. 89'
Isth-Centt1l'y Vault, pp. 17 6, 179.
14th-Century Vault, p. 129.
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they commence in the easternmost bay,
with sculptured representations of the
Creation,. and so progress, bay by . bay,
with all the incidents of Bible history.'
Noah builds his Ark on one; the Tower
of Babel is shown as a feudal fortress on
another. Joseph is stripped of his coat
of many colours; and Samson rends the
lion. The Childhood of our Lord is
shown; His Life, and Death; and in the
FIG. 58.-Tinker. last bay one boss shows the Last J udgment. The Devil has all the wicked
~eopJe, and has tied them up neatly in bundles, rather
hke asparagus, and. with a pitchfork is putting the bundles,
one by one, down the bottomless pit.
Think of all this work, spent in carving pieces of
stone not more than a foot or so across. Of all the
hundreds of people who enter Norwich Cathedral, it is
safe to say that only a small number realize this treasure
in the vault, 72 feet above their heads. A good glass is
necessary to pick out the beautifur detail, and many people
might say love's labour was lost, but with the medireval
builders this was evidently not regarded as being the
case. They were engaged in building God's House, and
their determination was that it should be as beautiful and
as perfect as it could be made by human hands; they did
not count the labour, or the cost, or the time, or the
trouble; so this nave vault is a good indication of what
its builders were like-good men and fine craftsmen.
But our readers may say, this is all very interesting, but
our illustration is of a fourteenth-century vault, while
Norwich is fifteenth; and the answer to this is, that the
Gothic periods dovetail one into another. Lierne ribs were
introduced as early as 1230 in Lincoln Chapter-House, and
continued right up to the days of fan vaulting, and we find
the latter as early as 1412 in the Gloucester Cloister. It
really does not matter'much about dates or names of styles

at all. The real thing is to discover the secret of the
construction.
The fourteenth-century builders used the lierne rib
quite as much for decorative purposes as those of construction, and with it made pleasant patterns along the crowns of
their vaults; so much was this the case, that they overdid
it altogether, and got so complicated, that the many lines of
the various ribs at last joined, rejoined, and parted company in so many patterns that the effect was maze-like and
bewildering. This was a sure sign that they had reached
the end of their tether, and no further progress was possible
on these lines, and this fact will lead us to a consideration
of the next development in the fifteenth-century chapter.
We can' now leave building and vaulting for a little
while, and go into the country, and try and find out how
people passed their time there in the fourteenth century.
One of the most wonderful manuscripts of the world is
that known as the Luttrell Psalter, which is supposed to
have been written between 1320-40, for Sir Geoffrey
Luttrell of Irnham, Lincolnshire, who died in 1345. It is
full of the most beautiful little drawings of horses and
carts, peasants and windmills, and the artist, in the most
obliging way, seems to have tried to give us an exact idea
of what everyday life and things looked like in England
just before the Black Death. The value of the Psalter
then, from this point of view, is enormous, because that
terrible plague was responsible for great alterations in the
conditions of living in England.
We have seen how in the thirteenth century the con"
ditions of agriculture remained much the same as in the
twelfth, and that the villein was winning his freedom; this
continued to be the case until the Black Death.' Cultivation
was very simple, and on what is known as the three-field
system: the arable land in the village was divided up into
three big fields, and planted in rotation-one with wheat,
another with barley or oats, while the third remained fallow.
Rye was grown, as well as peas, beans, and vetches. The
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land was turned over by oxen yoked to heavy wooden
ploughs as shown in Illustration No. 59; very little manuring was done, except by folding sheep over the land. It
will be remembered how in the twelfth century there were
quarrels between the convent and townsfolk of Bury St.
Edmunds, who were supposed to turn their sheep over the
abbey fields, and demurred at so doing. Next to the plough
in the illustration, a couple are shown, who are apparently
breaking up the larger clods with wooden mallets; then
comes harrowing, and the illustration shows that fourteenthcentury harrows were much like ours. The small boy has
a job after his own heart in slinging stones at birds. Then
follows sowing, and this of course was done broadcast by
hand. The next couple are weeding with rather curiously
shaped implements, and after comes reaping with a hand
sickle, the corn being cut high in the stalk. Stacking is the
next operation, and then threshing with hand flails.
One great point about the Psalter drawings is the care
which is bestowed on all the practical details, how harness
was fitted on, the way carts were made, and so on, and this
leads one to suppose that the drawings were studies from
life, and not merely pictures, as is sometimes the case, drawn
from the artist's imagination. If this is the case it is very
interesting, as showing that most certainly before the Black
Death the peasant was well and warmly clothed. Farm
labourers of to-day would be glad to have the gauntleted
gloves some of the Psalter figures are wearing. Generally
they wear the usual dress of their class, a tunic and
chausses with the typical chaperon, or hood, for head
covering; the men using the flail wear long breeches-like
chausses, but without feet, and so arranged that the same
could be pulled up as shown,· and fastened to the belt,
leaving the legs free for working. The man weeding is
wearing wooden clogs.
So conditions remained until the Black Death, in 134 8,
reduced the number of labourers by about one-half; whole
families died out, and their holdings reverted to the lords;
13 6
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THE BLACK DEATH
~he Court rolls, which formed a record of all the proceedtngs of the manor, often come to an abrupt end, with a gap
before they start again, which tells a tale of death, suffering,
and great distress. When the plague was .over, the lords
h~d more land on their hands than they knew what to do
w1th, and the few remaining labourers began to demand
more. w~ges. We described how in the thirteenth century
the v111elll had often purchased his freedom from his lord
by payment of a fine, and that this custom had developed
because it suited the conditions of the period. But it was
a custom rather than a law. William Langland, the poet of
ili
.
.
e penod, wrote of them: (( Labourers that have no land
to live on but their hands, disdained to live on penny ale or
bacon, but demanded fresh flesh or fish, fried or baked, and
that hot and hotter for chilling of their maw; and but if
they be highly hired, else will they chide and wail the time
that they were made workmen."
It must have seemed like base ingratitude to the landowners of the day, that the labourers who had gained their
freedo m 111
. prosperous times, by very small payments,
now t~at bad times had come, wanted to profit by the
extrem1ty in which the community found itself. The result
?f all this was the passing of the Statute of Labourers
111 1349, which sought to limit prices, and the wages ot
labourers, and later on to again bind them to the land
Th·
.
lSI combined with tax~tion for the French War, led up
to the Peasants' Rebellion at the end of the century.
Sheep-farming received a great impetus, because fewer men
were needed than for the cultivation of arable land' but
what is more interesting is that about this time the c~stom
was started of letting farms on what are called stock and
land leases. While the extremists were passing laws trying
to reduce the villeins to serfs, and the villeins were resisting
as best they could, the moderate men apparently put their
heads together and evolved a scheme. The problem was to
get the men to work, so the conditions were made more
attractive. In effect the lords said: (( All right, if you will
13 8
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not come and work the land for me on the
old terms, I will stock it for you with cattle
and implements, which you must agree to
render up at the end of your term, and you
shall pay a rent for it." So we see the start
of the farming system of to-day. But the
system of common fields, with grazing
rights, which we have described, remained as
well until the end of the eighteenth century,
when the Enclosure Acts finally did away
with it.
· . FIG. 6o.-Stilts.
Another quotation from L angIan d 1S 111teresting, in which he makes Piers the Ploughman, com":
plaining of hard times, say: "I have no penny pullets for to
buy, nor neither geese nor pigs, but two green cheeses, a few
curds and cream, and an oaten cake, and two loaves of beans
and bran baken for my children. I have no salt bacon, nor
no cooked meat collops for to make, but I have parsley and
leeks and many cabbage plants, and eke a cow and a calf,
and a cart-mare to draw a-field my dung while the drought
lasteth, and by this livelihood we must all live till Lammastide (August), and by that I hope to have harvest in my
croft." This is interesting, as showing how the ploughman
expected to live in good times, also the difficulties which
the fourteenth-century people experienced in providing for
bad seasons. Famine in bad years was very usual, and
there does not seem' to have been any system of storing
the surplus of a good year against the want of a bad one.
Our illustration, No. 6 I, is of a windmill, the first
in the book. It always seems such a pity that, as our
civilization progresses, it blots out all the beautiful things.
The sailing-ship is going, and the windmill has nearly gone;
yet the latter was one of the loveliest things of the countryside. There are just a few left, but as they wear out one
after the other goes. So because in a few years they will
all be gone, we have taken especial trouble to draw a
series of the different types. In the thirteenth-century
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FIG. 6I.-A Medireval Windmill.
15th-Century Mill, p. 185.

Water-Mill, p. 94.

14TH CENTURY

chapter a water-mill was given, and in particulars of this
mention was made of the fact that, though we frequently
hear of mills, it is difficult to know whether they are windOne reference in the twelfth-century
or water-mills.
Jocelin's Chronicle sounds like a mill worked by wind, and
this may have been the case. So far as the fourteenth
century is concerned there is not any doubt at all, because
in the Luttrell Psalter, 1320-40, there is quite a good
drawing of a windmill. Now for the principle on which
one works, which is rather like that of a screw-driven
steamer. In the latter the blades of the screw are set at
angle, so that as the screw is turned it eats its way into the
water in much the same way that a screw goes into wood.
It is the resistance of the water against the screw which
sends the steamer forward. The windmill works on much
the same principle. The sails attached to the arms are to
offer a resistance to the wind, and in this early type a
wooden lattice-work was covered with sails, laced on as
shown in the drawing, and so arranged again in ship-like
fashion, that they could be furled when not in use. The
outer ends of the sails are all in the same plane, but the
outside tips of the ends of sails next the axle are deflected,
with a result that you get much the same effect as the
steamer screw. It will be readily understood that the wind
blowing against the sails, arranged in such a fashion, would
turn them round in much the same way that the little paper
vanes, sold as toys, are turned when one holds them and runs
along. The screw of a steamer would be turned round if
a sufficiently strong jet of water were directed against it.
This type is called the post mill, because it turns on one
great central post, supported by trestles as shown. In the
earlier types. the trestles would have been set up on the
ground, but in the illustration these are shown on the tops
of stout piers, as is the case with some of the Dutch mills
to-day. This type remained for a long time, and in the
fifteenth-century chapter an illustration is given which
shows the whole working of the mill.
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TRAVEL
Travelling about the country was still a difficult matter,
and most people made their journeys on horseback. All
Chaucer's pilgrims rode in this way to Canterbury. Carriages of a sort were used for special or state occasion~, and
an illustration, No. 62, is given of one that used to be
called a char. As all its occupants are ladies, it may be
that they travelled in this fashion, while the men accompanied them on horseback. The team of five horses would
have been necessary to pull such a cumbersome vehicle over
the rough roads of the period, and it must have been used
. by the Court, or some great personage, as the char itself
is e~a~orately dec?rated. The sides are panelled, and the
semicircular top IS covered with characteristic ornament.
This top was probably made of painted canvas, stretched
over .wo?den hoop~, fixed from side to side of the body;
So this ltttle travellIng party, with its gaily decorated char
and the brilliant clothes of the ladies and horsemen mus~
.
'
have mad: a bright spot of colour. Froissart often says,
when talkIng of the Black Prince's army in France, that it
was a goodly sight, and it is very difficult for us, accustomc:d as we are to black and dingy grey clothes, to form
any Idea of what the total effect must have been of a large
body of medireval people gathered together. We should
li~e to try the effect of splashing the twentieth-century
CI~y .stoc~bro~er all over with a really bright yellow, and
paIntIng his friend the merchant a good vermilion. Bankers
could be parti-coloured, and experiments made to see if this
induced the appearance of more cheerfulness. A tube-load
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of people going to the City look so dull and miserable;
colour might cheer them up.
Talking of colour and gaiety leads us to games.
In the fourteenth century we hear of cards being
played, and also of a curious game called" Ragman's Roll."
In this a roll or parchment was used, on which various
verses were written describing the characters of the
players, each verse having a string and seal attached. These
seals hung down from the rolled-up parchment and each
person drew one of the seals, and had to take on the
character attached to the particular verse.
Games of questions and answers and of forfeits were
also played, and dancing was very general. Many dances
took place out of doors, and often we hear of picnics and,
after the meal, dancing.
Chaucer in "The Franklin's Tale" tells us of a party
of young girls who, after dinner in the garden, were amusing
themselves together. One of them is in. trouble, and the
others try and persuade her to play and dance with them
and so forget her grief. Chaucer tells the tale thus:
"Hire friends sawe that it was no disport
To romen by the see, but disconfort,
And shopen [determined] for to pleyen somwher elles.
They leden hire by ryveres [ rivers] and by welles,
And eek in othere places delitables [delectables];
They dauncen, and they pleyen at ches and tables l backgammon].
So on a day right in the morwe [morning] tyde,
Unto a garden that was ther bisyde,
In which that they hadde maad hir ordinaunce [given their orders]
Of vitaille, and of oother purveiaunce [providence],
They goon and pleye hem al the longe day,
And this was on the sixte morwe of May.
At after dyner gonne they to daunce,
And synge also, save Dorigen allone,
Which made alwey hir compleint and hir moone."

FIG. 6z.-A Char.

Our next ill ustration, No. 63, is of a game called
"Hot Cockles." It is played thus: One player kneels
blindfolded, holding her hands behind her, while the others
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FIG. 63.-" Hot Cockles."
12th-Century Game, p. 54.
13th-Century Game, p. 97.
15th-Century Game, p. 195.

strike her hand, she trying to guess the name of the striker.
The great idea seems to have been to knock over the
" he" with the force of the blow; indeed, the majority of
the games, not only for children but even those of ladies
and their knights, would be in modern eyes very rough
and the jokes very boisterous. ." Hot Cockles" is found in
the same form as late as the early eighteenth century, and
there it speaks of the writer as having beell thrown over
with the force of the blow he received.
An amusing little sidelight on the roughness of the
times is thrown by Chaucer in his" M urrye [merry] words
of the Hoost,[host] to the monk." He says of his wife:

ORNAMENT
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apparent that great changes have taken place since" Early
English" times. The design is no longer so conventional,
and it is evident that the carver has gone to Nature for his
inspiration. Now by conventional ismeant a pattern which
follows some convention, or rule, and it is of course quite
possible to have designs which do not owe any inspiration
to natural forms. A series of squares in which the alternate
ones are blacked in, resolves itself into the checker pattern
of the chess-board, and there are many kinds of geometrical
figures which can be utilized in this way. There are designs
which are made up of natural forms of leaves, flowers, and
birds, but so arranged that they form decoration, and both
these styles are called conventional. But if the carver makes
actual models of flowers and birds, and does not arrange them
as it were to form a pattern, we call it a naturalistic design,
and do not think of it as being a very good method.
It was this latter method which the fourteenth-century
carvers first used when they broke away from' the earlier conventional work, and they carved flowers, fruit, and ivy leaves
which looked as if they had pinned up hap,hazard stone models
of the natural objects. Then their sense of design asserted
itself, and they took the vine and grape, for instance, and
with it, made a pattern which filled the space they wished
to aecorate, and so formed part of the general scheme.
And because the fourteenth-century builders were fond
of rich tracery in their windows, and of decorating their
buildings with carving, we call their work" Decorated."

"Whan I bete my knaves [servants]
She bryngeth me forth the grete clobbed staves
And crieth 'Slee the dogges everichoon [everyone],
And brek hem, bothe bak [back] and every boon [bone].'''

Truly, punishment in those days must have been no
light thing.
The tailpiece of this chapter shows what the ornament
of the fourteenth century was like, and it will be at once
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FIG. 64.·-" Decorated" Ornament.
12th·Century Ornament, p. 55.
13th-Century Ornament, p. 100,
15th-Century Ornament, p. 201,
K
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FIFTEENTH CENTURY
E have seen how, in the fourteenth century, the
power of the Church began to wane. The Popes
were made captive by the King of France from 1305-78,
and when at length they were released, the Schi-sm commenced, and two or three Popes rose, all claiming the allegiance of the Church.
Edward II. took revenge on his cousin, Thomas of
Lancaster, and so commenced the feud which later was to
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bring about the overthrow of Richard II. and after that the
Wars of the Roses. Scotland's alliance with France was to
be a constant source of irritation. Edward m.'s claim to the
French throne, and his war there to enforce his rights, drew
the attention of the English people away from the miserable
conditions at home caused by the Black Death. Edward
had some little excuse, in that his mother was a daughter of
the French king, Philip IV., but if his claim to the throne
of France was valid in English law, it was not recognized
by that of France. This latter fact, together with the
refusal of our kings, until 1802, to renounce their claim,
became in after years the cause of much trouble.
Charles v. renewed the French War, 1369, and proved
more than a match for the Black Prince, who died in 1376,
a year before his father. Richard II.'S reign was memorable
for the misery of Wat Tyler's Rebellion, and the banishment of Henry of Lancaster, who returned in 1399 as
Henry iv.
The fifteenth century opened badly, with the rebellion
of the Percies in 1403, who did not think they had been
sufficiently rewarded for their suppor,t of Henry IV. The
latter was succeeded by his son, Henry
who renewed the
war with France in 1415, with even less pretext than
Edward III. The poor French king was mad, and the condition of the kingdom one of great misery. The Treaty of
Troyes secured to Henry the right of succession to the throne
of France, and he married Catherine, daughter of the French
king.
Henry VI. was a scholarly man who hated the whole
business of the French War, and it was in his reign that Joan
of Arc preached another Crusade which resulted in the
English being driven out of France between 1430 and
1453, Calais only remaining to us. In this year, 1918, the
French want another Joan, only this time it is the Germans
who are to be driven out, and we, thank God, are helping
them to do it, and shall not burn any new Maid of Orleans
that may arise. All boys and girls should be proud of the
148
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fact that now we are the
Allies of the French. Henry
vr.'s reign closed with
the discontent expressed by
Jack Cade's Rebellion (1450)
and the greater miseries of
the Wars of the Roses.
Henry was deposed, and
Edward, Duke of York,
became Edward rv., who,
quarrelling with Warwick
the King- Maker, was also
deposed. Henry VI. reigned
again for six months, 147071, when Edward returned,
killed Warwick, and had
poor Henry VI. murdered in
the Tower.
Edward died in 1.483,
and his brother, Richard III.,
one of the most consummate scoundrels in history,
succeeded to the throne after
murdering Edward v. and
FIG. 66,-A Church Lectern,
Richard, Duke of York.
Norwich Cathedral.
At last, things became so bad that Henry Tudor, Earl ot
Richmond, was invited to come from France, and, doing
so, defeated and killed Richard at Bosworth, 1485. He
reigned wisely and well as Henry VII., and had much the
same task as his forbear, Henry H.-that of restoring peace
and order to a land torn by strife.
Now for the influence all this had on everyday
things. Wycliffe was preaching at the end of Edward III.'S
reign, and his followers were burned as heretics in the time
of Henry IV. and v. It was the beginning of the Reformation; Caxton set up his printing-press at Westminster in
1476, and knowledge was spread. The Turks captured
,
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Constantinople in 1453, and the classical tradition of the
Roman Empire, which had been carried on there, was diverted
to Italy. There were born there men who were to give everyday things a new appearance: Luca della Robbia, Leonardo da
Vinci, and Michelangelo, while Brullelleschi, the architect,
was born as early as 1377, and Donatello, the sculptor, in
1386. These men responded to this new tradition, and their
work is called the Renaissance-a new birth of the old
Classical forms which was to oust the Gothic work. Gunpowder was used by Henry v.
There was a great development in commerce; money was
more used, but n9t yet understood as only being a medium
of exchange. In Henry IV.'S time it was said: "Since the
year 135 I, 300 pennies had been struck from the tb Tower
of silver, and 45 nobles, of 6s. 8d. each, from the tb Tower
of gold." In 1411 they tried making 360 pennies ~nd
50 nobles from the same quantities, but found that this
simple way of getting rich did not work.
In reality it all amounted to this; Feudalism was on its
last legs, and Chivalry was dying. It was a lawless age, and
yet the ~eeds of the Reformation and Renaissance were sown,
and it was our own modern world that slowly .struggled
towards the light.
Following the same order as in the other centuries, we
will now turn to a consideration of everyday things. The
costume of the period well reflects its extravagance and
licence. In Illustration No. 67 we can see how much this
was the case. Every garment is a little more exaggerated,
and every fashion still more extraordinary, than in the
preceding century.
Take, for example, the first man in the picture. His
capuchon has entirely lost its utility as a hood, and is no
longer even a turban, but with a stiff, circular brim has
become a hat with a crest to it, with a long tail of stuff,
originally the liripipe, hanging down the back. This
piece of stuff was often so long as to be wound round the
neck and yet still to trail on the ground behind. His
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pelisse is full and very long, and the sleeves are very
wide, and trail slightly with the hem of his garment. The
collar is high, fastening right up to the chin.
In the early years of the fifteenth century some of the
men had their hair dressed in a very peculiar way. Look
at the second man in the illustration, and you will see that
his hair, whilst allowed to grow very thickly on the crown,
is cut round his head above the ears, leaving the part below
shaved quite bare. This is generally supposed to have been
done in order that the head should be cool and comfortable
inside the helmet, while the top of the head would still be
protected by the thick locks on the crown.
This man wears a very full and pleated surcoat, edged
with fur, and belted in tightly round the waist. Men at
this time exaggerated their figures as much as their clothes,
and many not only tightened in their waists, but wore their
tunics stiffened out into a globular shape over the chest,
which still more accentuated the waist-line. Look at
brasses and pictures of this period, and you will see the
curious shape of many of the men's figures. The breastplate in fifteenth-century armour was also moulded to the
same globular form. The· sleeves of this surcoat are
stuffed out until they resemble bolsters, and are full and
stiff, and gathered into the wrist. The shoes are even
more pointed than before, and sometimes so long as to
necessitate fastening the points up to the knee with small
jewelled chains.
The first lady of the picture wears one of the monstrous
head-dresses of this period, very high and pointed, with
a velvet roll round the head, enriched with a jewelled
ornament in the front. Notice the fine muslin or gauze
veil, and the curious stiffened muslin over the face and
round the neck. These head-dresses were very costly
affairs, made of gold or sil vel' tissue, or of wonderful
brocades, often covered in jewels and golden ornamentation.
There were numerous shapes, although there is only
spac~ fot; tWQ different ones in the picture., 0Wi favouri~<;
l~l
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besides those shown here, was in the form of a large horn,
curving upwards on either side of the head. A fine veil
was then stretched from point to point, and hung down
the back; this type is very often seen, both on brasses
and in old manuscripts. Notice this lady's surcoat, which
almost resembles a dress, as we understand the word, and
her cotte of blue is so nearly hidden that it approaches in
character to the modern petticoat.
Again, the second lady shows an extraordinary head-dress
of blue and purple velvet, worked in gold and pearls.
One can very well imagine that these wonderful erections
must have been not only very costly, but also extremely
cumbersome and uncomfortable to wear.
All dress in this century was brilliant in colour, costly
of material, and generally extreme in form; clothes showing clearly the luxurious idleness and extravagant habits of
the nobles and rich people. For, as can be clearly seen,
such clothing must have taken much time and thought in
arrangement, and must have rendered any quick movement
on the part of the wearer extremely difficult. The lady's
ermine cloak must have been very heavy on her shoulders,
and the fur-trimmed surcoat, trailing on the ground, cumbersome in the extreme.
The little maid attending this lady is dressed in very
much the same way as would be the middle-class people,the same type of dress as the noble ladies, but very much
simplified,-and she still wears on 'her head the wimple and
hood of earlier times.
Here we see, in this figure of a knight, how much more
complete armour has become in protecting the vital parts
of the body. As you see, the body, arms, and legs are
now quite encased in steel, and the chain mail hauberk
beneath hardly shows at all. The helmet carried by this
man is of a very usual type, and is known as a "salade."
I t is so formed that it fits down over the" mentonniere,"
or chin-piece, and this covers all the vital parts of the neck.
It has a vizor, which can be raised at will. The large
I$2
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helmet, or "heaume," is
still used as In the
preceding century for
pageants or tournaments.
Notice, too, that this
man wears no surcoat.
This garment was no
longer worn over armour
in the early and middle
parts of the fifteenth
century, but after this
date its place was taken
by the" tabard," a much
looser tunic, with wide
FIG. 68.-Gothic Carving.
elbow-sleeves.
It must not be thought that the various figures in
armour that have been given are in any way the only types
of their centuries. In a period of a hundred years there
is time for many changes in style, and time also for many
different fashions in armour, even as in clothes, to rise and
again disappear, without it being at all possible to note
them in one illustration. So the suits given have, as
nearly as possible, been taken from the middle years of the
centuries, and if we try and bridge with our imaginations
the gaps between the few types that are given, and think
of the earlier examples as altering, and being amplified,
and changing, step by step, until they culminate in a
typical example of the following century, then we shall gain
some idea as to the growth of both dress and armour
through the ages.
The next everyday thing is the ship, and Illustration
No. 69 shows one of the fifteenth century. It will be at
once apparent that there has been great development since
the fourteenth century. Our illustration for this latter
period shows a rather clumsy single-masted boat, with
one square sail. Ruskin describes a ship as "one of the
loveliest things man ever made, and one of the noblest,"
153
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and in the fifteenth century this was so, and it came about
in this way. This century saw the rise of modern commerce, and not of the grubby $moky variety with which
we are familiar, but that of the Merchant Adventurers
who were trading with Flanders, in the Baltic, and the
Mediterranean- and the name Merchant Adventurers
does suit these old fellows admirably; they were keen
and hard men of business, wanting to make money, but
yet prepared to risk it, and always indulging in adventure. The Wars of the Roses weakened the nobility, and
agriculture suffered, because men were attracted by the
towns and the more. profitable work to be found there.
The manufacture of cloth became a very important industry. Iron and coal were mined, and all this led to
the development of foreign trade.
The fifteenth - century sailormen were worthy forerunners to the wonderful seamen of the sixteenth century.
Christopher Columbus sailed west in 1492, with only three
small ships, and discovered the West Indies, and afterwards America. Cabot sailed from Bristol in 1497, and
Vasco da Gama in the same year set sail from the Tagus
around the Cape of Good Hope for India. This was an
epoch-making voyage. There had been from very early
times a trade between the Mediterranean and India, goods
being taken overland to the Red Sea on the line where
the Suez Canal now is. This trade had been stopped by
the Sultans of Egypt, so the sailormen put the,ir heads
together, and sailed south down the west coast of Africa
until they found their way round the Cape, and so into
the Indian Ocean. This remained the ordinary trade
route until the Suez Canal was made, and it diverted
the trade from the Mediterranean ports and damaged
their commerce very greatly.
Now all this development of trade meant a corresponding improvement of ships, and it is for this reason that
our fifteenth-century boat is found to be so much better
than the fourteenth-century one. But they were still very
154
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small; Columbus's flagship, the Santa Ma 1/ia , was only
about 93 feet in length, with a breadth of ~5 feet. A
model of her was made in Spain in 1893, and sailed across
the Atlantic to the Chicago Exhibition. She took thirtysix days, her maximum speed was 6! knots, and we are
told that the vessel pitched horribly. Compared to a liner
of to-day she was the merest cockle-shell, and it needed
brave men to sail her into the unknown seas.
Our illustration shows a boat, rigged on much the same
lines as the Santa Maria. There are three masts: the
foremast, mainmast, and mizzen. The first has a square
foresail; the mainmast, a mainsail and topsail; and the
mizzen has a three-cornered lateen or leg-of-mutton sail.
This latter is the first appearance of what was the typical
Eastern or Mediterranean sail, and it is worth a little
consideration, because we shall find that it had a very interesting development through the centuries, and still remains
on the mizzen of a modern sailing-ship, as the spanker or
driver. The Eastern ship was lateen-rigged on all masts,
and now began to borrow the Northern square sail, while
we adopted the idea of the lateen, and used it on the
mizzen, and from this mingling· of ideas the modern ship
was evolved. The Arabs still stick to the very old leg-ofmutton type. All the sails were now cut much fuller,
and bellied out before the wind, and were made smaller
by taking off pieces at the bottom, called" bonnets," instead
of reefing the sail by gathering it up. Bowlines were used
to set them properly.
The three masts shown in our drawing introduced
many variations in the rigging; more stays are introduced,
and the braces of the yards are sometimes worked off these.
So far as the hull is concerned, the forecastle, instead
of being a square platform, is pointed in shape, and is
becoming beak-like, and is altogether trimmer than in the
fourteenth century. Carvel-building was another introduction from the East, and consisted of building the boat of
planks, with their joints butting up against one another,

instead of clinker-built as before, with the edges overlapping. Skids were placed along the sides, and the stern
built up into a regular poop.
One thing to be remembered is that, up to 1628, the
tonnage of a boat was reckoned by the number of tuns
of wine which could be stowed away in her, and a tun·
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FIG. 70.-Plan of 15th-Century House.

equalled 42 cubic feet; after then it was reckoned by
taking the length of the keel and multiplying it by the
greatest breadth of beam, and by the depth, and dividing
the result by 100.
We will now leave the sea for the land, and come to
the house as our next thing. The one illustrated dates
from 1480. It is interesting as showing that a new middle
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HOUSES
class of people was springing up, who had benefited by
the fratricidal strife between the nobles during the Wars
of the Roses. It was for this new class that Caxton
doubtless brought out his Book of Good Manners, so that
they might become polite. The impoverished nobility
also married the daughters of prosperous merchants, and
the latter acquired land and gentility.
Illustration No. 70 is of the plan of a fifteenth-century
manor-house. At I was the entrance courtyard, around
which were grouped the stables and other offices necessary
to a house of this size. There would be a gatehouse at
the point of entry, defended by good doors, with a moat
around the outside. As well there might be another
yard, with barns and farm buildings, within the outer
enclosure; At 2 is the entrance porch, leading to the
screens, 3, which are at the end of the hall 4. At 5 is the
winter parlour-a new room, the uses of which are described
later on. It m'ust be noticed that, in consequence of this
addition, the pantry and buttery have been put in a new
place, and do not any longer occupy the same position that
they did in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, next
the screens. These, with the kitchen and other offices
such as .bake- and brew-houses, are .now at 6, grouped
round an inner court at 9. The cellar is still at 7 at the end
of the hall, and the solar is over it on the first floor. At
this, the dais end of the hall, are new additions in this
century in the form of bay windows at 8, 8. In this house
these do not go up the whole height of the hall, but have
small rooms Over on the first floor, which probably served
as bedrooms. There is another chamber on the first
floor, over the winter parlour at 5, and the staircase at the
back led up to this chamber,. the minstrels' gallery over
the screens, and other bedrooms over the pantry and
buttery.
So our house is becoming much more like a modern
house; there is a good deal more accommodation in it, and
notably there are many more small rooms, in which the
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HOUSES
various members of the family could enjoy greater privacy
.than had hitherto been possible.
The next illustration is of the exterior of the fifteenthcentury manor-house. The small boy who criticized our
drawing of the fourteenth century by saying that it was
more like a church than a house, would probably have
s~id that this fifteenth-century one was just like a modern
vicarage. But we should have had to differ with him
again, and say that the vicarage is a copy, whereas this is
the real thing. The design of this house is quite Gothic
in character, but it shows that its builders were beginning
to balance their designs, and make them symmetrical--that
is, one side like the other. Yet this house owes much of
its charm to the fact that it is not so absolutely symmetrical
as we shall f1,nd became the fashion in the Renaissance of
the sixteenth century and onwards.
It is evident that far greater attention is being paid to
comfort, and less to defence. There are plenty of windows,
and the inhabitants want light and air. The battlements
have disappeared. We now come across, for the first time,
a new shaped arch. In the twelfth century we had the
semicircular type, while those of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were pointed and turned in from two
centres. A pair of compasses will soon demonstrate
what is meant by this. In the fifteenth we get a flatter
type, which is set out from four centres.
The hall remains as the central feature, and is so expressed on the outside, but the house itself looks more
connected, and is no longer a collection of different buildings huddled up together. The hall is still a big lofty
place, going up to the roof, and so cutting the house in
two halves, the general arrangement of which is described
in connection with the plan No. 70.
Judged from the exterior the solar on the left-hand
side and the chamber on the right were the two most important rooms after the hall, as they are marked externally by
very beautiful oriel windows. These latter are a new essay
160
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in design, and one feels that
whoever was responsible for them
must have been pleased with his
work. The bay windows to
the hall, which are another new
feature, do not tell on the outside as such because of the little
rooms over. Access to these was
gained by a newel staircase at
the back of the cellar at 7 on
plan, through a doorway out of
one of the bays at 8.
FIG. 72.--A Jester.
Illustration 75 shows what
one of these bedrooms would have been like.
The chamber over the winter parlour must have been
used as a spare bedroom, and we have seen how this
began in the fourteenth century. Another development
appears to' be the provision of a loft in the roof, over
the hall, to be used as a dormitory for the retainers;
generally, all round, people were making themselves more
comfortable.
As this will be the last house in Part 1., it may be
explained that, though all the houses have been shown as
stone-built, brick and timber were used where they were
plentiful; but stone is the nobler building material, and in
it finer work is possible, and as we wanted to illustrate the
best examples we selected those built in this way.
Illustration 73 shows the solar or chamber in a fifteenthcentury house, still used, like that of the thirteenth, as the
private sitting- and bedroom of the lord. The oriel window
to this room is shown in the illustration of the exterior of
the house, on the extreme left of the picture, page 159,
balancing the chamber oriel on the right.
The drawing of the interior shows what a charming
addition the oriel was to the room itself. The plain panels
at the sides are in the thickness of the wall, and beyond
these come the stone mullions of the window. The roof
L
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FIG. 73.-So1ar of 15th-Century House.
I3th-Century Solar, p. 8r.
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has a very beautiful little fan vault. Think of the setting
out and care that went to make it. The timber roof to the
chamber shows the development of the simpler type, without a hammer-beam. This is called a: collar-beam roof,
from the collar, or tie, across over the curved braces, which
are fitted in between the principal rafters and this same
collar. These braces follow the same four centred lines
as the arches to the heads of the windows. The curved
timbers fitted in between the purlins and abutting on the
principals are called wind-braces. The walls under are
plastered and covered with tapestry, and the ladies of the
house are shown spinning and weaving. We have often
spoken of how in medireval times people were nearly selfsupporting, not depending so much on other folk to do
and make things for them; so this illustration has been
arranged to show how, in the olden times, the sheets,
blankets, and cloth for clothes were woven.
It may be of interest to sketch in the steps which had
to be followed in the preparation of the latter. The fleece
after the shearing was thoroughly scoured and washed, then
dyed. Teasing was the next operation, and consisted ot
pulling the dry dyed fleece into fluff. Carding followed,
and this is what the left-hand lady in the front group is
doing-nowadays one has two cards which are like flat
square hair-brushes fitted with barbed-wire teeth the ends
of which turn up towards the handle, and the fluff being
put on to these is drawn from one to the other so as to be
arranged as lengthwise as possible for spinning.
Spinning-wheels did not come into use until the sixteenth century, and before then spindles were used. The
right-hand lady is using one. It must be remembered that
all thread, yarn, string, and the like is made by twisting up
wool or similar material. The carded wool was tied on to
the distaff in front, and from this a little is pulled out and
twisted as it is pulled with finger and thumb, and one end
tied on the spindle. The latter is then twisted sharply,
and held against something to prevent it un spinning. The
163
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hand above, which was holding the thread, being released,
the twist given by the spindle runs up the thread, which all
the time is being gradually pulled out from the distaff.
The thread is then wound round the spindle, and so on
agam.
Now for weaving, which is just like darning. Most
boys and girls have seen their mothers mend the holes the,Y
themselves make in stockings. A needleful of wool is
stretched across the hole from edge to edge: this would be
called the" warp" in weaving. In the case of the stocking,
the second row of threads is darned across the first row
first under and then over. In weaving, this second row is
the "weft." All looms are constructed to work on this
principle, only as you must weave long lengths it is
necessary to be able to roll it up as you go along, so the
warp is stretched between two rollers. As it would be
very laborious to use a needle like darning, a shuttle is
employed, and the thread, wound on a bobbin placed in
this, is thrown from side to side. A shuttle being bigger
than a needle, one could not work it in and out over one
thread of the warp and under the next, so one set of
threads is depressed and the other raised by being passed
through loops which are worked by treadles and called
headles. This gives the space for the shuttle to be thrown
through, and there can be many treadles and headles which
by moving different sets of threads allow of pattern being
formed. Then there is a swinging arrangement which has
a reed or comb at the end through which the warp threads
are passed, and this is banged down hard against the work
as it is being woven, to pack the weft up tight.
The next illustration, No. 74, is of the winter parlour,
situated at 5 on the plan of the fifteenth-century house.
This room began to make its appearance at the end of this
century, and was the forerunner of the modern diningroom. As its name shows, the room was first used by
the family to take their meals in during the cold weather,
though in all probability they still dined in the hall on

great occasions and during the summer. The room also
marks a desire for greater privacy, of which there had been
little in the medireval house. As time goes on, we shall
find that the winter parlour becomes the dining-room, and
the hall is only used as a place of entrance, the retainers
having their meals in the servants' hall or kitchen; but
in the fifteenth century that was a long while ahead.
. The drawing shows as well a new style of wood
panelling which came in about this time, and was called
the linen-fold pattern, from the fact that the panels were
moulded so that the design looked like folded linen. The
moulding was run out with hollow and round planes, and
then the ends carved in a variety of beautiful ways.
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FIG. 74.-The Winter Parlour.
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The panelling itself was much thinner, and more like
a door than it had been. In the Liberate Rolls of
Henry mo's time, in the thirteenth century, we read of
rooms beings wainscotted in wood, which means panelling,
but it would have been heavier in character, rather like
a church screen, or window, with wooden panels filled in
between bars. The ceiling in this drawing has moulded
beams, showing the floor-boards over, which was the
general method in medireval times. The beautiful plaster
ceilings were to come in during the next century.
The furniture, chairs, chests, and so on are still rather
more like the furnishings of a church than what we now
associate with a house, yet the whole character of the room
is becoming more modern than anything we have seen
so far.
The next illustration, NO.7 5, is of one of the smaller
bedchambers that were now becoming more general.
It will be remembered that in our description of a
fourteenth-century house we spoke of another upper room
being incorporated into the plan of the house, which was
probably used as a spare bedchamber for any important
guest who might arrive. Now in the plan of the
fifteenth-century house we can see other small rooms
beside those already mentioned. These were doubtless
used also for bedchambers, and although very small, would
be a vast improvement on the thirteenth and fourteenthcentury custom of all except the principal guest sleeping in
the hall.
These bedchambers had rush-strewn floors, and there
was also a pretty custom in vogue then, of hanging the
walls with freshly-cut boughs, to make the room cool and
fragrant. The walls were painted with varied decorations,
often scel~es from some romance, until tapestry came
g;enerally l11to use and superseded the paintings .
. The first tapestry was made at Arras, and that is the
reason of it often being called by that name. In Hamlet
the "arras" is several times mentioned. In Edward no's
166
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FIG. 75.-A 15th-Century Bedchamber.

reign we read that £30 was paid to Thomas de Hebenith,
mercer of London, for a great hanging of wool wove with
figures of the king and earl upon it, for the king's service
in his hall 01; solemn occasions. At Norwich, too, was
made a thick woollen stuff, which was used for hangings
as well as tapestry.
Much very beautiful work was put into these tapestries,
and wonderful scenes were depicted thereon, and nobles
when travelling often took them with them in their
baggage train, and hung them in their temporary apartments,
wherever these might be. Froissart describes a pageant in
Paris given to Queen Isabelle in 1399, in which one w~ole
street was hung with tapestry.and had also a canopy of sdk.
But to return to the bedchamber. We now find windowglass in general use, and apparently the windows had sc~n~s
and histories depicted on them, and were full of vlvld
colour.
I t is quite wonderful, when we think of it, the passion
for colour shown at this time. Everything seems to have
~
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been ornamented and covered with colour, whenever at all
possible, and when one pictures these rooms, hung with
gorgeous tapestry or with painted walls, the bed-hangings
in rich embroidery, and even the windows of stained glass,
one feels that the effect must have been quite jewel-like.
Even the church woodwork left of this period shows traces
of brilliant colour here and there, remnants of this vivid era.
Chaucer in his "Dreame," in the fourteenth century,
describes his bedchamber thus:
"And sooth to saine my chamber was,
Full well depainted and with glas
Were all the windows well y-glased.
Full clere and nat a hole y-crased
That to behold it was a joy,
For holly all the story of Troy
Was in the glaising y-wroughte thus.
And all the walls of colors fine
Were paint both text and glose
And all the Romant of the Rose,
My windows weren that echone
And through the glasse the sunne came."

And again, in "The Miller's Tale" :
"This clarke was cleped Hind Nicholas.
A chamber he had in that hostelrie
Alone withouten any companie."

In the thirteenth-century chapter attention was drawn
to the importance of the hall, and how it formed the centre
of the house; that it was the living-room of the entire
household, and not just the entrance-way into the place. It
remained so until well on in the sixteenth century, though
more rooms were being added for the family, in which they
could enjoy far greater privacy than their ancestors had
known. In Illustration No. 76 a fifteenth-century hall is
shown, such as might have been found in a large house.
At the same time, a similar design of roof would have been
used for the nave of a church, the hall of a college, or for
168
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FIG. 76.-A Hall of the 15th Century.
I2th-Century Hall, p. I7.

I3th-Century Hall, p. 74.

14th-Century Hall, p. I23·
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the hall of one of the City Companies. We still talk of
the Guild Hall, or the Fishmongers' Hall, in the City of
London. The Guild Hall still remains as a hall but the
Fishmon¥ers' Hall, being it comparatively modern 'building,
only remInds us by its name that all the City Companies
at one time had their halls. In fact, almost any medireval
building seems to have been grouped around such central
feature, and its inclusion is a proof that life in those days
was passed more in common than it is now. Old building
always seems to have a definite purpose, and the only
reason there could have been for the large halls to the
houses was the need for some big space in which all the
household could meet together.
The firs.t thing that will strike our readers, if they have
been followIng the development of the roofs shown in the
earlier illustrations, is that this is quite a new type. This is
so, and the name for it is the (( hammer-beam roof" so called
from the .Idea that the beam on which the figures' are standing is like the head of a hammer. This does not mean
that the old builders had any thought of that useful tool
when they were designing roofs of this type. It came
about in quite a different fashion. In the earlier roofs as
will be seen by reference to the thirteenth- and fourtee;thcentury chapters, the tie-beam goes right across from the
top of one side wall to the other. In the middle of this
stood the king-post, and there were various struts and
braces which helped to support the roof over. The effect of
~his series of horizontal tie-beams at the level of the springl11g of the roof was to cut off the apparent height and
prevent its full beauties being seen. So the centre of the tiebeam was cut away, leaving the hammer-beams at each side.
D nderneath these were fitted the curved struts. The kingpost had to go, because now it had not any tie-beam to
stand upon, but two posts take its place, one standing on
each of the hammer-beams, and so taking weight from the
principal rafters and conveying it, by means of the curved
struts under, well down the walls. In between the posts
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on the hammer-beams and the principal rafters are fitted
curved braces which again have the effect of stiffening what
is called the principal. It will be remembered that the names
and uses of the various parts of a roof have been described
on pages 75 and 76, and these remain the same. There are
in this roof intermediate principals spaced midway between
those with the figures. The purlins are framed in between
the principals, and carry the smaller or common rafters.
It should be noticed how, in the spaces left between
the larger timbers, is very delicate tracery which contrasts
most pleasantly with, and lends grace to the heavier construction. A man who couJd desig!l this roof, and make
it, was worthy of being called a good craftsman, and, fortunately for us, we still have many beautiful specimens of
hammer-beam roofs left. The most celebrated, of course,
is that over Westminster Hall, which was constructed in
Richard n.'s reign (1394); this is justly considered one of
the finest open-timbered Gothic roofs in existence, and can
be seen by any boy and girl who happens to be in Westminster. Though it is one of the finest, it is also one of
the earliest, and the fifteenth century is generally considered
the period of the hammer- beam roof.
The rest of the drawing shows windows of Perpendicular
design, with the screens at the end of the hall. The side
walls are covered with tapestry. The costume of the
minstrel, and his audience, is the same as that described in
connection with the costume plate for this century.
We can now leave the more domestic things and turn
to those of ecclesiastical character. Illustration No. 77
is the plan and 78 a bird's-eye view of a Carthusian
monastery, and the buildings of this Order have been
selected for our illustration, because they show at a glance
that a quite different sort of life was led in them to that in
the Benedictine monastery'illustrated in the twelfth century.
We have referred to this latter Order as being very
largely responsible for the advance of civilization and the
arts of peace in those early warlike times; that they
17 I
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took a great part in education. The Cistercians, were
.great farmers, and largely responsible for bringing back
into cultivation the land
wasted in the north by
the Conqueror;
the
Franciscans and Dominicans were preachers; all
these lived busy, useful
lives, and were a great
civilizing influence in a
world full of fighting.
On the other hand, the
Carthusians do seem to
have passed their time
in a way which fits in
better with the popular
idea of a monk's life.
They lived isolated from
the world and one
another, and the lay
brothers did all the
work; it was only on
Sundays and feast-days
that the fathers dined
together, and even then
conversation was not
allowed.
Their lives
were passed in little
separate houses, each
with its own garden surrounded by high walls,
and their two meals a
FIG. 77·-Plan of Carthusian Monastery d
b
h
d
and detail of one of the Houses.
ay were roug t an
put through a hatch, the
firs.t a~ 10 a.m. and the other at 4.30 p.m. This hatch,
whIch IS shown on the plan of one of their houses, at the
right-hand side of the door, was so contrived with an
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angle that the person placing food in it from the outside
could not even be seen by the father inside. The monks
rose' at 5.45, and spent ten hours in devotion, ten hours
in sleep and work, and four hours' recreation in digging,
or reading, a day. They wore a hair shirt next the skin,
with an outer robe of white serge, and their food consisted of fish, eggs, milk, cheese, bread, butter, fruit, and
vegetables. This was how they passed their lives, and, dying,
were buried in the garth of the inner cloister, so that their
final resting-place was a constant reminder to their fellows
to prepare to be ready to follow them. It seems to have
been a gloomy conception of life and its opportunities
and responsibilities-not nearly so fine a one as the Benedictines had, but in the rough and tumble of the Middle
Ages it doubtless attracted the man broken in the storm
and stress of the times. Quite evidently these buildings served some definite purpose, and it is no good
saying that to our ideas it was foolish so to live; the
point is that people did live thus, and found satisfaction
in so doing.
Now for a consideration of the monastic buildings.
At 1 on the plan was the entrance to the outer court at 2,
around which were grouped, at 3, the quarters for the guests,
and at 4 the stables for their horses, and for those of the
farm attached to the monastery, and the barns were at 5. It
must be remembered that a convent of monks would be in
much the same position as the large households of castle
and manor-house: they would grow nearly all their
own meat, corn, and vegetables; make their own bread,
cheese, butter, and beer, depending only on the fairs to
exchange their wool, perhaps, for salt, wine, spices, and
the little oddments of the household-so they needed
. large buildings. We must imagine this outer court,
then, with lay brothers busy at their work, tending the
horses, perhaps carting in corn; pilgrims arriving on
their way to some shrine, or an ecclesiastic on a mlSS10n
to the prior. Here would have been the bustle of the
173
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outside world, in contrast to the quietude of the inner
cloister.
The church was on the north side of the outer court,
at 6, and arranged in two halves: one for the lay brothers
at the west end, and to the east for the fathers, or monks .
Each had a separate entrance, the lay brothers coming in
from a little separate court at the west end of the church,
and the monks from the cloisters on the north side. Laymen, or the outside public, were not admitted to the
church, and the fathers do not appear to have acted as
parish priests, or to have preached.
The chapter, or monk's parliament, was at 7, and the
sacristan who was responsible for the care of the church
had a cell at 8. The prior's cell was at 9 ; he was the
governor of the convent, and his cell commanded the
entrance to the inner cloister, and he could see who came in
and who went out. He had a little garden at 10. The
frater, or refectory for the monks, was at I I, and the
kitchens at 12, and it is probable that the lay brothers had
a frater at 13.
The inner cloister was at l4,and in the central garth
a conduit for water. At the south end of the garth was
the burying-place of the monks, and around it were grouped,
at 15, their houses, each one standing in the corner of a
small garden, separated by high walls 'from the others.
The larger plan shows the details of the houses on the ground
floor, and over each of these was one large room, or loft,
used as a workshop. From the living-room a covered way
led to the lavatories, built in the thickness of the walls, and
projecting over a running stream. The entrance passage
of the house led on to a little verandah looking on to the
garden, which, with the tree-tops seen over the walls, was
the monks' only outlook.
There were never more than nine Carthusian monasteries in England; the claims of the Order never met
with any great response here, and there is something
about the life, with its lack of usefulness, that is not
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English. These drawings have been founded on careful
surveys of the remains of Mount Grace Priory, a Carthusian monastery in Yorkshire, which is held to be the
best English example. The surveys, and very careful
notes on the same, were published 1n the Yorkshire
Arclueological Journal, vol. xviii.
The next illustration, No. 79, must serve a dual
purpose. In the first place, it' is to show what the first
library was like, and in the second the beginning of fan
vaulting. It has been drawn from the cloister walk at
Gloucester, which was a Benedictine monastery, and only
became a cathedral in 1541 after the dissolution of the
monastic bodies. Gloucester was founded at the end
of the eleventh century, and, as time passed, one part
after another was remodelled, or rebuilt, as the old
monks tried to make their house, and its church, more
beautiful, and in this way the cloisters came to be built at
the end of the fourteenth century and were finished about
14 12 •

" Perpendicular."]

FIG. 79.-The Cloister Library, Gloucester Cathedral.
12th-Centnry Barrel Vaulting, p. 17.
Cross Vaulting, p. 40.
13th-Century Vault, p. 89.
14th-Century Vault, pp. 129, 133.
15th-Century Vault, p. 179.

17 6

In the sketch of a Benedictine monastery given in the
twelfth-century chapter, it will be remembered that a
description was given of the various uses to which the
different parts of the building were put, and the north walk
of the cloisters was where the monks used to study. Here
is a passage from the Rites of Durham, which also was a
Benedictine foundation :
(( In the north syde of the cloister, from the corner over
against the church dour to the corner over against the
dorter dour, was all fynely glased from the hight to the
sole within a litle of the grownd into the cloister garth.
And in every wyndowe iij pewes or carrells, where every
one of the old monks had his carrell, severall by himselfe,
that,when they had dyned, they did resorte to that place of
cloister, and there studyed upon there books, every 'one in
his carrell, all the afternonne, unto evensong tyme. This
was there exercise every daie.
" And over against the carrells against the church wall
111
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did stande certain great almeries [cupboards] of waynscott
all full of bookes, wherein did lye as well the old auncyent
written Doctors of the Church as other prophane authors
with dyverse other holie men's wourks, so that everyone
dyd studye what Doctor pleased them best, havinge the
Librarie at all tymes to goe studie in besydes there
carrells. "
In our drawing we have shown the old monks, « every
one in his carrell," and the « certain great almeries,." where
the books were kept, were against the wall opposite
the carrels. There were many rules laid down by the
Benedictine Order for the care of the books and manuscripts, and it was also very usual to have entreaties and
curses in the same, warning the readers. Here is one:
« Quisquis quem contigerit Sit illi Iota manus" (Wash I
lest touch of dirty finger On my spotless pages linger) ; and
another: « May whoever steals or alienates this manuscript,
or scratches out its title, be anathema. Amen." So when
a boy, nowadays, writes in his book that no one is to
purloin it, under various fears, he is only doing what the
medireval monk did before him. This care for books on
the part of the old monks is quite understandable when we
realize that, up till the time of Caxton and the introduction
of printing, they not only read the books, but made them.
It was in the cloister and the scriptorium that the beautiful illuminated manuscripts we now have at the British
Museum were laboriously drawn out" and they were
precious possessions.
As to the second point of interest in the drawing, the
fan vaulting, this cloister walk at Gloucester is supposed to
be the earliest example of this type. It will be remembered
that all the other vaults have consisted of either semicircular or pointed tunnels, crossed by other tunnels of
the same shape, and we have seen how in the fourteenthcentury lierne vault the builders got as far as they could in
this direction; as well that the line of the intersection of
the tunnels was called the gram. Fan vaulting did away
I78

[Hellry VII.'S Chafel, Westminster Abbey.

" Perpelldicula1","]

FIG. So.-Fan Vaulting.
12th-Century Barrel Vaulting, p. 17.
Cross Vaulting, p. 40.
13th-Century Vaulting,
14th-Century Vaulting, pp. 129, 133.
15th-Century Vaulting, p. 176.
p. 89.
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with the groin. If we take the shape of the windows, we
.shall find that the section across the cloister, immediately in
front of the fan, is the same outline as the window, but
there is no groin running diagonally across the bay. The
plan of the top of each fan, or conoid, is semicircular, and
the plan of the whole cloister vault would be a series of
semicircles, side by side, down each side, touching in the
middle, and leaving diamond-shaped ceilings, more or less
flat, in between. When one comes to think about it, this
was the only way to get away from the groined vault-to do
away with the groin. It should be noticed that the moulded
ribs are .no longer of any structural use, but are carved on
the face of the stone.
The next illustration, No. 80, is of the fan vault over
Henry vn.'s Chapel at Westminster Abbey. This is
rightly considered as the masterpiece of the masons of the
Middle Ages, and must always be a source of wonder to
us. It carries on the structural idea of the Gloucester
vault, shown in the last illustration. The ribs of the vault
are not constructional, as they were in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. The whole surface is covered with a
panelling, the lines of which are arched and cusped, and
wreathed and interlaced in a beautiful design. Now for the
construction by which this seeming miracle in stone is
poised in the air. The great west window gives the shape,
which is followed by the succession of arches which go
across the chapel, and which take the weight of the vault.
Like all arches, these are built up of wedge-shaped stones,
called" voussoirs." About half-way up each side one of
these voussoirs is elongated downwards, to form the
pendant of the funnel-shaped conoids which rest on the
tops of these arches, and the latter at this point pass to
the back of the vault. Now if we stand at one side of the
chapel, and look up at the vault on the other, we shall see
that from pendant to pendant, the two conoids meeting
make another arch, which gives the shape to the side
windows: so the whole cunning arrangement stands firm.

The vault is a glorious monument to the architectural skill
of the medireval mason, and it must have been put
together as skilfully as a watch.
The building of the Chapel was started by Henry vn.
in 15°3, and in the front of the drawing is seen the bronze
screen around the tomb of this king. It was this tomb, not
screen, which was the forerunner of the new Renaissance
style, because Henry VIII. entrusted the work to an Italian,
Pietro Torrigiano (15 I 6). If its details are examined, we
shall find that we have here all the characteristic pilasters
with caps, bases, and mouldings which are associated with
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Classic architecture. An illustration of this tomb is given
.in Part II. Henry vn.'s Chapel is a wonderful placehere can be seen the vault, which is the culmination of
Gothic, and the tomb, which is typical of the new birth of
Classic design.
Illustration No.8 1 shows the next development of the
library. We have seen how in a Benedictine monastery
the north walk of the cloisters was used for the purpose of
study, small ,carrels being formed in the window openings
on to the central garth, and the books being kept in wooden
almeries, or cupboards, placed against the wall opposite the
carrels. Books were also stored in an (( armarium," which
was a cupboard fitted up in a recess in the wall, generally
between the chapter-house and the door into the church.
The Cistercians sometimes cut off a space from the chapterhouse, and stored books there; but they were taken to
the cloister to read. As the number of books increased,
and the desire for knowledge became more general, these
arrangements were found to be inconvenient, and the
practice started of building separate rooms as libraries where
the books could be both stored and read. These were
often added on the top of the cloisters, and were long
narrow rooms, with windows spaced equally along the walls.
Between the windows were set up, at right angles to the
walls, desks of a type rather like church lecterns, and the
books were laid flat on these, and chained to a bar over, as
shown in the sketch. This chaining shows the importance
attached to books, and rather looks as if the fifteenthcentury student was not always very honest. A shelf
was added to the underpart of the desks, and used for
storage purposes, and between the desks were fixed strong
benches.
Libraries were not large in those days. Mr. Clark, in
The Care of Books, speaking of College libraries, says that
at King's Hall in 1397, only 87 volumes are enumerated;
and even in the University Library, not more than 122 \,
volumes were recorded in 1424. These were mainly
182
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FIG. 82.-A "Perpendicular" Church Tower, Winterton, Norfolk.
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concerned with Theology, Philosophy, Medicine, Logic,
Grammar, History, and Canon Law-all heavy reading.
The drawing serves to show how much alike all Gothic
woodwork was; whether it was a church bench, library
desk, or furniture for' the house, the detail of it was much
the same.
We can now leave houses and buildings, and study the
country things; so our next illustration, No. 83, is of a
windmill-but it has been drawn from one still existing in
Essex, and must not be taken as an exact representation of
one of the fifteenth century. Our drawing shows the
principle on which a mill works, and which has come down
from very early times.
It is a Post Mill, like the one drawn for the fourteenth
century. The old millwright first built the four piers
shown as a foundation; on the tops of these were laid great
oak beams, and then the large central post, formed from one
oak tree, was cut down over the beams and wedged up to
them, and braced on four sides by the struts. All this part
of the mill was enclosed by a round house, which with the
beams, struts, and central post was a fixture; all the rest of
the mill, including the steps up to it, turned on the top of
the post. The bearing on which the mill turned was
formed between the large beam, shown just underneath the
floor where the mill-stones are, and the post, and this is
worth consideration, because the weight of the stones is
arranged to come directly on to this large beam, and so
prevents the mill being top-heavy, as would be the case if
the stones were one stage up.
Now as to the way a windmill works. We have described in the fourteenth-century chapter how the sails are
set out, rather like the screw of a steamer, that the wind
may readily blow them round, and in so doing turn the main
axle shown on the drawing. Next the sails is a large gearwheel, all framed up in wood, with cogs on its face made of
pear wood; these engage with aMther cogged wheel, which
turils Jh~ topsione, the lower one being a fixture. A
IS4

FIG. 83.-Showing how a Windmill Works.
14th-Century Mill. p. '40.
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Water-Mill, p. 94.
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smaller gear-wheel at the end of the axle engages another
cogged wheel, which cannot be shown as it is behind the
gear-wheel, and this is in its turn engaged with two other
cogged wheels, each operating the upper stone of a pair of
smaller mill-stones.
The next detail is the process of grinding the corn.
From the back of the large gear-wheel on the main axle a
band is taken to shafting at the extreme top of the mill, and
from' this, by means of a fixed and loose pulley, a hoist is
worked which brings up the sacks of corn to the topmost
story, where the miller is shown emptying a sack into a
bin. A funnel from the bottom of the bin leads to a shoot
which conveys the corn to the stone. The slope of this
shoot is adjustable, because different sorts of grain, peas,
and beans will slide at different rates, and so will need
different slopes to the shoot. Then they are further
encouraged to do this by the end of the shoot, which
~elivers into a h~le ~n the centre of the top stone, having a
httle notch cut 111 tt, which, as the spindle turns round,
chatters against it, and so shakes the grain, or whatever it
is, down to the stones to be ground. The flour comes out
at the sides, and is conducted by other shoots either into
sacks or bins on the floor by the door where the miller is
standing.
The body of the mill is framed up in timber, and this is
all built up on to the large beam under the stones, which
turns on the top of the post, or is suspended from it. The
post goes right up through the floor by the door where the
man stands.
Now we will suppose that the direction of the wind has
changed in the night. The louvres on the sails have been \
opened, so that the wind blows through, and does not turn
them round. When the miller starts work in the morning, the .first thing to do is to get the mill into the wind, so
one of his men goes down the ladder, and pulls up the same
clear from the ground. The man at the bottom has his left
hand on a long beam) which sticks out like a tail) and passes
186
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through the centre of the ladder. This tail is fixed on to
the floor beams at the bottom of the mill; not on to the
centre post. The man at the bottom takes a ring on the
end of a chain, and pops it over one of the small posts which
are shown in a circle round the mill, and then winds up the
tail towards the post, until he gets the mill into the wind.
We shall see how, in a later century, this was done by a
very clever automatic arrangement, which kept the mill
always in its proper position.
Windmills are wonderful things, rather like ships on
land. The sails as they thrash round make a beautiful
thrum, thrum in the air. Boys and girls should make
friends with the miller when they find a mill, and ask to
go over it.
We now come to another delightful thing in the
country-Hunting. We have seen that the Normans
were great hunters, how they enclosed large tracts of
land .in which they could indulge in their favourite sport
of stag-hunting, and it is probably quite true to say that
the huntsman of the Devon and Somerset staghounds,
in his methods to-day, carries on the traditions which the

FIG. 8+-Lymer and Hound.
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Normans introduced. So it continued all through the
Middle Ages; men hunted for pleasure, and the enjoyment of the game so provided, which came as a pleasant
relief to their salted meat in the winter~ We are able to
get an excellent idea of hunting at the end of the fourteenth
and the beginning of the fifteenth centuries, from a book
called The Master of Game, which was written by Edward,
Duke of York, a grandson of Edward III., who was killed
at Agincourt in 1415 .He was Master of Game to
Henry IV., and so wrote as an authority; his book,
though largely a translation from one published in France
by Count Gaston de Foix, about 1390, called La Chasse,
contains many descriptions of English hunting.
Our Master of Game begins by describing the nature
of the hare, in the second place of the hart, the buck comes
third, then follow the roe, wild boar, wolf, fox, badger,
cat, marten, and the otter is eleventh. The wolf has gone,
but the wild-cat remains in the remote Highlands as a
fierce and dangerous little b~ast. Then come the hounds,
raches or running hounds, greyhounds, alauntes, spaniels,
mastiffs "that men call curs," and "small curs that fallen
to be terriers"; and our Master goes on to talk of the
care of hounds and their kennels. The greyhounds
spoken of include what we should now call wolf- and
deerhounds.
There is a quite beautiful description of the country,
which shows that at the end of the fourteenth century
the hunting-man took quite as much pleasure as he
does now in the delights of being out in the open air,
across a good horse, watching hounds at work. Our
Master says: "Now shall I prove how hunters live in
this world more joyfully than any other men, for when
the hunter riseth in the morning, and he sees a sweet and
fair morn and clear weather and bright, and he heareth the
song of the small fowls, the which sing so sweetly with
great melody and full of love, each in his own language
in the best wise that he may, after that he may learn of his
188
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FIG. 85.-Hunting the Hare in the time of Henry

IV.

own kind. And when the sun is arisen, he shall see fresh
dew upon the small twigs and grasses, and the sun by his
virtue shall make them shine. And that is great joy and
liking to the hunter's heart."
Then follows a description of stag-hunting that makes
one remember happy days on Exmoor, with the meet at
Cloutsham. There is the same discovery, or harbouring
of the det;:r, by the huntsman with a hound, or lymer
led on a line, as shown in our cut. A few hounds are
uncoupled to move on the deer, like the tufters do
nowadays, and the chase is taken up by relays of the
pack called van chaseours, the middle, and the parfytours,
and at the finish, when the hounds are blooded, the
huntsman is rewarded with good wine.
When our friend goes home" he shall doff his clothes,
and his shoes, and his hose, and he shall wash his thighs
and his legs, and peradventure all his body. And in the
meanwhile he shall order well his supper, with wortes of
the neck of the hart and of other good meats, and good
wine and ale"; and going to bed sleeps well and dreams
of hunting, "stedfastly without any evil thoughts of any
sins, wherefore I say that hunters go into Paradise when
they die, and live in this world more joyfully than any
other men." ·Oh, good man, let us hope that he had a
clean death at Agincourt, and found his dream come true;
also let us hope that in the new England there will still
be some room left for indulgence in the same joys, and
that it won't be all uninteresting work and no play,
189
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because we shall get such dull boys, and we might even
.become vicious, and full of those "evil thoughts of sin"
which our Master held to be so well driven out by hunting.
But we shall always have ratting to fall back upon, and
that is a good sport.
Our Master describes all the various kinds of hunting,
and always in the same delightful way, and with many
quaint remarks, which help to give one an excellent idea
of the life of the countryside. The meet is a much less
business-like performance than nowadays; in fact, they
appear to have quite a jolly picnic for a start.
The hare is described as a "good little beast, and there
is much good sport and liking in the hunting of her more
than any other beast," of the same size apparently. Staghunting, of course, came first, but the harriers of that day
took the place of the foxhounds of to-day. The hare was
hunted much as it would be now by harriers, but the pack
includes raches, or scenting hounds, and greyhounds, and
our cut No.8 5 shows such a hunt in progress. They were
also run down by greyhounds held leashed in couples much
like modern coursing, or being driven out of corn by greyhounds were shot with the crossbow; these two methods
appear to have been more French than English. As
well, they were driven into nets by men holding a rope
between them on which bells were suspended, or snared in
enclosures with trapped entrances.
The fox is said to be a "common beast," and is not
regarded as much more than vermin, and was often smoked
out, and taken in nets-a rather dreadful idea for foxhunters.
Badgers were dug out, much as they are to-day in the
West Country. We remember an amusing badger hunt
in South Devon, which took place at night, with a very
mixed pack and hunt; footing it over that up-hill-anddown-dale country, with no more light than a bicycle lamp
gave, meant that the hunt was widely distributed over the
countryside, the deep lanes full of foundered men who
190
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had fallen into them; .and no one ever knew what happened
to the badger. If this style of hunting was a survival is
not known, but it did serve as a survival, on that occasion,
of the fittest, and was a wonderful frolic. Very good reproductions of the illustrations to Count Gaston de Foix's
work, La Chasse, with interesting articles on our Master of
Game's book, by Mr. W. A. Baillie-Grohman, were published in Country Life from December 190 I to November
19 02 •

Hunting served as an excellent training for active
service in the field, and the knights and squires engaged in
tournaments for the same purpose. The joust, as we see
in Illustration No. 86, was a fight between two knights
only, and the weapon used was the lance. These jousts
came before, or after, a tourney.
The arrangements for the "lists," where the fighting
took place, were generally the same. A large oblong space
was railed round, leaving an opening at either end for the
entrance of the opposing parties, and here were the tents
of the combatants. Seats were placed on one side for the
judges and ladies, ,and on the other for ordinary folk.
Through these latter seats was a third entrance.
Tournaments were very gay festivals, and the company
being met together a day or two before the ceremony, a
great dance was held, with much feasting and mirth.
The knights fighting in the tourney wore somewhat
different armour from that used in battle. The armour was
heavier, and the large "heaume," well padded inside, and
with its beautiful crest, was firmly strapped on to the breast
and back plates. Several of these heaumes are still in
existence in various collections, and nearly all weigh over
20 lb.
As the rest of the tilting armour was of the same
strength and thickness, it can be guessed that a knight
entering the lists was a very heavy and cumbersome figure
indeed; magnificent, but unwieldy.
On the left breast and shoulder was fastened a small
but thick shield of wood, covered with leather emblazoned
19 1
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with the arms ~f the wearer. Over this armour, the knight
often wore a short embroidered surcoat, and the horse also
was clad in an emblazoned coat which nearly touched the
ground. His head and neck were protected with chain
armour and plates of steel.
Tourneys were fought with sword or mace.
The
sword used was rounded at the tip and blunted at the
sides, and much resembled a plain bar of steel, and all
blows were given with the flat, and not the point. The
object of the fight was not to pierce one's opponent, but
to unhorse him. So we can see the necessity of armour
strong enough to withstand the force of heavy blows, and
padded sufficiently to prevent injury to the wearer if
thrown.
The mace was of wood, suspended by a cord fastened
to a ring on the right of the breastplate.
The small wooden shield mentioned before, and called
the « manteau d'armes," was worn for jousting, when the
object was to strike one's opponent in the centre of this
shield and unhorse him, or else to shiver his lance. Thes!)
shields were made concave, that the blow might glance off,
and outward. The combatants used lances with blunted
ends, with three small projections but no points.
A knight often rode in a joust bearing his lady's sleeve
fastened to his right arm. These were made of fur, or
long embroidered pieces of stuff which the ladies wore
fastened over the tight under-sleeve. You can see pictures
of them in almost any fourteenth or fifteenth-century
illustration.
.
If the combatants were not unhorsed at the first encounter, they could return to the end of the lists and charge
twice more, and their squires waited there, ready after
every charge to change their lances, or any piece of armour
that might have become damaged.
On the open ground at one end of the lists the tents of
the challengers were erected, and at the other end were
those of the knights who took up the challenge. The
19 2
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in the life of one of the saints. These were called Mystery
or Miracle Plays. They were of very early origin, because.
William Fitzstephen, in his Life of Thomas a Becket"
(I 182), writes of (C representations of miracles worked by
holy confessors or of sufferings wherein was demonstrated
the endurance of martyrs." Later on, the plays became
very elaborate, and were formed into a collection, or cycle,
beginning with the Creation and ending with the Last Judgment, in much the same way as the carved bosses on the
nave vault of Norwich Cathedral (described in the fourteenth century). The plays, Norwich bosses, and much of
the sculpture in the cathedrals served this same purpose
of educating people who could not read. The Easter
Sepulchre, which we find in churches, was designed to
show a representation of the Entombment of our Lord.
The plays were given in the church porch, or churchyard,
and sometimes on a car which could be moved about.
Morality plays date from the fifteenth century, and
dealt with such ideas as the fight of Vice against Virtue for
the possession of the human soul. This was the drama ot
the Middle Ages, which after the Renaissance was to be
developed by the genius of Shakespeare into the modern
play.
Our next illustration, No. 88, has been given because it
is thought that girls may be interested in the way medireval
dresses were cut, and it shows many small details of dress
-things that in pictures we hardly notice in taking in the
main effect, but which, nevertheless, make all the difference
between one century and another.
Let us take first No. I, the centre garment, a woman's,
as can plainly be seen. This is the medireval cotte or
under- tunic, the principal garment from the twelfth until
the sixteenth century. After this time it gradually changed
into the petticoat, and the surcoat over it altered until it
became an entire dress. As time went on, the shape
naturally changed. In the fifteenth century the bodice
was tight, and the skirt much fuller than in the twelfth and
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thirteenth, but the design of the garment was always the
same through all the centuries, until it finally disappeared.
No.2 is a pattern of the earliest form of surcoat. You
will remember that the over-tunic that we found in the
twelfth century was called a bliaut. This bliaut was cut very
much as a sleeveless tunic. The neck was rounded, and was
rather lower than that of the cotte. In the thirteenthcentury costume illustration, opposite page 60, the little girl
is wearing one of the usual pattern.
Now in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth century
was introduced the surcoat, which took the place of the
bliaut. Its early form was like the pattern given here, but
its shape altered a great deal as ti~e went. on. Lo~k at the
first lady in the fifteenth-century l11ustratlOn, OppOSIte page
ISO, and you will see that the surcoat has ~ecome a .complete dress, and the cotte has almost turned 1l1to a pettlcoa:.
The surcoat of the second lady is not the same. It IS
sleeveless, and clearly shows thecotte beneath.
Pattern No. 3 shows a man's tunic, worn by all men

FIG. ·88.-Details of Medireval Dress.
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in ~he twel~th century, and in the same form by peasants
until ~he sIxteenth century, when breeches and doublet
c~me m.to r:col mmon use. Worn by the Norman nobles,
t e tunIC Ie 1 below the knee, sometimes to the ankle
and was full, girt into the waist with a belt.
'
As the centuries pas~ed, its shape and length varied.
In the fifteenth century there was nothing left of it belo
the waist but a frill, and the long chausses were fastene~
to the waist with points or little knots of ribbon. In
Henry VIII.'S reign the tunic finally gave place to th
doublet, with breeches and hosen beneath.
e
No. 4 gives the pattern of a very early form of head~
dress, and one that was in general use until the sixteenth
century. The capuchon, or hood, must have been a very
useful and comfortable garment. The cape pulled well
down over the shoulders, and in stormy weather the hood
would be warm and cosy round the neck and ears. Peasants
kept to. the capuchon in its early form, but among the
nob.le~ It was altered and twisted and worn in many ways,
un:ll It ended as very little else but unnecessary ornamentatlOn to a hat. We can see its various stages in the
illustrations of the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century men's
costumes.
NO·5 gives various kinds of shoe. In medireval times
shoes. were made of thick cloth, felt, or soft leather, or
sometimes of velvet. They were without raised heels
and in the twelfth century were cut to the shape of th~
foot: Among the ?obles. of the fourteenth century the
fashlOn arose of weanng pomted shoes. This fashion became
more and more exaggerated, until in the fifteenth century
shoes were so tapered and so ridiculously long that it
bec~me necessary t~ fasten the points with little jewelled
chams up. to the knee. Watch any fashion, and you will
find that It starts as something useful, is then beautified,
and finally exaggerated until it is ridiculous, and is then
swept clean away and another takes its place. So with
shoes.
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These grotesque points suddenly, at the end of the
fifteenth century, gave place to shoes as wide in the toe
as, they had before been narrow. A, B, and C show the
development of the point. A is a twelfth-cent~ry shoe,
B that of the thirteenth and fourteenth, and C IS a shoe
of the early fifteenth century, the last exaggeration of the
style.
Now peasants' shoes were generally cut in thick clot~,
and were not good at keeping out the mud and wet m
the winter, so D shows the kind of clog worn when
walking in bad weather. Made of wood, they must have
been heavy and clumsy, although they would keep the
feet well out of the mud, no doubt.
E is a clog, also of wood, in use among well-to-do
people in the fourteenth century.
. ,
Hanging on the sleeves of pattern No. I are two ladles
handbags of the fourteenth century~ It was considered
quite a part of the toilet to carry one of th~se bags, and
they generally contained a little book of devotlOns.
.
No. 6 is another type of bag carried at the s~me penod.
This was of a long funnel-like shape, embr01dered and
stiffened at the bottom, and was generally carried wound
round the arm or into the belt.
Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 10 are men's bags, and in Nos. 9 and
7 you will see how the dagg~r is carried through a strap on
the bag, especially made for It.
On the belt of No. 10 is carried also a sheath, often
containing writing implements, a ~nife, and any article
useful in whatever trade the owner mIght be employed.
No. I I is a medireval whip, such as you will find re~
produced in many old drawings. It has a wooden hand.le,
and three cords for a lash, each weighted at the end WIth
a small piece of lead-a rather cruel weapon, one would
think.
.
No. 12 is a chaplet, worn on the head of men as well
as women on occasions of ceremony, during the twelfth,
thirteenth,' and fourteenth centuries. The one illustrated
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IS made of metal, either gold or silver, and is probably
jewelled. Sometimes fresh flowers were used in making
these chaplets, and the effect must then have been very
charming, especially on young heads.
No. I3 is a dressing-com b. All medireval combs of
which we have record are of this shape. They were made
in ivory, horn, bone, and even wood, and were often
beautifully carved and fashioned.
Small articles such as these were in olden times much
less easily obtained than they are now, and as each was the
separate work of some craftsman, instead of being turned
out cheaply by the thousand from a machine, each one bore
the stamp of the love and labour expended on it, and was
beautiful.
The tail-piece shows a design which was used in the
West of England in this century on church screens, and
the significance of the vine in such a situation will not need
explaining. The main lines of the pattern are wavy, like
the tail-piece to the twelfth-century chapter, but it is far
more elaborate and more natural in its treatment j yet it is
a design, and not just a drawing of a vine, grapes, and
birds. The various parts are spaced so as to form what is
called the" repeat," and this term means the unit which by
repetition forms the whole pattern. It is the arrangement
of these repeats, and the way which the same fill up the
space to be decorated, that spell the success, or failure, ot
the design, and the repeat may be interesting in itself and
yet not good in repetition. Another amusing thing is,
that sometimes the spaces left between the design are as
important, from the decorative point of view, as the design
itself.
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developed a ruder style we now call "Romanesque," and
from which our own" Norman" came. In I453, when
the Turks captured Constantinople, where the Roman
classical tradition had been carried on, the emigration which
followed took this same classical tradition to Italy, and
there started the Renaissance, or rebirth of the old Greek
and Roman forms, in Art and Literature. This new
movement travelled across France, and found its way to
England in the early days of Henry vm.'.s ~eign. So our
task in Part II. will be to show how It l11f1uenced the
everyday things from Tudor days down to the ~end of the
eighteenth century.

FIG. 89.-" Perpendicular" Pattern.
12th-Century Ornament, p. 55.
I3th-Century Ornament, p. roo.
14th-Century Ornament, p. I45.

This pattern finishes that ot the Gothic period, and in
Part II. we shall begin a new series of the Renaissance,
when it will be tound that the designers went back to the
same source of inspiration as the Gothic men, and it came
about in this way. At the fall ot the Roman Empire in
the West, various nations adopted her architecture, and
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INDEX TO TEXT AND A GLOSSARY
OF TERMS
Note. -The ordinary figures denote references to pages of text,
those in black type the illustrations
Abbot (head of convent), 33, 35, 36
Castles, 14th century, IIS, II7
Agriculture, 45, 91, 135
Cat or sow (shed to protect battering .ram)
Alaunte (medireval hound), 188
84
'
Almeries (cupboards), 178
Catapults, 84
Almoner (dispenser of alms), 33
Cathedral (Bishop's church), 27
Almonry (where alms were dispensed), z8
Ceilings, 166
Arblast or espringale (medireval engine of Cellar, 77, 122, 158
warfare), 87
Cellarer or steward, 33
Armarium (book cupboard), 18z
Cemeteries, 32, 173
Armour, 108, 15z, 19z
Centres (moulds for vaults), 41, 90
Augustinians, 38
Chantor or precentor (singer and librarian),
33
Babies, 105
Chapel, 14, 77, II 6
Bags, 199
Chapter-house (monks' parliament), 30, 34,
Bailey (castle courtyard), IZ, 70
175
Ballistas, 84
Char (14th-century carriage), 142
Barbican (outer defence to gatehouse), 68, Charts (historical), xiv, 56, 102, 146
114
CMteau d' Arques, II
Barracks, u, 79, 116, IZO
Ch, teau Gaillard, 68
Barrel vault, 16
Chausses (hosen), 4, I36, 198
Baths, 77
Chess, 54
Bayeux tapestry, 3
Chevron (Norman ornament), 20
Bedrooms, uo, 161, 168, 167
Circumvallation (outer palisading around
Bees, 9z
besieged town), 83
Beffroi (medireval engine of warfare), 88
Cistercians, 36, 38, 93, 172, 18:1,
Bellows, 67
Clinker-built (joints overlapping), 6
Benedictines, The, z5-38
Clogs, 136, 199
Bliaut (tunic), 4, 61, 107, 197
Cloister (part of monastery), 29, 175
Bob-apple (a game), II9
Coife (cap worn under capuchon), 60
Books, 178, 18z
Collar-beam (part of a roof), 163
Bowline comb (fixed to bowsprit to take Combats, 99
bowlines), 66, III, 156
Combs, 199
Brandreth (iron tripod), 131
Compline (Church service), 36
British earthworks, 9
Contravallation (inner palisading around
besieged town), 83
Capuchon or chaperon (hood), 60, 106, 136, Convent (body of monks or nuns), 27
150, 198
Cook-shop., 28
Carding (preparing wool for weaving), 163
Copyholder, 44
Carol (country dance), 98
Costume (IZth century), 4
Carpets, 80
Costume (13th century), 60, 62
Carrels (studies in cloister), z9, 177
Costume (14th century), 106
Carthusians, 38, 172, 174
Costume (15th century), ISO
Carts, 48
Costume, details, 197
Carvel-built (joints butting), 156
Cottages (12th century), 23
Castles, a siege, 85
Cotte (underdress), 60, 106, 196
Castles, Norman, 13, IS
Crusader, 61
Castles, 13th century, 69
Crusades, 38, 65, 80, 113
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Cuir-bouilli (quyrboilly), leather boiled in Jester, 161
Jousts, 98, 191, 193
oil, 110
Judicial combat, 52
Curtain walls, u, 70
Jugglers, 24
Dais (end of hall raised one step), 122
Keep, 12
Danish fortifications, 10
King-post (part of roof), 76, 1:1.2, 170
Decorations, 75, 82
Kitchens, 32, 33, 71, 77, 116, 118, u8, 129,
Demesne (lord's holding of land), 43, 91
Diocese (district which bishop rules), z7
15 8, 175
Knights, I, 4, 103, 147
Discipline, 34
Knights Hospitallers, 38
Distaff (used in spinning), 163
Dog-tooth (13th-century ornament), 99
Lammas-tide (August), 139
Domesday S(uvey, 42
Landholding, 46
Dominicans, 172
Lateen (Ieg-of-mutton sail), III, 156
Dormitory for monks, 32, 33
Drawbridge (defence to gatehouse), I I, 68, Laton (brass alloy), 110
Lauds (Church service), 34
II4
Lavatories, 32, 77
Drummers, 109
Laws, 51
Embrasure (opening in battlements), 14
Lectern, 149
Liberate Rolls, 71
Libraries, 176, 181, 182
Fairs, 47
Lierne (from lieT, to bind), 132, 134
Fetisly (neatly), 110
Linen fold (design for panelling), 165
Fireplaces, 18, 80, 122
Liripipe (tail at back of chaperon), 61, 150
Fish ponds, 32, 92
Lists (an open space), 191
Forebuilding (at entrance to keep), 14
Luttrell Psalter, 135
Forecastle (fore part of ship), 66, 156
Lymer, 187
Franciscans, 17z
Furniture, 19,73, 80, 166
Machicolation (corbelling fonvard of battleGambeson or aketoun (padded garment
ments), 70, 87, 114
Mail (early armour), 3, 63, 109
under inail), 109
Mangone! (medireval engine of warfare), 87
Games, 54, 97, 144, 195
Manor-houses, 20, 76
Garde-corps (over-tunic), 60
Manteau d'armes (jousting shield), 192
Gardens, 32, 92
Markets, 47
Gatehouse, II, 68, II4, 158
Matins (Church service), 34
Gonager (medireval engine of warfare), 87
Mazer (a bowl), 126
Gothic carving, 153
Meals and Food, 19, 34, 35, 123, 130, 13 8 •
Groin (angle of vault), 39, 90, 132, 180
Guest-hall, 29, 33, 173
139, 173
Mentonniere (chin-piece), 15z
Merlons (solid part of battlements), 14
Halls (Norman), 17
Meurtriers (holes in vaults), 114
Halls (13th century), 74, 77
Mier (for making crumbs), 131
Halls (14th century), 123, 116, 118
Halls (15th century), 169, 158, 160
Mills, 46, 93, 94, 95, 140, 185
Mizzen (ship'S mast), 156
Hammer-beam (part of a roof), 123, '70
Monastery, 25-38
Harrowing, 136
Monastery,
Benedictine, 28, 31
Haubergeoun (breast plate), 109
Monastery, Carthusian, 172, 174
Hauberk (coat of mail), 3, 108, 152
Money, 150
Head-race (brings water to mill), 95
Mortrewes (medireval mince-meat), 131
Heaume (tourney helmet), 108, 153, 191
Mount (base for keep), u
Helmets, 99, 108
Musicians, 19
Hoodman blind, 97
Mystery, Miracle, and Morality Plays, 196
Hospitaller (dispensed hospitality), 33
Hospitals, 38
Nasal, 61
Hot cockles, 144
Nef (model of ship containing spices), u6
Houses (Anglo-Saxon), 22
Norman fortification, 10
Houses (13th century), 78
Nunneries, 36
Houses (14th century), 121
Honses (15th century), 157, 159
Ordeal, The, 52
Hunting, Fro/ltispiece, 50, 187, 189
Oriels (form of window), 160
Ornament (uth century), 55
Infirmarer (looked after the sick), 33
Ornament (13th century), 100
Infirmary, 32
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Ornament (14th century), 145
Ornament (15th century), 201
Panache (crest to tourney helmet) 108
Parlour (monks' talking-place) 30'
Parlour, o~ter (lobby to cloist~r), 30
Parlour, wmter, 158, 165
Peli~on (peli~se), 60, 107, 151
Perner (medueval engine of warfare) 87
Pervynke (pe~iwinkle), 92
\
P~tr~ry (medlreval engine of warfare) 87
Pdgnm,~
,
Ploughing, 44, 136
Portcullis
(descending
grid to gate) ,II, 68 ,
114
.

Slype (passage from cloister) 30
Solar (withdrawing-room) 77 7 8
160, 162
'
, 9, I, 116.
Spinning, 163
Sta!'les and granaries, 12, 79, 173
Statr8, 21, 77, 158
Steerboard, 6
Stilting (raising up), 41
Surcoat or cote-armour (over-tunic), 60,
108, 151, 192, 196

Tabard (tunic), 153
Ta!'les (backgammon), 143
Tall-race (takes water from mill) 9 6
Tapestry, 166
'
POlnet (pot or saucepan), 131
Teasing (preparing wool for weaving) 163
Po.ttery, 79
T~mplars, 38, 63
'
Prime (Church service) 34
T!e-beams (to tie in roof), 75, IU, 170
Principal (framed supp~rt to roof) 75 6
T!ercerons
(14th-century
vaulting
ribs)
132
170
'
, I 2,
Tmker,134
'
Prior (chief assistant to abbot), 33
Tourneys and tournamentl, 98, 191
Puppet show, 195
Towers, 70
Purlins (bridging timbers to roof) 76 162, Towns (12th century), 22
17 1
'
,
Travel, 49, 53, 142
Tr~b.uc~et (medireval engine of warfare) 86
Rache (medireval hound), 188
Tnmtanans, 39
'
Rafters (common roof supports), 76
Ramparts, 14, 68
Usury, 47, 93
Refe~tory (monks' dining-hall), 32, 33 175
Renaissance, 150
'
Vaulting (Barrel), 17
Ridge (beam at apex of roof), 76
Vau!t!ng (Norman), 40
Robbers, 93
Vault!ng (Early English), 89
Roman roads and stations 9
Vault!ng (Decorat;-d), 129, 133
Roofs, 74, 82, 170
'
Vault!ng (Perpendicular), 176, 179
Vaultmg cells, 90
Sacristan (took care of monaltic buildings) Vaulting ribs, 42, 90
33
' Villeins, 44, 91
Salade (helmet), 152
Voussoirs (arch stonel) 16 180
Saracen ship; 65
Voutains (filling stone: to ~ault), 90
Sawing wood, 130
Saxon fortifications 9
Wainscote (wall panelling) 82
Saxon land-holding' 24
Wall plates (fixing for roof rafters) 75
Scorpion (medireval engine of warfare) 87
Wall-posts (parts of roof), 75
'
Scr~ens !at end o~ ~edireval ~alls), 77,' 171
Wardrobe, 77, 119
Scnptonum (wntmg-room In monastery) Wards (courtyards of castle) 70
30, 178
' Water-mill,94
.
'
See (seat of bishop) 27
Weaving, 163
Ships (Gokstad), 6 '
Well,91
Ships (Norman), 7
Whips, 199
Ships (13th century) 64
White Ship, 65
Shipl (14th century): II2
Wimple (head-dress), 60, 152
Ships (15th century), ISS
W!ndmills, 140, 185
Shoes, 198
Wllldows and shutters, 18, 80, 90, 158,
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COMMONS, AND WOODS-CALLINGS OF THE COAST AND WATERSIDEON THE ROAD AND IN THE LANES-COUNTRY TRADING-LEI SURERELIGIOUS LIFE-THE SQUIRE-OLD-TIME CUSTOlllS AND FOLK-LoREAFTER THE WAR, etc. With about 200 artistic Illustrations from
special Photographs of Country Scenes and Types, Labour and Leisure,
Old Customs, Old Houses, Gardens, etc. etc. Large 8vo, cloth, lettered.
16s. net.
COSTUME OF ALL NATIONS: ANCIENT AND MODERN
(" Le Costume chez les Peuples "). By F. HOTTENROTH. Containing
30 full-page Coloured Plates, and 213 other Illustrations in the Text,
showing in all 3300 examples of Costumes of all countries and periods.
With descriptive text in French. Large 8vo, fancy boards. £1 12S. net.

THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S STORY OF ART. By

IDA PRENTICE
WHITCOMB. A Popular and Interesting Account of the Development
of Art from Ancient Egypt to Modern Times. Containing 86 full-page
Plates from :Photographs of Paintings by Old and Modern Masters,
Classic and Renaissance Sculpture, and famous Buildings of all Periods;
Large 8vo, cloth. 22S. net..
MMWW~""MMMMWWWW~'~'~WW~~

A SHORT CRITICAL HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. For
the use of General Readers, Students, Architects, and Travellers. By
H. H. STATHAM, F.R.I.B.A., Author of " Modern Architecture," etc.
Containing 570 pages and 700 Illustrations reproduced from Photographs and Drawings, with comparative Chronological Charts, and a
comprehensive Glossary. Large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt. 12S. 6d. net.

A HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE on the Comparative Method.
For the StUdent, Craftsman, and Amateur. By Sir BANISTER FLETCHER,
.F.R.I.B.A., Sixth Edition, completely re-written. Containing nearly
rooo pages, with about 3500 Illustrations (1560 New to this EdItion),
from Photographs of Buildings of all Countries and Times, and from
specially arranged comparative Drawings of classified Structures, Plans,
Restorations, Detail and Decorative Ornament. Thick medium 8vo, in
handsome cloth, gilt. £2 2S. net.

A HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE IN LONDON.

Arranged

to Illustrate the Course of Architecture in England to the Middle of the
XVIIIth Century, with a Sketch of the preceding European Styles. By
WALTER H. GODFREY, Architect, Author of " The English Staircase,"
etc. With a Preface by PHILIP NORMAN, LL.D., F.S.A. Containing
25 0 Illustrations, with Collotype Frontispiece and 7 Folding Maps,
including an annotated guide to all the Buildings shown. 8vo, cloth,
gilt. ros. net.

A HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE.

By

FISKE

0(/ Jelected List of

BJ/lTSFORD BOOKS
relatins to

ARCHITECTURE: DECORATIVE AND FINE
ART: INTERIOR DECORAT10N : GARDENS
SOCIAL HISTORY : CRAFTS : APPLIED
SCIENCE: ENGINEERING/ ETC.

Messrs. BatsfoI,d have specialised for
nearly a century in the publication
and sale of finely illustrated books
on the above and kinch'ed subjects/
and theil' publications beaI' an est",
ablished j'eputation for quality in
authol'shiPI pl'oduction and lavish
iTlustl'dtion. An illustmted pI'ospectus
ofmost wOI'ks will be sent post=free
on I'equest/ 01' the books may be
inspected at all leadins booksellers
. in London and the provinces

KIMBALL,

Assistant Professor of Architecture, University of Michigan; and
G. H. EDGELL, Assistant Professor of Fine Arts, University of Harvard.
With 3 1 7 Illustrations, chiefly from Photographs, but including some
Plans, Sketches, and Drawings of Detail and Ornament. 8vo, art linen.
2IS. net.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ART.

By

JULIA

B. DE FOREST.

Edited, revised, and largely re-written by CHARLES H. CAFFIN (New
York). A concise history of the Arts of Painting, Sculpture, and
Architecture, from the Earliest Times to the End of the Nineteenth
Century. Containing 289 Illustrations from Photographs of famous
Paintings, Sculpture, and Buildings of all Periods. Large 8vo, art
linen. 25S. net.

HOW TO STUDY ARCHITECTURE.

An Attempt to trace

the Evolution of Architecture as the Product and Expression of successive phases of Civilisation. By CHARLES H. CAFFIN (New York).
Containing 540 pages, with upwards of 200 Illustrations from Photographs, including examples of all styles, with illustrations of Architectural Detail and Ornament, and some Plans. 8vo, cloth. 24 s . net.

THE ENJOYMENT

OF

ARCHITECTURE.

By

TALBOT

FAULKNER HAMLIN (New York). Containing 34 Photographic Plates
illustrating ancient and modern buildings which successfully fulfil the
conditions of architectural beauty, together with 25 smaller figures in
the text. 8vo, cloth, gilt. I8s. net.
PUBLISHED BY

B. T. BATSFORD, LTD., 94 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON

B. T. BATSFORD
94
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HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

A HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE ON THE COMPARATIVE METHOD
For the Student, Craftsman, and Amateur. By Sir BANISTER FLETCHER,
F.R.I.B.A. Seventh Edition, completely re-written. Containing nearly
rooo pages, with about 3500 Illustrations (1560 recently added and nearly
2000 reproduced larger for this Edition), from Photographs of Buildings
of all Countries and Times. Thick medium 8vo, cloth gilt. £2 2S. net.
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HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE
HISTORIES OF ARCHITECTURE
CLASSIC ARCHITECTURE
THE ORDERS RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTURE
:MEDIAEVAL ARCHITECTURE

Hln its accuracy, scope, and range of knowledge, the work is unique."-The lfloJ'Hiag Post.
"The history of civilization is here set down in its most direct and easily assimilated form."
-The Evening Standard.
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A SHORT CRITICAL HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE
By H. HEATHCOTE STATHA~[, F.R.I.B.A. Second Edition, revised and
enlarged by G. MAXWELL AYLWIN, F.R.I.B.A. Containing 600 pages
and 750 Illustrations from Photographs, Drawings, Plans, Prints, etc.,
with Chronological Charts and Glossary. Demy 8vo, cloth, gilt. 16s. net.
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CHURCHES AND CHURCH CRAFTS-

5, 6

GARDENS

6

PERIOD DECORATION AND FURNITURE
OLD CRAFTSMANSHIP

9,10

FINE AND DECORATIVE ART
POPULAR ART

Also sllpplied ill 3 parts, clotb, gilt. 6s. lIet each.
I. ARCHITECTURE OF ANTIQUITY AND THE CLASSIC AGES.
II. BYZANTINE, ROMANESQUE AND SARACENIC STYLES.
III. THE :MIDDLE AGES AND THE RENAISSANCE TO MODERN
TIMES.
Each part contains about 200 pages, with 250 full-page and smaller Illustrations, and is complete with Prefaces, Charts, Glossary and Indexes.

7,9

I I, 12

-

"Within the limits of its size and price it is the most valuable handbook that has appeared
in English for those who wish to understand the architecture of the past." -The A relzitect.

HISTORIC ORNAMENT
DECORATIVE DESIGN

A HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE
By FISKE KIMBALL, Assistant Professor of Architecture, University of
Michigan; and G. H. EDGELL. \Vith 317 Illustrations, chiefly from
Photographs, and Plans, Sketches, Drawings of Ornament. Bvo, art linen.
2IS. net.

COSTm>IE
NEEDLEWORK, EMBROIDERY, TEXTILES
POPULAR SOCIAL HISTORY

17
18-20

COUNTRYSIDE AND TOURING

20,2.1

DRAWING AND DESIGN

22

ART ANATOMY

23

LETTERING

23

THE STORY OF ARCHITECTURE
From the Earliest Ages to the Present Day. By P. LESLIE \VAl'ERHOUSE,
F.R.I.B.A. With Illustrations of the great buildings of all time from
Photographs and Drawings, and many Diagrams in the Text. Small Bvo,
boards, lettered. 6s. net.

24

ARTS AND CRAFTS

25, 26

MODERN ARCHITECTURE AND DECORATION
CABINET-WORK AND JOINERY

II As a concise handbook of architectural forms from prehistoric to modern times it would
be difficult to imagine a clearer and more easily read production. I)-The Glasgow Herald.
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27

ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE

28

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING

28
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IN

CLASSIC

THE ORDERS OF ARCHITECTURE: GREEK, ROMAN,
AND ITALIAN
By R. PHENE SPIERS, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. A collection of typical Examples
selected from Normand's "Parallels" and other Authorities, with Notes on
Origin and Development of the Orders, and descriptions of the plates,
Revised Bibliography, etc. Fifth Edition, revised and enlarged, containing 27 full-page Plates.
Large 4to, half-cloth. 12S. 6d. net.

Made alld prillted in Creat Britaill h)' the
S tallhopc Press, Ltd., Rocbester
List F.

DESIGN

Shown in Exterior and Interior Motives collated from Fine Buildings of
all Time. By ARTHUR STRATTON, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. Presenting in 80 fullpage Plates about 600 motives of Fa<;ades, Loggias, Halls, Staircases, etc.
Including a Series of 16 Plates of Classic and Renaissance Compositions
and Designs. \Vith Introduction, Analytical Account to each Section.
Descriptive Notes, and Foreword by Prof. A. E. RICHARDSON, F.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A. 4to, cloth, gilt. 2Bs. net.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

A Fill! Index of the Books cOlltailJed ill this list arranged alphabetira!{y Imder
the lJaflles of Allthors is givelJ 011 page 30.

AND

I'

An indispensable possession to all students of architecture, II-The A rcltitect.
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"H I STO RICAL A RCHITECTURE LIBRARY"
oj Standard Textbooks on Classic and RenaiJ'Sance Architecture.
I &11. ANDERSON AND SPIERS' "ARCHITECTURE
OF GREECE AND ROME"
Now reissued in two volumes, obtainable separately, revised and much
enlarged. Large 8vo, cloth, gilt. 21S. net each volume, or £z the two.
I. THE ARCHITECTURE OF ANCIENT GREECE.
Re-w~itten
Remodelled and much enlarged by WILLIAM BELL DINSMOOR P!'Ofesso;
of Architecture at Columbia University, New York, and the' American
Acad~my at Athens. With over 200 Illustrations in collotype, half-tone
and Itne.
"The baal, is an excellent one. well written and well illustrated and a credit to all concerned
In its production."-Daily Mail.

II. THE ARCHITECTURE OF ANCIENT ROME. Revised and Rewritten by THOMAS ASHBY, Late Director of the British School at Rome.
With about 200 Illustrations in half-tone and line.
"Dr. Ashby's new edition of this well·lmown worl< is an honour to British scholarship and
archa>ology. The format of the book and the admirable illustrations, most of them new. do

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

CLASSIC ARCHITECTURE
A Series of Ten Plates (size 20in. by 15 in.), illustrating typical examples of
the Greek and Roman Orders, with full details and a selection of Classie
Ornament. By CHARLES F. MITCHELL and GEORGE A. MITCHELL,
F.R.I.B.A. With Descriptive Letterpress.
Large folio, in portfolio, lOS. 6d. net. The Set of 10 Plates, without text
or portfolio. 8s. net.
"It would be hard to find a series to equal this, or one that by its clearness and interest hat>
done more to help those preparing for examinatiolls."-Buildiug.

THE ACROPOLIS OF ATHENS
By M. SCHEDE. An historical account of its Buildings and their Sculptures, etc. Illustrated by 104 Photographic Plates and a Coloured Fro!lti~·
piece. Large 8vo., cloth. 12S. 6d. net.

MURAL DECORATIONS OF POMPEI
By PIEHRE GUSMAN. A series of 32 full-page Plates, finely printed in
Colour in facsimile of the Author's water-colours. Comprising about ~o
examples of the finest and most typical Pompeian colour-work. 4to, in
.
portfolio. £2 lOS. net.

e~ual

credit to the publisher. The revision has been tborougb and complete, and tue book is
now double its original size."-Daily 111 ail.
.

III. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE RENAISSANCE IN
ITALY
By WILLIAM J. ANDERSON, A.R.I.B.A. Revised and Enlarged, with an
additional Chapter on Baroque and Later work, by ARTHUR STRATTON,
F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. With 80 Plates, including 16 in collotype, and 12.0
Illustrations in the Text. Large 8vo, cloth, gilt. Zl8 net.

IV & V. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE RENAISSANCE
IN FRANCE
By W. H. WARD, M.A, F.R.I.B.A. Revised and Enlarged by Sir Jom~
W. SIMPSON, K.B.E., P.P.R.LB.A. In two volumes, obtainable separately,
Large 8vo, cloth, gilt. 21S. net, each volume., or £2. for the two.
IV. THE EARLY RENAISSANCE (1495-1640). With 259 Illustrations.
V.

THE LATER RENAISSANCE (1640-183°)' With 2.14 Illustrations.

"It is almost impossible to speak too bighly of this remarl,able book. The field covered iR
vast, the amount of detail extraordinary, yet the account of the leading tendencies is mainbjned clearly and continuously. \Vanl's flOe volumes afC in every way worthy of their grcclt

FRENCH PROVINCIAL ARCHITECTURE
As shown in various examples of Town and Country Houses, Shops and
Public Places. By PHILIP LIPPINCOTT GOODWIN and HENRY OorllovT
MILUKEN. 60 Plates, reproduced f!'Om specially prepared Photographs
and Measured Drawings, from the earliest Norman type to 1820, printed
in Collotype. With Introductory and Descriptive Text. Small folio, ha.lfbound. £3 3s. net.

VERSAILLES: THE PALACE, GARDENS, TRIANONS,
MUSEUM, AND TOWN
By ANDRE PERATE. Translated from the French. With 64 full-page
Photographic Plates of Exterior and Interior Views, Gardens, Fountains,
Statuary, Temples, Pictures, etc. Square 8vo, paper covers. 6s. net.

YPRES: THE HOLY GROUND OF BRITISH ARMS
By Lieut-Col. BECKLES WILLSON. A short, interesting Sketch of the
History of Ypres, with a vivid account of the five years' fighting in the
Ypres Salient.
Illustrated by numerous Photographs, Maps and old
Views. 8vo, art paper wrappers. 3s. net.

subject."-Professor W. S. PURCHON, in The WesteTII Mail.

In Preparation
BYZANTINE ARCHITECTURE AND DECORATION.

THE ELEMENTS OF CLASSIC ARCHITECTURE AND
EXAMPLES OF THE FIVE ORDERS

THE GROWTH OF THE ENGLISH HOUSE
A short History of its Design and Development from 1100 to 1800 A.D.
By J. ALFRED GOTCII, F.S.A., PP.R.LB.A. Containing 300 pages, with
over 150 Illustrations from Photographs, and many pictures in the text
from Measured Drawings, Sketches, Plans, and Old Prints. Second
Edition, revised and enlarged. Large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt. I 2S. 6d. net.
"Putting aside all extravagance of praise, the volume may be recommended to the architect

Containing 70 Plates, from Drawings by G. GHmlORT, illustrating the
Orders, with details of Capitals, Mouldings, Plans and Elevations of
Classic and Renaissance Buildings in Greece, Rome and elsewhere. Titles,
etc., in French. Imperial 4to, in portfolio, two volumes. Each 25S. net.

lor its accuracy, to tbe layman for its attractiveness, and to botb Jar the wisdom and catbolicity
oj taste shown througbout by its autbor."-Speclalor.

EXAMPLES OF CLASSIC ORNAMENT FROM GREECE
AND ROME

By A. E. RICHARDSON, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., and HAROLD DONALDSON
EBERLEIN, B.A. Treating of the Characteristics and Periods of Style; the
Evolution of Plan; Materials and Craftsmanship: Roofing, Windows,
Ironwork, Fireplaces, Staircases, Wall Treatment, Ceilings. With over
200 Illustrations, many full page, from Photographs and Drawings. Demy
4to, cloth, gilt. 25S. net.

From the Originals by LEWIS VULLIAMY. Containing 20 Plates illustrating
many fine examples, with Descriptive Notes by R. PHENE SPIERS. Folio,
in strong portfolio. 12S. 6d. net.

THE SMALLER ENGLISH HOUSE. FROM THE RESTORATION TO THE VICTORIAN ERA, 1660-184°

'i
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NEW EDITION REVISED AND ENLARGED NOW READY OF
THIS GREAT STANDARD WORK

THE DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
DURING THE TUDOR PERIOD

OF

ENGLAND

Illustrated in a Series of Photographs and Measured Drawings of Country
Houses, Manor Houses and Other Buildings. By THOMAS GARNER and
ARTHUR STRATrON, F.R.I.B.A. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged,
comprising 210 Plates, mostly full page, fmely reproduced in collotype, and
250 pages of Historical and Descriptive Text, including 462 illustrations
of Additional Vie~vs, Plans, Details, etc., from photographs and drawings,
making a total of over 800 Illustrations in all. In two volumes, small folio,
buckram, gilt. 9 guineas net the set. The volumes cannot be obtained
separately.)
"Already the publisher has paid his tribute to architecture in many costly forms, but he
has never been more generous thaniIl'The Domestic Architecture of England during the Tudor
Period.' In Tudor we have what might be called the true vernacular architecture. As such,
the interest is not confined to architects, and, as almost everyone of the buildings has a history,
the plates can be enjoyed by all educated Englishmen. Without exaggeration it can be called
a national '\york, and on that account deserves the fullest appreciation"-The Architect.

THE STORY OF ARCHITECTURE IN ENGLAND
By WALTER H. GODFREY, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. A popular illustrated account,
in which the aims and methods of Architectural Design are simply explained,
and linked up with the social life of the time. In Two Parts: I. Early and
Medieval, to 1500, chiefly Churches; II. Renaissance, 1500-1800, chiefly
Houses. Demy 8vo, cloth. 6s. 6d. net per part.
Part I 1I0Il' reatfy
PRE-REFORMATION, THE PERIOD OF CHURCH BUILDING
Illustrated by 133 full-page and smaller Photographs and Drawings. Large
crown 8vo, cloth. 6s. 6d. net.
The Second Series, RENAISSANCE, THE PERIOD OF HOUSE
BUILDING, comprising the Tudor, Stuart, and Georgian Periods to the
19th Century, will appear shortly.

THE COTTAGES OF ENGLAND
A Regional Survey from the XVIth to the XVIIIth Century, by BASIL
OLIVER, F.R.I.B.A. The local types of every county are thoroughly represented on 100 Plates of photographic illustrations, and the book forms
the most thorough collection yet made of these fine survivals of old
English life. \'\Tith a frontispiece in colour. Large 8vo, cloth, gilt, with
decorative coloured wrapper. 21S. net.

CHURCHES AND CHURCH CRAFTS

ENGLISH GOTHIC CHURCHES:
THE STORY OF THEIR ARCHITECTURE. By CHARLES W. BUDDEN, fiLA.
A simple, informative account of the Plann~ng, ~esign, and Details of
Parish Churches, Cathedrals, etc., 1066-1500, Includ1t1g Chapters on Local
Building, Towers, Spires, Orn~ment, etc. Illus.trated by 53 P~ans. and L,ine
Diagrams, and 40 Photographic Plates of 80 Vie:vs and Details, 1t1clud1t1g
a County List of the chief Churches worth see1t1g. Crown 8vo, cloth.
7S. 6d. net.
"A book full of fresh interest and new observation. The whole makes a new sort of guidebook and textbook combined written in a way to interest every intelligent traveller. The book,
too, is well illustrated, and y~t is of a size to carry in one's overcoat pocket."-Professor Reilly
in Tile klallcllester Guardian.

THE CATHEDRAL CHURCHES OF ENGLAND

By HELEN MARSHALL PRATT of New York .. A handbook of.the. 32 En~lish
Cathedrals, with Notes on Cathedral Establishments, EccleSiastical Offices,
Characteristic Styles, Stained ,Glass, etc. Containing 580 pages, Il2 beautiful half-tone Illustrations, with Itinerary, Glossary, Bibliography, and
Index. 8vo, cloth, gilt, lettered. 20S. net.

THE "COUNTY CHURCH" SERIES
Edited by the Rev. J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A. Twelve volumes,. each con
taining numerous Plates from Photographs, and Illustrations from
Drawings in the text. Small 8vo, cloth, gilt. 3S. net per volume.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND THE ISLE OF ELY. By C. H. EVELYNWHITE, F.S.A.
CORNWALL. By J. c. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.
CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORLAND. By J. C. Cox, LL.D.,F.S.A.
ISLE OF WHITE. By J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.
KENT (2 Vols. sold separately). By F. GRAYLING.
NORFOLK (2 Vols.). Second Edition, revised and extended. By J.
C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A. (No)v Ollt rif prillf.)
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. By J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.
SURREY. By J. E. MORRIS, B.A.
SUFFOLK (2 Vols. sold separately). By T. H. BRYANT.

EARLY CHURCH ART IN NORTHERN EUROPE
With special Reference to Timber Construction and Decoration. By
JOSEF STRZYGOWSKl, Author of "Origin of Christian Church Art," etc.
Dealing with PRE-RoMANESQUE ART OF THE CROATIANS; \'\TOODEN ARCHITECTURE IN EASTERN EUROPE; HALF-TIMBER CHURCHES IN WESTERN
EUROPE' THE MAST CHURCHES OF NORWAY; ROYAL TOMBS IN SCANDINAVIA.
With 190 Illustrations. Royal 8vo, cloth, gilt. 25S. net.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT SERIES OF SCHOOL WALL CHARTS
III Two Series,' No. IlIo)l' remfy, 13 large litbograpbed Plates, 30 ill. by 20 ill .•
Price cOlI/plete, lY. net 011 stOllt paper; or 3M. net !)IOllllted, 011 linen, ))!itb bOtlnd
edges. Single diagrams, IS. 4d. net eacb; or mOlm/ed, 2S 10d. lIet eacb. 11111'0dwtOlY Handbook, IS. 6d. net, stifj)aper covers; 2S. 6d. net, clotb, lettend.

ENGLISH CHURCH MONUMENTS, A.D. II50-1550

THE STYLES OF ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE

ENGLISH MURAL MONUMENTS AND

A SERIES OF COMPARATIVE WALL OR LECTURE DIAGRAMS. For Schoob,
Teachers, Students, etc. By ARTHUR STRAITON, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.
Series I.: THE MIDDLE AGES (Saxon Times to the Start of the Tudor
Period). Consisting of 13 large double crown Plates, 20 in. by 30 in.
clearly lithographed from the Author's specially prepared Drawings.'
The 32 pp. Introductory Handbook contains reduced reproductions of all
the Plates with all their sources noted, and an outline account of each style
with numerous further Line Illustrations in the Text.
The Second Series will be issued shortly dealing with the RENAISSANCE up
to 1800.

By F. H. CROSSLEY, F.S.A. A survey of the wc:rl~ of the old English cra~ts
men in stone marble and alabaster. Conta111111g over 250 pages, WIth
upwards of 350 Illustrations, from special Photographs and Drawings.
Crown 4to, cloth, gilt. £2 net.

TOMBSTONES

A Collection of Eighty-four Full-page Photographic Plates of Wall Tablets, Table Tombs, and Headstones of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries, specially selected by HERBERT BATSFORD, for the use of Craftsmen. With an Introduction by W. H. GODFREY, F.S.A. Crown 4to, cloth,
gilt. 15 s. net.

OLD CROSSES AND LYCHGATES
A Study of their Design and Craftsmanship. By AnlER VALLANCE, M.A.,
F.S.A. With over 200 fine Illustrations from specially taken Photographs,
Old Prints, and Drawings. Crown 4to, art linen. I8s. net.
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A Study in Craftsmanship from A.D. 1250-1550. By F. E. HOWARD and
F. H. CROSSLEY, F.S.A. Illustrating, in over 480 examples from Photographs, the Development of Screens, Stalls, Benches, Font-Covers, Roofs,
Doors, Porches, etc., with details of the Carved and Painted Decoration,
etc., etc. Second Edition, revised, with a new series of 16 Collotype
Plates. Crown 4to, cloth, gilt. 35s. net.
1'\
II

Tile Tillles Literary SupPiemmt.

ENGLISH CHURCH
ACCESSORIES

FITTINGS,

FURNITURE

7

THE FOUR VOLUMES OF

ENGLISH CHURCH WOODWORK AND FURNITURES

"As a treasury of examples, a large proportion of them almost unknown, and as
contpendiunt of information and research, it is.a posSCSSiOll.of.special interest and value . . .

FURNITURE AND DECORATION

AND

By the Rev. J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A. A Popular Survey, treating of Churchyards, Bells, Fonts and Covers, Pulpits, Lecterns, Screens, Chained Books,
Stained Glass, Organs, Plate and other features of interest. With upwards
of 250 Illustrations from Photographs and Drawings. 8vo, cloth, gilt.
215. net.

THE ART AND CRAFT OF GARDEN MAKING
By THOMAS H. MAWSON, assisted by E. PRIlNTICB MAWSON. Fifth Edition,
Revised and Enlarged. Containing 440 Pages, illustrated by 544 Plans,
Sketches, and Photographs, and 5 colour plates. Including Site, Entrances,
Gates, Avenues, Terraces, Beds, Pergolas, Treillage, Rock and \'\Iater,
Greenhouses, etc., etc., and list of Shrubs and Trees. Small folio, buckram,
gilt. £3 15S. net.
"It is an effective vade lItee"", for all wbo either propose themselves to lay·out or to acquire
a general Imowledge before calling in a pro!essional."-H. AVRAY TIPPING, F.S.A., in Tit.

Observer.

SPANISH GARDENS
By Mrs. C. M. VILLIERS-STUART. A finely illustrated volume describing
the beautiful and most famous gardens of Spain, by one of the foremost
authorities on the subject. With 6 plates in colour from the Author's
original water colour drawings, 80 pages of reproductions of gardens,
statuary, cascades, garden features, etc., from photographs, and numerous
illustrations in the text from old engravings, pen drawings, etc. Small
royal 8vo, cloth, 2IS. net.

THE OLD GARDENS OF ITALY: HOW TO VISIT
THEM
By Mrs. AUBREY LE BLOND. An Illustrated Guide-Book for Travellers.
With 100 Plates from Photographs specially taken by the Author. Small
8vo, cloth. 55. net.

GARDENS IN THE MAKING
By WALTER H. GODFREY. A simple Guide to the Planning of a Garden.
With upwards of 70 Illustrations of Plans, Views, and various Garden'
Accessories. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7S. 6d. net.

THE WELL-CONSIDERED GARDEN.
By LOUISA YEmlANs KING. With an Introduction by Miss GERTRUDE
JEKYLL.
An attractive account of Garden Arrangement and Colour
Schemes, containing 50 garden views from special Photographs, and some
plans of garden beds. New Edition revised, with further Illustrations.
Large 8vo, cloth. I2S. 6d. net.

THE LITTLE GARDEN
By MRS. FRANCIS KING. Treating of problems of garden-making, including Situation, Planning, and Enclosing. With Notes on the Choice of
Flowers, the Arrangement of Colour Schemes, and the care of the Finished
Garden. Attractively illustrated with 8 Photographic Plates. 8vo, cloth
8s. 6d. net.

BATSFORD'S LIBRARY OF DECORATIVE ART
form an attractive Series of remarkable scope and completeness. It reviews
the Development of English Decoration and Furniture during the three
Renaissance Centuries, XVI, XVII, and XVIII (1500-182.0.) Each volume
has an extensi ve series of Plates, and is a complete guide to the work of its
Period.
The division is into three great periods-which may be broadly called
Elizabethan; Stuart and Georgian; and Classic, with a separate volume
each for Stuart Furniture and Decoration. The volumes are remarkable
for the beauty and number of their illustrations, the simplicity and clearness of their arrangement, and their moderate prices. The complete series
of four volumes is published at prices amounting to £1 I 3S., but is supplied
for the present at the special price of £10 lOS. net.
EXTRACTS FROM PRESS NOTICES OF THE SERIES
"These bandsome volumes witb tbeir extremely fine and copious illustrations provide a
fuU survey of English Furniture and Decoration."-Tlte Times.
"Wbile tbe pages, botb printed and pic~oria\, are scru~ulously factf~l, t~e authors w.rit.
witb such charm that the reader is able to vlsuahse somethtng of the SOCIal hfe of the perIOd,
for the English home is inextricably interwoven with the Englisb character. On the technical
side also the volumes are notable. Stately in form, they are models in respect of binding and
printing, and the numerous and valuable illustrations are of the highest order of reproduction."
-Till Glasgow Herald.

BATSFORD'S "LIBRARY OF DECORATIVE ART" (DIVN. I)

DECORATION AND FURNITURE IN ENGLAND DURING
THE EARLY RENAISSANCE, 1500-1660
An Account of their Development and Characteristic Forms during the'I'udor,
Elizabethan and Jacobean Periods, by M. JOURDAIN. Containing 20 Ch~p
ters' comprising about 300 pages, and over 200 full-page Plates (wah
Col~ured Frontispiece and some in photogravure), including over 400
Illustrations, from specially made Photograpbs and Measured Drawings,
and from Engravings. With a Foreword by Colonel EDWARD F. STRANGE,
O.B.E., Keeper of Woodwork at the Victoria and Albert Museum. Folio
(size 14X lo~in.) cloth, gilt. £3 net.
"A vivid and valuable work on a very interesting perlod."-The M anehe,ter Guardian.
"The material is handled with mastery and sympathy, and the illustrations give exactly
what is wanted."-The Times Literary Sttpplellteltt.
"Sumptuous alike in print, paper, and illustrations, it is a delightful possession, and 8
desirable book of reference."-The Field.

BATSFORD'S "LIBRARY OF DECORATIVE ART" (DIVN. II)

FURNITURE IN ENGLAND FROM 1660 to 1760

By FRANCIS LENGYON. 1; Survey of the Deve!opment. of its. Chie~ Types.
Containing 300 pages wlth over 400 IllustratIOns, pnnted 111 sepIa, from
special Photographs, together with 5 in Colour. Second Edition, revised,
with many new Illustrations. Folio (I4in. x lOiin.), handsomely bound
in cloth, gilt. £2 lOS. net.

" •.• Lil,e the other works of this series, it is magnificently ill~lstrated. Tbe pla!es f,?rm
the finest series of representations of late seventeenth and ~arly eighteenth ~en.tury lOtenors
and their component parts that bave been collected together In any work of a sHnJiar character.
The examples selected are not only typical, but typical of the best."-The COlllloisscttr.

DECORATION IN ENGLAND FROM 1660 to 1770
By FRANCIS LIlNGYON. A Review of its Development and Features. Containing 300 pages with over 350 Illustrations, of which I B are full-page,
printed in sepia, from special Photographs, and 4 in Colours. Second
Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Folio (I4in. x IO,Un.) handsomely bound
in cloth, gilt. £2 lOS. net.
"The volume must rank as one of the standard works on the period treated, and there are
tew, if any among them, so well informed, so exhaustive in their treatment, or so superbly
illustratedJ'-Tltc COItIlOtS"U'.
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BATSFORD'S "LIBRARY OF DECORATIVE ART" (DIVN. Ill)

DECORATION AND FURNITURE IN ENGLAND DURING
THE LATER XVIIITl-I CENTURY, 1760-1820
An Account of their Development and Characteristic Forms, by M. JOURDAIN. Containing 15 Chapters; comprising about 300 pages, with over
ISO full-page Plates (a selection in collotype), including over 400 Illustrations, from specially made Photographs and Measured Drawings, and
from Engravings. With a Foreword by Professor A. E. RICHARDSON
F.R.I.B.A. Folio (size 14 x IO~in.) cloth, gilt. £3 3s. net.
'
.
"This volume has not only to complete a work admirably done, but has to cover the most
Important ground of al1. It is perhaps sufficient to say that the author has risen to the occasion. Many beautiful rooms by the less-known architects are included which have never
before been illustrated. Altogether this book is a fine volume on a fine subject never before
adequately treated. Professor Richardson supplies an excellent introduction."-Professor
C. H. REILLY, F.R.I.E.A., in The Manchester Guardia ...

ENGLISH INTERIORS FROM SMALLER HOUSES OF
THE XVIITH TO XIXTH CENTURIES, 1660-1820
By M. JOURDAIN. Illustrating the simpler type of Design during the
Stuart, Georgian, and Regency Periods. Containing 2.00 pages and 100
Plates, comprising 2.00 Illustrations, from Photographs and Jyleasured
Drawi,ngs of Interiors, ~himney-pieces, Staircases, Doors, Ceilings,
Panelling, Metalwork, Carvmg, etc., from minor Country and Town
Houses. With Introduction and Historical Notes. Large 4to, cloth, gilt.
24S. net.
"The work is remarkably well illustrated; the plates show details of carving and moulding
with great clearness. Miss Jourdain has divided her worl' into sections each dealing with a
particular feature of the interior, and the illustrations arc arranged in' chronological order
Her text is always lucid and informative,"-The COllnoissellr.
..

ENGLISH FURNITURE AND DECORATION, 1680-1800
Illu~trated

in a ~eries of Photographic Plates selec~ed and arranged, with
a bnef Introduction by G. MONTAGUE ELLWOOD. With 2.00 Plates, comprising .over 300 Examples of Interiors, Doors, Ceilings, Chimney-pieces.
Chairs, Tabl.es, Cabmets, Bookcases, Settees, etc., etc. New Impression.
4to, cloth, gilt. 30s. net.

THE DECORATIVE WORK OF ROBERT AND JAMES
ADAM
Being a Reproduction of all the Plates illustrating DECORATION and FUR-'
NITURE from their "Works in Architecture," published 1778-1812. Containing 30 large folio Plates (size 19in. by 14in.), giving about 100 examples
o~ Rooms, Ceilings, Chimneypieces, Tab!es, Chairs, Vases, Lamps, Mirrors,
Pier-glasses, Clocks, etc., etc. Large folio, handsomely bound in old style .•
£1 15s. net.

ENGLISH DECORATIVE
RENAISSANCE

PLASTERWORK

OF

THE

A Review of its Design during the Period from 1500 to 1800. By M.
JOURDAIN. Comprising over 100 full-page Plates of Elizabethan, Stuart
Georgian, and Adam ceilings, friezes, oyermantels, panels, ornament'
detail, etc., from specially taken Photographs and from Measured Drawing~
and Sketches. With an Illustrated Historical Survey on Foreign Influences
and. the Evolution of Design, Work and Names of Craftsmen, etc. Demy
4to, cloth. 30S. net.
.. Altogether we have nothing but respect for the scholarly and attractive qualities of thi"
book, which sbould tal<c a permanent place in the library of artistic achievement in England."

i-;;-~il;.Oot~e~~.~RAcKRTT, Keeper of the Woodwork Department, Victoria and Albert Museum,
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OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE : THE OAK PERIOD, 1550-1630
Its Characteristics, Features, and Detail from Tudor Times to the Regency.
For the use of Collectors, Designers, Students, and Others. By J. T,
GARSIDE. Containing 30 Plates reproduced from the Anthor's specially prepared Drawings illustrating about 400 details of Table Legs; Bed-posts;
Corbels; Finials; Turned Feet; Carved Friezes; Moulded Capitals;
Panels; Linenfold, Carved, Arched, Geometrical; Inlay Motives; Metall!!
Fittings, etc. Including also Drawings of type-pieces of the period and a
Series of 2.0 Photographic Illustrations. With an Historical Introduction,
Accounts of each type of Piece and Feature, and Descriptive Notes. 8vo,
cloth, gilt. lOS. 6d. net.
"The volume explains the styles and characteristic details with a conciseness, precision,
and wealth of graphic illustration that cannot but repay attention. The book admirably
serves the purposes of a reader out to train his eye in recognising forfn."-Tlte Scotsman.

ENGLISH RENAISSANCE WOODWORK, 1660- 173 0
A Selection of the finest examples, monumental and domestic, chiefly of
the Period of Sir Christopher Wren. By THOMAS J. BEVERIDGE. A Series
of 80 fine Plates from the Author's measured drawings, specially prepared
and fully detailed, including Monographs on St. Paul's Choir Stalls, Hampton Court, Oxford and Cambridge Colleges, London City Churches, etc.
Including a series of collotype plates from pencil drawings, and illustrated
descriptive text. Large folio, half-bound, £3 net (originally published at
£6 6s. net).

ANCIENT CHURCH CHESTS AND CHAIRS IN THE
HOME COUNTIES ROUND· GREATER LONDON
With some Reference to their Surroundings. By FRED ROE, R.I., R.B.C.,
With a Foreword by C. REGINALD GRUNDY. A survey of the finest of these
survivals of ancient craftsmanship by the leading authority on the subject.
With 64 pages of half-tone Illustrations from Drawings by the Author and
from Photographs, and a number of line Illustrations in the Text. Demy
4to, cloth, gilt. 2.1S. net.

ENGLISH AND SCOTTISH WROUGHT IRONWORK
By BAILEY SCOTT MURPHY, Architect. Containing 80 fine Plates (size 2.Itin.
by 14Hn.), 68 reproduced from Measured Drawings, and 12. from Photographs specially taken. With Descriptive Text. Imperial folio, buckram
gilt. £4 4s. net.

ENGLISH LEADWORK: ITS ART AND HISTORY
A Book for Architects, Antiquaries, Craftsmen, and Owners and Lovers of
Gardens. By Sir LAWRENCE WEAVER, F.S.A. Containing 2.80 pages, with
441 Illustrations from Photographs and Drawings. Large 4to, art linen,
gilt. 30s. net.

A HISTORY OF ENGLISH WALLPAPER
From the earliest Period to 1914. By A. V. SUGDEN and J. L. EDMONDSON.
Comprising 2.70 pages on Wallpapers' ancestry-Early Wallpapers-Eighteenth Century Developments-Famous Pioneers-Chinese Papers and
English Imitations~Late Georgian Achievements-The Coming of
Machinery-How Wallpaper "found itseli"-The Coming of William
Morris-Developments of Taste and Technique-Mill Records. \\7ith
70 Plates in colour and 190 Illustrations in half-tone. Large 4to, handsome
Art Buckram, Gilt Boxed. £3 3s. net.

LONDON TRADESMEN'S
CENTURY

CARDS

OF THE XVIIITH

By AMBROSE HEAL. Illustrated by upwards of 100 full-plate Collotype
reproductions of typical specimens, selected from the Author's and other
important collections. Crown 4to, bound in antique style. £2. 23. net.
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BOOKS FOR COLLECTORS'

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO
PUBLISHED

PEWTER

FINE AND DECORATIVE ART

EVER

THE LEVERHULME ART MO NO GRAPHS
A Series of three slImptl/Ol1S VO/I11/uS, folio, handsome(y bOlilld in art bllckram,
gilt. Price £17 17S. the se/ (vollimes not sold scparate(y). Edition strict(y
limited 10 350 copieJ for sale.

OLD PEWTER: ITs MAKERS AND MARKS
A Guide for Collectors, Connoisseurs, and Antiquaries. By HOWARD
HERSCHEL COTTERELL, First Vice· President of the Society of Pewter Col·
lectors. Containing about 500 pages, witb 64 Plates of 200 Specimens of
British Pewter, dated and described, and a List of 5000 to 6000 Pewterers,
with Illustrations of their Touches and Secondary Marks, Facsimile Repro·
ductions 'of existing Touch·Plates, and Text Illustrations. Demy 4to, cloth,
,gilt. £S 5S. net.

AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF ENGLISH PLATE
Ecclesiastical and Secular, illustrating the Development of Silver and
Gold Work of tbe British Isles from the earliest known examples to the
latest of the Georgian Period. By Sir CHARLES JAMES JACKSON, F.S.A.
With a Coloured Frontispiece, 76 Plates finely executed in Photogravure,
and 1500 other Illustrations, chiefly from Photographs. Two volumes,
small folio, bound in half·morocco. £10 lOS. net.

BATSFORD'S COLLECTORS' LIBRARY
A Series of Handbooks written by experts, providing information of practical value to Connoisseurs, Collectors, Designers, and Students. Each
volume forms an ideal introduction to its subject, and is fully illustrated
by Reproductions in Colour and from Photographs. The following volumes
are still available. 8vo, cloth, gilt, price 8s. 6d. net each, excepting the two
marked.·
·OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE. By F. FENN and B. WYLLIE. With
94 Illustrations. Nelv Impression. lOS. 6d. net.
OLD PEWTER. By MALCOLM BELL. With 106 Illustrations.
SHEFFIELD PLATE. By BERTIE WYLLIE. With 121 Illustrations.
FRENCH FURNIT.URE. By ANDRE SAGLIO. With 59 Illustrations.
DUTCH POTTERY AND PORCELAIN. By W. P. KNOWLES. With H
Illustrations.
·PORCELAIN. By WILLIAM BURTON. With over 50 full·page Plates
illustrating 87 fine examples of the Porcelain of Various Countries and
Periods. New Impressioll. IDS. 6d. net.

SPANISH INTERIORS AND FURNITURE
In two volumes. By ARTHUR BYNE. With brief descriptive Text by MILDRED
STAPLEY. Containing 300 full.page Plates from Photographs, Measured
Drawings, and Sketches, illustrating about 500 Examples of fine Interiors
and Furniture from the XVth·XVlIIth Centuries. Small folio, cloth,
gilt. £9 net.

CHILDREN'S TOYS OF BYGONE DAYS
A History of Playthings of all Peoples from Prehistoric Times to the XIXth
Century. By KARL GROBER. English Version by PHILIP HEREFORD.
A beautifully produced survey of this fascinating suhject with a frontispiece
and I I Plates in Colour, and 306 photographic illustrations of Dolls,
Dolls·houses, Mechanical Toys, Carts, Ships. Tin Soldiers, etc., etc .• of
every country and period from the earliest times. With 66 pages of historical and descriptive text. 4to, canvas, gilt, with decorative wrapper,
32S. net.
.. Its abundance of illustrations is wonderful. Many of them are in colour, and all are
reproduced in a fashion which does the publishers credit. The text is as interesting as the
pictures. We can heartily recommend this book to the public. No one who buys it will be
disappointed."-Th. Daily Mail.

I. CHINESE PORCELAIN AND WEDGWOOD POTTERY
With other works of Ceramic Art. By R. L. HODSON, B.A., British Museum.
Containing 200 pages of Text, including Introductions and detailed des·
criptions of over 2.000 Pieces. With over 75 Photographic Plates, and 30
Plates reproduced in Colour.

n.

ENGLISH FURNITURE, TAPESTRY, AND NEEDLEWORK OF THE XVIth-XIXth CENTURIES
With some Examples of Foreign Styles. By PERCY MACQUOID, R.I. Con·
taining 150 pages of Text, with Introductions and detailed descriptions of
over 700 Objects. Illustrated by 104 Photographic Plates, and 9 Plates in
full Colour.

m.

ENGLISH PAINTING OF THE XVIIIth AND XIXth
CENTURIES
With some Examples of the Spanish, French, and Dutch Schools, and a
Collection of Original Drawings and of Sculpture. By R. R. TATLOCK,
Editor of the Bllr/illglon Magazine. With an Introduction by ROGER FRY.
Containing 200 pages of Text, including Introductory Notes, and detailed
Accounts of 1000 Pictures, Drawings, etc. Illustrated by 101 Photographic
full.page Plates and 12 in Photogravure.
The three fine volumes which the late Viscount Leverhulme planned as a
memorial to his wife constitute a record of his own permanent collections.
Only 350 sets can be offered for subscription, and the very moderate figure
of £ 15 15 s. represents but a fraction of the immense expenses undertaken
by Viscount Leverhulme. The examples in the Art Collections at Port
Sunlight are of remarkable interest and importance, and this record forms
three valuable contributions to the History of Art on CERAMICS, FURNITURE,
and PAINTING, written and compiled by leading authorities on their res·
pective subjects.

A HISTORY OF BRITISH WATER-COLOUR PAINTING
By H. M. CUNDALL, F.S.A. With a Foreword by Sir H. HUGHES-STANTON,
P.R.W.S. A New Edition, revised and enlarged, of this important standard
work, with 64 full.page Illustrations in Colour, and a full biographical list,
arranged alphabetically, of the principal English Water·colourists. Large
Medium 8vo, cloth, 25S. net.

THE EARLY FLEMISH PAINTINGS IN THE RENDERS
COLLECTION
Exhibited at the Flemish Exhibition, Burlington House. With a full
Introduction by G. HULIN DE Loo, and detailed Descriptions of the Paint·
ings by E. MICHEL. Containing 6 Mounted Plates in full Colour, and
18 Plates in Photogravure of Paintings in the Collection of M. Renders of
Bruges, including intensely interesting and little·known works by such
Masters as Rogier van der Weyden, Memling, Jean Provost, .Mabuse, the
Masters of S. Veronica and of the Baroncelli Portraits, etc. etc. Large 4to,
in portfolio, £3 3S. net; or b~und in cloth, gilt, £3 lOS. net .
.. With the book in bis hands he would he a dull reader indeed who cannot in a comparatively short time familiarise himself with several distinct aspects of the history of Flemish
paintings."-The Daily Telegraph.
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THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINE MONOGRAPHS
lUlled by the Pllblishers jointly ,vith The Bllrlingtoll Magazine

MONOGRAPH NO. I-CHINESE ARTNow entirely out of print.

MONOGRAPH NO. II-SPANISH ART
An Introductory Review of Architecture, Painting, Sculpture, Textiles,
Ceramics, Woodwork, Metalwork, by ROYALL TYLER, Sir CHARLES HOLMES
_and H. ISHERWOOD KAY, GEOFFREY \'VEBB, A. F. KENDRICK, B. RACKHAM
and A. VAN DE PUT, BERNARD BEVAN, and P. DE ARTINANO, respectively.
\'Vith a General Introduction by R. R. TATLOCK, Editor of The Bllrlillgtoll
A1agazill8. Illustrated by 120 large scale reproductions of Paintings,
Decorative Art, Buildings, etc., including 9 Plates in full Colour, comprising 280 pictures in all. With Maps, Bibliography, etc. Royal 4to, cloth.
£2. 2.s. net.
"A rich book, both in the multitude of its illustrations and as a concise encyclopredia of
information."-The Daily News.
.
"The gorgeous volume before us is certainly as good as any produced elsewhere, and one
owes much to this volume which the admirable Batsford has published for the best illustrated
of our magazines, the Burliugtou.. 'Spanish Artl is a large, beautifully bound book-a beautiful
possession for those who have travelled in Spain, or are interested in Spanish art."-Guardia».

MONOGRAPH NO. III-GEORGIAN ART
A Survey of Art in England during the reign of George III, 1760-1820, by
leading authorities. The Sections comprise: Painting by J. B. MANSON;
Arcbitectllre and SClilptlire by GEOFFREY WEBB; Ceramics by BERNARD
RACKHAM; Woodl11ork by OLIVER BRACKETT; Textiles by A. F. KENDRICK;
Mil10r Arts by LOUISE GORDON-STABLES. With an Introduction by
ROGER FRY. The Illustrations include 6 Plates in colour and 64 in halftone, comprising some 100 subjects, and forming a gallery of the fine and
decorative arts of the Period. Royal 4to, cloth, 3os. net.
AN IMPORTANT NEW ART PERIODICAL

OLD MASTER DRAWINGS
A Quarterly Magazine, edited by K. T. PARKER, British Museum. \'Vith an
Executive Committee of: CAMPBELL DODGSON, A. OPPE, M. HIND, and
A. G. B. RUSSELL, and Consultative Foreign Authorities. Each Number
contains 16-2.0 Plates, and about 12. letterpress pages of articles and
shorter notices dealing with Drawings from the earliest times to the 19 th
Century. Demy 4to. Annual subscription, .ZIS. net, post free; Single
Numbers, 5S. 6d. net, post free.
No periodical devoted exclusively to the study and criticism of drawings
has hitherto existed; this publication is intended to meet the need. The
names of the many scholars connected with it guarantee its authoritative
character, and its volumes should prove a mine of reference to students of
art.
"This promises to be a very useful publication. The notes on drawings all show evidence
of careful research. It is as providing little patches of solid ground in a region of speculation
that this quarterly will be welcomed."-TIi' Times Literary Supplement.
"This is an admirably produced, illustrated, and edited periodical, and the level of its
scholarship is worthy of the international reputation of its consultative committee. There
can be no question that the first volume forms an indispensable corpus for tbe student of Art."
Mr. A. E. POPHAM in Tile BurUng/oli iliagazine.

DURER'S DRAWINGS
A Collection of 56 Facsimiles of the Originals, in Colour, Line, and Wash,
preserved in the Albertina Collection in Vienna. With Introduction and
Descriptive Text by CAMPBELL DODGSON, M.A., C.B.E. In handsome
portfolio. £ I 5 net.
This superb series of examples of Diirer's draughtsmanship has been prepared and published in connection with the celebration of the four hundredth
anniversary of the artist's death (April 6th, 192.8).

POPULAR ART

ART IN THE LIFE OF MANKIND
A Survey of its Achievements from the Earliest Times. By ALLEN W.
SEABY. Planned in a series of concise volumes, each containing about
80 pages of text, with about 70 full-page and smaller Illustrations from the
author's specially prepared Sketches and Drawings, and a series of 16
Photographic Plates. Crown 8vo, boards, 5S' net per volume.
1. A GENERAL VIEW OF ART: ITs NATURE, MEANING, PRINCIPLES
AND ApPRECIATION. II. ANCIENT TIMES: THE ART OF ANCIENT
EGYPT, CHALDAlA, ASSYRIA, PERSIA, and other lands. Other volumes on
Art in CLASSIC, BYZANTINE, MEDLEVAL, and RENAISSANCE
TIMES, are in preparation.
These concise little volumes are designed to serve as an Introduction to
the Appreciation and Study of Art in general. They are simply and graphically written and fully illustrated by many Sketch Impressions and Photographs.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ART FROM PREHISTORIC
TIMES TO THE XIX'I'H CENTURY
Translated from the French of Dr. ANDRE BLUM. Edited and Revised by
R. R. TATLOCK. Illustrated by 12.8 full-page Photographic Plates, comprising about 2.50 examples of the finest Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, and
Decorative Art of Early, Classic, Byzantine, Gothic, Renaissance, and
Recent Times. Including also about _100 Illustrations in the Text from
Drawings, Engravings, and Plans. Medium 8vo, cloth, gilt. 2.IS. net.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FINE ARTS
A Review of the Development of Architecture and the Decorative Crafts.
Containing: Classical and Medheval Architecture; The Renaissance;
Modern Architecture; Sculpture; Painting; Landscape Design; City
Planning; The Industrial Arts; and Music. By C. How ARD WALKER,
RALPH ADAMS CRAM, H. VAN B. MAGONIGLE, LORADO TAFT, F. L. OLMSTED, and others. 482. pages, illustrated by about 2.50 Works of Art from
Photographs and Drawings. Large 8vo., cloth, gilt. I8s. net.

THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S STORY OF ART
By IDA PRENTICE \'VHITC01!B. A Popular Account of Art Development
from Ancient Egypt to IvIodcrn Times. Containing 86 full-page Plates of
Paintings by Old and Modern Masters, Sculpture, and famous Buildings.
Large 8vo, cloth. I8s. net.

ART FOR AMATEURS AND STUDENTS

By GEORGE J. Cox. A Series of Chapters on the Essential Structure of art
throughout the Ages, including Sections on Essentials, Line, Space,
Rhythm, Art Structure in the Minor Arts, Architecture, Sculpture, Painting, etc. With 36 Plates, comprising 2.60 comparative examples of Pictorial
and Graphic \'Vork by old and modern Artists, Decorative Objects, Buildings, etc. With full Critical and Descriptive Notes. 4to, half-bound.
:I.1S. net.

RODIN: THE MAN AND HIS ART
By JUDITH CLADEL. Translated by S. K. STAR, with a Critical Appreciation by JAMES HUNEKER. Containing 47 full-page Plates from special
Photographs of Rodin's work in marble, plaster and bronze. 4to, cloth,
gilt. 32S. net.

SHOULD WE STOP TEACHING ART?

By c. R. ASHBEE. All interesting and outspoken accotmt of modern Art
Education. 8vo, boards, buckram back. 3S. 6d. net.
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Messrs. Batsford allllOlmce a New Series, re~i.red and,remodel/ed, of this well~knoUJn
Art Periodical of which they are 1I0W Ellg/lSh Publtshers, nOlP completed III tbree
vO/llmes. Publisbed ill quarterly parts, eacb contaillillg 20 fll/Iy c%llred Plates.
Large .Quarto, in ornallJental paper cover? us. 6d., net each; tbe complete year,
cOlltaillill}!, 4 Parts, £2. lOS. lIet; or bOlilldlll c/otb,gllt, £2. IF·llef.

A MANUAL OF HISTORIC ORNAMENT
Being an Account of the Development of Architecture and the Historic
Arts, for the use of Students and Craftsmen. By RICHARD GLAZIER
R .I.B.A. Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged. Containing 700 Illustra:
tlOns, chiefly from the Author's Pen Drawings, including many new to this
Edition from various sources, and a special series of Photographic Plates
of Ornament of the Orient and of the Later Renaissance. Large 8vo
cloth. us. 6d. net.
'

4.

THE ART WORKERS' STUDIO:
A PERIODICAL PUBLICATION OF DECORATIVE ART, OLD AND NEW
Every one concerned with industrial art will find a variety of use~ul motives
and studies in these finely-coloured Plates, from the !?ecoratlve Art .of
Historic Periods and from the Designs of Modern Arttsts. The Series
includes: Deco'rative Designs; Ceramic Work; Embroideries; Enamel;
Textiles; Mural Decoration; Carpets; Inlay; Tapestries, etc.
The first volume of this Series (Vol. XXVII.), and Three Parts of the new
volume are now available. Full prospectus and specimen coloured plates
on application.

"The resul~ of revision is admirable In .v~ry r~spect: the book is Immensely improved, and
ih s,cope consIderably broadened, thougb It IS stIli compact and easy of reference. It is now
t~c Ideal manual f or the, student or craftsman, and those who are WIse enough to purchase it
WIll possess not only an Invaluable work 01 reierence, but a source of inspiration as well,"
Tile DecoralOf.

A HANDBOOK OF ORNAMENT
With 3000 Illustrations of the Elements and the Application of Decora..
tion to Objects, e.g., Vases, Frets, Diapers, Consoles, Frames, Jewellery,
Heraldry, etc., grouped on over 300 Plates, reproduced from the
Author's specially prepared drawings. With Descriptive Text to each
subject. By Professor F. SALES MEYER. Large 8vo, cloth, lettered. 168.
net.
lIT IS A LIBRARY, A MUSEUM, AN ENCYCLOP)JlDJA. AND AN ART SCHOOL IN ONE. To
RIVAL IT AS A ,DOOK OF RBPER~NCE ONE MUST ,PIL,L A BOOKCASE. The quality of the drawings

is unusually blgb, and tbe cbolce of examples IS sIngularly good. •• Tbe text is well digested
and not merely descriptive or didactic, but an admirable mixture of example and precept S~
rood a book needs no praise."-The Sludio.
•

THE STYLES OF ORNAMENT
From Prehistoric Times to the Middle of the XIXth Century. A Series of
3S00 Examples Arranged in Historical Order, with Descriptive Text.
By ALEXANDER SPELTZ. Revised and Edited by R. PHENE SPIERS, F.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A. Containing S60 pages, with 400 full-page Plates exhibiting
upwards of 3S00 separate Illustrations. Large 8vo, cloth, gilt. 20S. net.
1I1R: WALTER CRANE,ln a lengtby review In tbe Mallchesfer Guardia", wrote: ", .. To pack
nto a smgle volume of some 626 pages and 400 illustrations a really intelligible account of the
styles of ornament prevailing in tbe world from prebistoric times to tbe middle of the nineteentb century is A REMARKABLE FEAT. •• The illustrations are for the most part well cbosen
and characteristic, and are drawn with decision and facility.

COLOURED ORNAMENT OF THE HISTORIC STYLES
A Series of 180 fine Plates, in Three Parts, from Water-colours by ALEXANDER SPELTZ.
PART I. THE CLASSIC ERA (Prehistoric, Egyptian, Middle East
Cretan, Greek, Etruscan, Roman, Buddhist, and Early Christian Ornament):
PART II. THE MIDDLE AGES (Byzantine, Russian, Celtic, Romanesque, Scandinavian, Spanish, French, English, Netherland, Italian and
German Gothic Ornament, etc.).
'
PART III. THE RENAISSANCE PERIOD (Ornament of the Italian
French, English, German, and Flemish Renaissance, Grotesque and
Rococo, Classic and Empire Styles, etc.).
Three Volumes, in cloth portfolios, large quarto, 30S. net per volume' ot
£4 4S • the set.
(Also in three volumes, bound in stout buckram, 3Ss: per
volume; or £S net the set.)

PATTERN DESIGN
Fo; Students, treating in a practical way the Anatomy, Planning, and EvolutIOn of Repeated Ornament. By LEWIS F. DAY. Containing about 300
pages, and 300 practical Illustrations from specially prepared Drawings
and Photographs of the Principles of Repeat Design, the "Drop" the
"Spot" Geometrical Ornament, etc. Third Impression. Demy 8vo, ~loth
gilt. lOS. 6d. net.
'
"Every line and every illustration In tbis book sbould be studied carefully and continually
by everyone having any aspiration toward designing,"-Th. Decora/or.
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ORNAMENT AND DESIGN

"Tbis handsome folio consists of illustrations tbe beauty of wbich must be seen to be /ul1y
appreciated, In the matter of reproduction tbey are beyond all praise, and those who decide to
purchase the complete series will make a wise investment."-The Decoralar.

A

HISTORY OF
MEDL£VAL

ORNAMENT: I. ANCIENT

AND

By A. D. F. HAMLIN. An Account of the Decorative Arts in Primitive,
Classic, Byzantine, and Media:val Times, to ~50'?' Co?taini~g upwards .of
800 Illustrations, from Photographs and Drawtngs, tncludtng 22 speCial
full-page Plates (400 Figures), 7 in Colour, showing Details, Metal-work,
Furniture, Textiles, Mouldings and Tracery, Pottery, etc. In 2 Volumes.
Large 8vo, cloth, gilt. 24S. net each; or 2. vols. 45S. net.

A HISTORY OF ORNAMENT: II. RENAISSANCE AND
MODERN

By A. D. F. HAMLIN. Decoration in Italy, France, Spain, the Netherlands and England from ISOO to the 20th century. With 50 full-page
Plate~ from Photographs and Drawings, comprising 150 Illustrations,
and about 2.80 line Illustrations, etc., and a series of 23 Plates, 4 in Colour,
.
illustrating 350 figures of Detail.

"The book fulfils its purpose as forming a c~mcise and wel1-p~?portioned in~roductlon to
tho history of tbe rise and development of RenaIssance ornament. -Tile ConnoIsseur.

MODERN DECORATIVE ART IN ENGLAND
A Series of Illustrations of its Development and Characteristics, with
Introductory Text by W. G. PAULSON TOWNSEND. Large 4to, cloth, gilt.
2.5S. net.
TEXTILES, PRINTED FABRICS, WALL PAPERS, LACE AND
EMBROIDERY, TAPESTRY, STENCILLING, BATIK, etc. Illustrating on 80 Plates 178 examples, including SI subjects beautifully reproduced in full Colour.

THE DECORATIVE ARTS IN ENGLAND, 1660- 1 780

J.

By H. H. MULLINER, with an Introduction by
STAR~IE GARDNE~. A
Series of 1I0 full-page Plates from Photographs Illustrattng 1~6 Specimens
of Furniture, Lacquering, Marquetry, and Gesso, Chandehers, Clocks;
Stuart and Georgian Silver--Sconces, Cups, Bowls, Tea and Coffee SetsEnamels, Locks, Battersea Enamel, Ormolu Vases, Tapestry, Needl,e,,:oric,
Bookbindings. With brief Historical Introductions and full descrtptlons.
Folio, half-parchment, gilt. £3 lOS. net.

"Sumptuously printed and lavishly illustrated, emphatically one of the few books that
real1y count in tbe collectors' library."-The Observer.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS DESIGNA Textbook of Practical Methods in the Decorative Crafts. By WILLIAM
H. VARNUM. With about SOO Figures and 85 Plates of Drawings and
Photographs of Furniture, Woodcarving, Metal Objects, Jewellery,
Pottery, etc., and Keyplates of Tints. Large 8vo, cloth, lettered. 18s. net.

1
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DESIGN AND COSTUME

DESIGNS FOR SWISS FILET LACE
(Los Dellfe!le~ de Gr'!yere).

Containing 36 full-page Collotype Plates with
over 100 designs, by the lace makers of Gruyere in Switzerland, in historic
and modern styles. Oblong 4to, stiff paper covers, lettered. 14S. net.

!

I

THE CRAFT OF HAND-MADE RUGS
By AMI MALI HICKS. With 14 chapters on Old-Time Rugs Knitted
Braided,. Crocheted, Rag at,Jd Hooked Rugs, Stencil-making: Dyeing:
the Batik Process, etc., With c?loured Frontispiece, 21 photographic
examples and numerous sketches In the text. 8vo, cloth stamped from
'
a special design. 12S. 6d. net.

HISTORIC COSTUME
A Chronicle of Fashion in Western Europe, 1490-1790. By FRANCIS M.
KELLY and RANDOLPH SCHWABE. Containing the chief characteristics of
Dress in each ce~~ry. Illustrated by some hundreds of full-page and text
Sketches from or~glllal sour~es by RANDOLPH .SCHWABE of typical groups,
figures, and details. Includlllg 7 Plates speCially reproduced in Colour
and 70 Photographic reproductions of Historic Pictures, Portraits Scene;
etc. Large 8vo, cloth, gilt. 25s. net.
'
,
"I~tended primarily f.or tbe .costumier, film producer, and artist, it is full of delight for
th~ or~lnar.Y.reader, who wIll find It an excellent belp in tbe pleasant game of trying to construct
a hveher VISIon of the past."-The Qllem.

THE REGIONAL COSTUMES OF SPAIN
By ISABEL DE PALENCIA. A collection of 241 Plates from Photographs of
local ~ostumes from Galicia, Basque Provinces, Aragon, Asturias, the
Baleafl~ Islands, an~ many other provinces, also from Paintings and
Engravmgs. Including 4 Coloured Plates and short descriptive Text.
Large 8vo, cloth. 2.8s. net.

HISTORIC COSTUME
A. resume of the characteristic types of Costume from the most Remote
Times to the Present Day. By K. M. LESTER. Director of Art Instruction
Public Schools, Peoria, Illinois. Containing Chapters on Historic Cos~
tu.me, Colonial C:ostum~ in America, and. Am~rican Costume. 236 pages,
W;lth 3 ~ull:page Illustrations and 61 drawmgs m the text, coloured frontispIece, bibliography and index. Crown 8vo, cloth. 12S. 6d. net.

FLORAL FORMS IN HISTORIC DESIGN
Drawn by LINDSAY P. BUTTERFIELD, Designer, with Introduction and
Notes by W. G. PAULSON TOWNSEND. Containing 30 Plates in Collotype
and Line, showing about roo Decorative Adaptations of the Rose Carnation, Fruit Blossom, etc., from Eastern and European stuffs and from old
Herbals. Large folio, in portfolio, 15 s. net.
'

FASHION DRAWING AND DESIGN
By I;OUIE E. CHADWICK. Illustrated by numerous examples of Historic
Fash~on Plates, Explanatory Sketches by the author, Figure Studies, and
a senes of about 80 full-page and double Plates of Contemporary Fashion
Drawings by well-known artists. Large Svo, cloth, lettered. 15S. net.

GRAPHIC FIGURES. THE PRACTICAL SIDE OF DRAWING FOR CARTOONS AND FASHIONS
By E. G. LUTZ. I.llustrated ~y numer0l!s full-page Drawings by the Author,
after famous cancature artlsts, applymg the methods found remarkably
helpful in the Author's "Practical Drawing." Large crown 8vo, halfbound. 8s. 6d. net.

NEEDLEWORK, EMBROIDERY, TEXTILES
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SAMPLERS AND STITCHES

A Handbook of the Embroiderer's Art. By MRS. ARCHIBALD CHl:IS!IE.
Containing 34 full-page Reproductions from P~?tograp~s, a Frontispiece
in Colour, and 239 Text Drawings. Second EditIOn, reVised and enlarged.
Crown 4to, boards, canvas back. 2.5s. net.

"Many books have been written on this fascinating subject: but w~ ~aJnnot remember
coming acrosS any more comprehensive and complete work than Mrs. Chnstle s. In the n~Fe
of all needlewomen tbere should be accorded to Mrs. Christie a very grateful vote of thanl<s CO/miry Life.

SIMPLE STITCH PATTERNS FOR EMBROIDERY

By ANNE BRANDON-JONES. \'\lith Coloured Frontispiece and 13 ~hoto
graphic Plates illustrating 44 Patterns, 4 Plates from the ~uthor s P.en
Drawings, showing 31 Stitch Diagrams and I I Complete Objects. W.lth
an Introduction, Chapters on the M~th?d, Sketche~, Colour Matertals
and Application of Designs, also Descnptlve .Notes, With Colour Schemes.
Crown 4to, paper wrappers, 2.S. 6d. net; or In cloth, 3S' 6d.

"Tbere is valuable help in tbis book. Tbere are excellent plate~ in line and colo':'tJ· I T~:
directions are clear and concise, and the articles suggested for prdactlce la[e i.uchf a: c~~ft~n~:u~
young people to make The aim achieved with great success an a rea ee mg a
ship has been to enco~rage pupil's to attempt work wbich is beautiful in itself, free from overelab~rationJ and within the scope of beginners."-Education Outlook.

STITCH PATTERNS AND DESIGNS FOR EMBROIDERY
By ANNE BRANDON-JONES. An independent compani<;)fi volume to the
above work, containing 48 pages with 45 p~otographlc. ex.amp~es on 12plates of simple and effective embroidery motives, a frontispiece m colour,
and' numerous text illustrations of stitches and methods. Crown 4 to ,
paper wrappers, 2S. 6d. net; or in cloth, 3S' 6d. net.

CANVAS EMBROIDERY

..

A Manual for Students and Amateurs by LOUISA F. PESEL. Containing
4 8 pages of text, a coloured frontis~iece, and 14 specially prepared plate~
showing stitches and methods. MedIUm 4to, paper wrappers, 3s. 6d. net,
or bound in cloth, 4s. 6d. net.

ART IN NEEDLEWORK

A BOOK ABOUT EMBROIDERY. By LEWIS F. DAY and MARY BUCKLE. Four.th
Edition, revised by MARY HOGARTH. Including.a specially worked Series
of Stitch-Samplers, numerous supplem~ntary DI~grams and many Plates
of Historic Embroidery-Chinese, Medlreval, Italtan, French, and Modern
English. With additional Examples of Modern Work by I?~NCAN GRANT,
MRS. NEWALL, MRS. STOLL, D. HAGER, and others. Containing 280. pag~s,
80 full-page Plates,reproduced from Photographs, and 50 Illustrations 10
the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7S. 6d. net.

"A veritable encyclopredia of embroidery; diagraIIls and il1ust~ations of ~aD1plers ~ery
effectively show the way tbe stitches are done. A tboroughly practIcal book. -Needlework
or All.

POPULAR WEAVING AND EMBROIDERY IN SPAIN.

By MILDRED STAPLEY. Including Chapt~rs on PI~in. and Fancy WeaVI?g,
Tassels and .Fringes, Applique, Embroidery: White, Black-and-Whlt~,
and Coloured' Drawn-work, Filet Lace, etc. Illustrated by 3 Plates In
Colour and I;S from Photographs, comprising upwards of I5~ examples,
chiefly ~f the XVI-XVIIlTH Centuries. With 2.0 Diagrams of Stitch Workings. Smai14to, art canvas, gilt. 32S. net.

HISTORIC TEXTILE FABRICS

By RICHARD GLAZIER. ~ontaining:. Materials-The Loom-Pattern:Tapestries-Dyed and Pnnted Fabncs-Church Vestment~, etc., .wIth
about roo Plates from Photographs and from the Author s Drawln!)s,
includin<> 4 in Colour and 43 Line Diagrams, illustrating over 2.00 vaneties of T~xtile Design. ' Large 8vo, cloth, gilt. 2. IS. net.

I
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SOCIAL HISTORY

SOCIAL HISTORY

EVERYDAY LIFE IN THE NEW STONE, BRONZE
AND EARLY IRON AGES

A HISTORY OF EVERYDAY THINGS IN ENGLAND
1066- 1 799
Written and Illustrated by MARJORIE and C. H. B. QUENNELL. In Two
Volumes. Medium 8vo. 8s. 6d. net each; also issued bound in one
volume, 16s. 6d. net.
~his account of the English People in their everyday life, of their occu..
patlons and amusements during seven centuries, may be read with enjoyment by all interested in the life of Great Britain. The book appeals
strongly to Students, Designers, and those interested in Building Decora'
tion, and Costume.
Til, ;1m~~del of book production, exquisite in type, in line drawing, in colour prlnting."--

Written and Illustrated by MARJORIE and C. H. B. QUENNELL. Co~tainillg
144 pages, with 90 original Illustrations from the Authors' DraWIngs, of
Household Life, Agriculture, Pottery, Weapons, Orna~ents, etc., Including 2 Plates in Colour, a marked Map, and a ChronologIcal Chart.
The abov8 two works may 11011' be Oblai!led bOllfld ifl 0118 halldy VOIIllIl8 aJ described
below:

EVERYDA Y LIFE IN PREHISTORIC TIMES
Containing 272 pages, 3 Plates ,in Colour and 2 in 1/.onochwme, with 160
lllustrations from the Authors Pen and Ink DrawlOgs, two Chronological Charts and a Comparative Map. The Old Stone Age. Section ?~s an
Account of the Rhodesian Skull and Nebraskan Tooth, with 2 additIonal
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, duxeen, lettered. lOS. net.

"The whole life of eight changing centuries is written in these lively pages and the record
Is t~ be c,?mmended u~reservedly, both for its pictorial charm and for the'soundness and
vanety of Its archooologlCal knowledge."-Til. Daily Telegraph.

VOL. I.-EVERYDAY THINGS IN ENGLAND FROM
1066- 1 499
With 90 Illustrations, many full-page, and 3 Plates in Colour.
Impression.

EVERYDA Y LIFE IN ROMAN BRITAIN
Written and Illustrated by MARJORIE and C. H. B. QUENNELL. Containing
128 pages, with over 100 origin~l Illust~ations fr.om the Authors' Pen
Drawings, of Cities and Camps, VI!las, Ships, Chanots, MOI11;ments, Costume, Military Life, Household Objects, Pottery, etc. IncludlOg 3 Colour
Plates, Chart, and Map of Roads.

Fourth

VOL. n.-EVERYDAY THINGS IN ENGLAND FROM
15 00 - 1 799
By MARJORIE and C. H. B. QUENNELL. With 4 Coloured Plates and I I I
other Illustrations from the Author's Drawings. Third Impression,
revised and corrected.

"The illustrations are very good, and .add much to the value of the book,which is as entertaining as it is instructive."-Th. Westm",s/er Gat.t1e.

EVERYDAY LIFE IN SAXON, VIKING, AND NORMAN
TIMES

Ismed ill Paris for Schools alld Class Teachiflg
The work is now obtainable in Six Separate Parts, each covering a period
of h.istory of about a century, appropriate for a term's study. Each part
has Its own TITLE, CONTENTS, and FULL INDEX; the ILLUSTRATIONS are all
given, and the coloured plates and comparative charts are also included.
Bound in stiff paper covers (with the original special design), at 3S• net each
part.
PART ~..ENGLAND UNDER FOREIGN KINGS (1066-II99). ContalnlOg 2 Colour Plates, 5 full-page line Illustrations, and 15 in the Text.
PART n. THE RISE OF PARLIAMENT (1200-1399). Containing %
Colour Plates, 8 full-page Illustrations, and 22 in the Text.
PART III. THE HUNDRED YEARS' WAR (1400-1499). Containing
I Colour Plate, 1I full-page line Illustrations, and 13 in the Text.
PART IV. THE AGE OF ADVENTURE (1500-1599). Containing 2
Colour Plates, 16 full-page line Illustrations, and 30 in the Text.
PAR! V. THE CROWN'S BID FOR POWER (1600-1699). Contain109 1 Colour Plate, II full-page line Illustrations, and 2I in the Text.
PART VI. THE RISE OF MODERN ENGLAND (1700-1799). Containing I Colour Plate, II full-page line Illustrations, and 19 in the
Text.

Written and Illustrated by MARJORIE and C. H. B. QUENNELL. Containing 128 pages, with over 100 original Illustrations from the Authors'
Pen and Pencil Drawings of Ships, Cooking, Metalwork, Caskets, Crosses,
Buildings, Pottery, and Illuminated 1'1SS., including 2 Coloured Plates,
Historical Chart, etc. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5S. net.
"It is a period which gives scope for interesti?g writing ~~d delightful ilIustra.tlons. Tho
authors have, as before, profited to the full by (heIr opportullltJes. Altogether thi~ IS an agreeable as well as a valuable book, and one can s~y of the al1tho~s what Asse~ saId of Alfre~;
They are 'affable and pleasant (0 all, and CUrIously eager to Illvestigate tbmgs unknown.
-Thl Timer.

ENGLAND IN TUDOR TIMES
An Account of its Social Life and Industries. By L. F. SALZMAN, M.A.,
F.S.A. Author of "English Industries of the,Middl.e Ag.es," etc. A re~a.rk
able survey of a great period in England s ~oc!al history. Conta.lnll~g
chapters on The Spirit of the Tudor Age-LIfe In the Country-Life III
the Town-Life in the Home-The Church-Adventure on Land and
Sea. With 138 pages of text, 6.4 full-page i)lustrations and plentiful illustrations in the text from drawlllgs, engravlOgs, etc. Demy 8vo., cloth.
7S. 6d. net.

MAN'S PREHlSTORIC PAST
A Popular Survey of Its Scenes, Life and Remains, in the Old World
and the New. By Professor H. WILDER, ~h.)J. Containin[f Chapters on
River Terraces, etc.; Rock Shelters-PaIntings-Lake Villages; PreHistory; Types of Prehistoric Man, et~. With 450 Pages and 110 full-page
Illustrations. Large thick 8vo, cloth, gIlt. 25S. net.

THE EVERYDAY LIFE SERIES
A Graphic alld Popillar. SlIrl'eY of the Efforts alld Progreu of the Hllmall Race,
fl011' completed 111 4 vollimes. CrowlI 8110. dllxeell. F. flel. each.

EVERYDAY LIFE IN THE OLD STONE AGE
Written and Illustrated by MARJORIE and C. H. B. QUENNELL, Containing
128 pages, including 70 Illustrations, and a Coloured Frontispiece, from
the Authors' Drawings, with a Chronological Chart.
"A small book containing much ubstance... A vivid, simple style and sprightly
humour-which last is carried even into their clever black·and-white illustrations-should
give them many appreciative readers..
A most attractive little book."-The Morning Past.

ROUND THE WORLD IN FOLK TALES

'r

I

A Regional Treatment. By RACHEL M. FLEMING. 16 Tales fr.om Iceland,
Mexico, Africa, Australia, etc., told in a fresh, easy style. WIth I7 Illustrations from Prints, Drawings, and Photographs. 8vo, boards, 2S. net.
Cloth, 3S. net.
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SOCIAL HISTORY-COUNTRYSIDE
THE "PEOPLE'S LIFE AND WORK" SERIES

LIFE AND WORK OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE THROUGH
THE CENTURIES
A Pictorial Record from Contemporary Sources. By DOROTHY HARTLEY
and MARGARET M. ELLIOT, B.A. (Lond.). Each volume is devoted to a
separate century and contains 32PP. of Text and about 150 pictures on 48
full-page Plates, of Household Life, Crafts and Industries, Building, Farming. \l(larfare, City and Country Scenes, Transport, Children, Church Life,
Gardens, etc. With an Introduction on the characteristics of each period,
full Descriptive Notes, Historical Chart, Analytical Index, Music, etc.
Large (royal) 8vo, boards, lettered. 4S. 6d. net per volume; Of in cloth,
5S. 6d. net per volume; Volumes II and III (Later Middle Ages), and
volumes IV and V (Early and Middle Renaissance), can also be obtained
bound together in cloth at the price of lOS. 6d. net each:
The scheme of the Series is as follows : I. LIFE AND WORK OF THE PEOPLE FROM THE
CONQUEST TO 1300
II.
THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY
III.
THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY
IV.
THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
v. THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
VI.
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
Volumes II, III, IV and V now ready.
"A delightful collection of contemporary pictures largely taken from manuscripts. Of
recent years we have had a bewildering output of picture· books, but we do not know of anr,
on such a scale as this, cheap enough to find their way into the actual possession of children. '
-The M allellester Guardiall.

THE "ENGLISH LIFE" SERIES

THE ENGLISH INN, PAST AND PRESENT
By A. E. RICHARDSON, and H. D. EBERLEIN. Treating of the Inn in Medireval, Tudor, Georgian and Later Times, Interiors, Signs, Coach Travel,
suggested Tours, etc. With about 200 Illustrations from Photographs,
Prints, Engravings and Drawings by Rowlandson, Hogarth, Pollard,
AIken and Shepherd, among other artists. Large 8vo, cloth, gilt. 2IS. net.

THE ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE
By ERNEST C. PULBROOK. A Review of some of its Aspects, Features,
and Attractions. With u6 Illustrations from Photographs, including a
Frontispiece by A. E. NEWCOMBE. New impression. Large 8vo, cloth,
gilt. I2S. net.

ENGLISH COUNTRY LIFE AND WORK
An Account of some Past Aspects and Present Features. By ERNEST C.
PULBROOK. Containing about 200 pages on Farmers, Old and NewField-Work-Cottage Folk-The Village Craftsman-Religious Life, etc.
With about 200 artistic Illustrations from special Photographs. Large
8vo, cloth, gilt. I6s. net.
'We may congratulate the author on a 'very readable and well·iIIustrated book. He has
given a fairly detailed description of a large number of occupations of the English country
labourer anrl village dweller. .. Such industries as thatching and hurdle·maldng are described
at some length, and there are good pages on country methods of trading."-The Field.

OLD ENGLISH HOUSEHOLD LIFE
Some Account of Cottage Objects and Country Folk. By GERTRUDB
JEKYLL. Consisting of 17 sections on the Fireplace, Candlelight, the
Hearth, the Kitchen, Old Furniture, Home Industries, Cottage Buildings,
Itinerants, Mills, Churchyards, etc. With 277 Illustrations from Photographs and Old Prints and Drawings. Large thick 8vo, cloth, gilt. 21S. net.
"None can read it without enjoyment, and few without enlightenment.
or, he must not be without it."-llIuslraled London News.

As to the collee

TOURING-SOCIAL HISTORY, ETC.
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TOURING ENGLAND BY ROAD AND BYWAY
A Popular Illustrated Guide in a new form to the Beauties of Rural England.
By SYDNEY R. JONES. Comprising 20 Typical Tours under Five Divisions,
with General Introduction and complete Map, Introduction to each
District and specially drawn simplified Route Map of each Tour, which is
described in detail, with finger-post reference to features, and buildings of
interest.
Illustrated by 54 Drawings, including a number full page,
specially drawn by the Author, and 50 Illustrations from Photographs by
the Artist and others. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7S. 6d. net.
"This little book is a delightful guide to the English countryside, useful alike to walker
cyclist) and motorist."-QueelJ.

LITTLE KNOWN TOWNS OF SPAIN
A series of water colours and drawings in facsimile colour and monochrome
from the originals of VERNON HOWE BAILEY. Comprising 57 full-page
Plates, many in colour, others in sepia, wash, lithography, etc., with text
including hIstorical and descriptive short notes. Large 4to, in decorative
paper binding, £3 lOS. net. Bound in cloth, gilt, £3 I6s. net.

RAFFLES DAVISON, Hon. A.R.I.B.A., Draughtsman, Writer,
and Editor
A Record of his Life and Work, 1870-1927, including a Selection of his
Drawings and Sketches. Edited by MAURICE E. WEBB and HERBERT
\VIGGLESWORTH. A memorial volume issued to commemorate the life
and work of this fine draughtsman, including about II7 of his Architectural, Decorative, and Landscape Sketches. With appreciations by Sir
ASTON WEBB, PP.R.A., Sir REGINALD BLOMFIELD, R.A., and others. 4to
half-bound. 2IS. net.

THE XVIIIm CENTURY IN LONDON
An Account of its Social Life and Arts. By E. BERESFORD CHANCELLOR.
Containing 280 pages with 192 Illustrations, printed in sepia, from prints
and drawings by contemporary artists. With a Frontispiece in Colour.
Crown 4to, cloth, gilt. 25S. net.
"From every point of view, literary and artisticJ the book is a delight to turn over and
to reau' and author and publisher alike are to be heartily congratulated on an achievement
which is worthy of the best traditions of British book·production."-The Daily Telegrap".

A Companioll and .uqllello the above

LIFE IN REGENCY AND EARLY VICTORIAN TIMES
An Account of Social Life in the days of Brummel and D'Orsay. By E.
BERESFORD CHANCELLOR. A Series of Chapters on the time of Brummel
and D'Orsay, 1800-1843. \Vith numerous Illustrations from Rare Prints
and Original Drawings. Large 8vo, cloth, gilt. 25S. net.

PROVERB STORIES OF MANY LANDS
By LUCILE BERK. 12 Stories, each written round an historical figure,
recounting an adventure, and summed up in a proverb. With 4 full-page
Illustrations., Crown 8vo, cloth, lettered. 7S. 6d. net.

HOMEWORK AND HOBBYHORSES
New poems by Boys of the Perse School, Cambridge. Edited by H.
CALDWELL COOK, M.A. Containing 46 poems, Ballads, Rimes, with 5
Carols set to Music composed by F. G. HAMBLETON. Small crown 8vo,
cloth, paper sides. 3S. 6d. net.

A CENTURY OF FRENCH FASHION AND COSTUME
A Miniature Portfolio of 80 Plates, coloured by hand, giving a panorama
from the Regency to present times, in 4 complete quarter-century sections.
Square 8vo, in small portfolio, artistic boards. 20S. net.

MANUALS ON DRAWING

DRAWING FOR ART STUDENTS AND ILLUSTRATORS
By ALLEN W. SEABY. Containing 220 pages, with II3 Illustrations printed
in Sepia, mostly full-page Plates, from drawings by Old and Modern
Artists. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Medium 8vo. cloth.
paper sides. lOS. 6d. net.

COMPOSITION
An Analysis of the Principles of Pictorial Design. By CYRIL C. PEARCE
R.B.A. With chapters on Tone, Distribution, Gradation, Scale, Perspec:
tive, Rhythm, Harmony and Balance of Colour, Discords. Illustrated by
. 13 0 comparative and analytical Drawings, Sketches, and Diagrams 6
Plates in Colour, and 28 full-page Illustrations from Paintings by g;eat
Masters. 8vo, half-cloth. 12S. 6d. net.

PEN DRAWING
A Practical Manual on Materials, Technique, Style, Texture, etc. By G.
M. ELLWOOD. Containing sections on History-Technique-MaterialsFigures, Faces and Hands-Style and Methods-Landscape and Architecture-Modern Work-Magazine Illustration-Humorous Drawing
Advertisements-Fashion. With numerous practical Diagrams by the
Author, and 100 pages of Illustrations by the chief Pen Draughtsmen of
present and recent times. Medium 8vo, half-cloth 12S. net.

THE ART OF DRAWING IN LEAD PENCIL
By JASPER SALWEY, A.R.LB.A. A Practical Manual dealing with Materials,
Technique, Notes and Sketching, Building up, Form and Style, Process
Reproduction, etc. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Containing
232, pages with 122 finely printed reproductions of selected Pencil Drawings of Land and Seascapes, Figure-Studies, Book-Illustrations, etc.
Medium 8vo, cloth, gilt, paper sides. 12S. 6d. net.

THE ART AND PRACTICE OF SKETCHING
A Comprehensive Treatise on the Practice of Sketching by every method.
By JASPBR SALWEY, A.R.LB A. The Author deals successively with various
media-Pen, Pencil, Water-Colour, Oil, Wash, Crayon, Chalk, etc., and
gives a complete account of the Technique of each. Illustrated by 64
Plates of half-tone illustration and 6 Plates in Colour, with various Line
Illustrations in the Text from the work of great masters. Medium 8vo,
cloth, paper sides. us. 6d. net.

SKETCHING IN LEAD
AND OTHERS

PENCIL

FOR

ARCHITECTS

By JASPBR SALWBY, A.R.I.B.A. An Introduction to the same author's "Art
of Drawing in Lead Pencil," but dealing entirely with sketching as differentiated from the making of finished drawings. A practical manual for the
Student, Artist and Architect. Containing I I 1 pages and 56 illustrations.
by well-known artists in the medium, and by the author. Medium 8vo,
half-cloth 7S. 6d. net.

SKETCHING FROM NATURE
A Practical Treatise on the Principles of Pictorial Composition. By F. J.
GLASS. CONTENTS: Choice of Subject and Planning of Sketch-TonesExercises in Composition-Examples from the Old l\hsters. With 6
Plates in Colour and numerous compositions from the Author's Drawings.
and a series of Plates by Peter de Wint, Crome, Constable, Harpignies, Bonington, etc. 8vo cloth. lOS. 6d. net.

ANIMAL ANATOMY AND DRAWING
By EDWIN NOBLE. Illustrated by a series of Plates in facsimile of the
Author's Drawings of HORSES, CATTLE, DOGS, BIRDS, and \'{fILD ANIMALS,
representing also Features, Details, etc. Including also numerous full-page
and smaller line Drawings of Anatomy, Muscles, Bones, etc. Medium 8vo,
cloth. lOS. 6d. net.

ANATOMY-LETTERING

FIGURES, FACES AND FOLDS
A Reference Book on Costume and the Female Countenance and Form.
For Fashion Artists Dress Designers, and Art Students. By ADOLI'HB
AR~rAND BRAUN. C~ntaining 112 comparative Plates, giving over 300 Illustrations of Costume and Drapery, and of typical \'{fomen's Faces, from
antique statues and paintings, Inclu~ling a special series <;>f nude and drap,ed
studies from selected models specially posed for fashIOn work.
With
practical text, dress diagrams, figure ,details, anatomy analysis, etc. Demy 4to,
stitT paper covers, I8s. nct; cloth, gtlt, 21S. net.

THE HIEROGLYPHIC OR GREEK METHOD OF LIFE
DRAWING
By A, A. BRAUN. An original method of teaching figure-drawing, with
illustrative Diagrams and Sketches in the text, and 64 full-page PI~tes froI?
Photographs of a specially selected female model. New and ReVised EdItion. 4to, paper. 18s. net.

THE CHILD IN ART AND NATURE
By A. A. BRAUN. Containing chapters on Anatomy, Development, ,and
Expression, and over 300 IIIustratio,ns fr?m P~otographs and Dra\yl,ngs
of child poses, expressions, the ChJ!d Figure 10 Art. Secot;ld Edwon,
revised and enlarged. 4to, in stilI covers, ISS. net; or cloth, gilt, 2IS. nct.

THE HUMAN FORM AND ITS USE IN ART
A Series of I I 8 Photographic Studies on 73 Plates from specially selected
Female and Child Models, by F. R. YERIlURY, includi~g a Series of Male
Studies by F. H. CROSSLBY, F.S.A. With an IntroductIOn by G. M. ELLWOOD. Illustrated by 17 Photographic Plates and numerous Text Figures.
With Descriptive Notes on the Poses. Large 8vo, cloth. ISS. net.

LIVING SCULPTURE: A RECORD
IN THE HUMAN FIGURE

OF

EXPRESSION

By BBRTRAM PARK and YVONNB GREGORY. With an histor!c~l and de~crip
tive Introduction by G. MONTAGUE ELLWOOD.
CO,mpnSIO& a Senes. of
47 full-page Studies of S~lect~d, .I'vIale and Female Flgu,re,s WIth Descriptive Notes. The IntroductIOn IS Illustrated by 9 plates, glvlOg 16 examples
of the Human Form in Prehistoric, Greek, Renaissance and newest Art.
Small 4to, cloth, gilt. 2.ls. net.

ALPHABETS, OLD AND NEW
With 224 complete Alphabets, 30 series of Numerals, many Ancient
Dates, etc. Selected and Arranged by LEWIS F. DAY. With a short account
of the Development of the Alphabet. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7S. 6d. net.
"A book wbicb bas, perhaps, proved more belpful !ban any ever before issued on the
Rubje.c! of alpbabets,"-Th. Decorator.

LETTERING AND WRITING
A Series of Alphabets and their Decorative Treatment, with Examples
and Notes. By PERCY J. SMITH. CO!'ltaining 16 Plates in, line, to a large
scale, printed on boards. Large 4to, 10 Cardboard Portfoho. 6s. 6d. net.

LETTERING
By A. E. PAYNB, A.R.C.A. Containing 20 full-page Plates of large-size
Alphabets and Initials, with Preliminary Text, including Diagrams. 8vo,
art paper covers. 3s. 6d. net.

THE

ROMAN ALPHABET AND

ITS DERIVATIVES

A large-sized Reproduction of the Alphabet of the Trajan Column, By
ALLEN W. SEABY. A Series of large Plates, printed from the wood blocks,
and including typical examples of Renaissance, Gothic, and Mo~ern
Alphabets and Types. With Introduction and Descriptive Notes. MedIUm
4to, half-bound, lettered. 6s. 6d. net.
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PRACTICAL CRAFTS

THE PRINCIPLES OF PLANNING BUILDINGS

MODERN PRACTICAL JOINERY

By PERCY 1;- MARKS. \'{1ith Notes on the essential Features and Require~ents of dIfferent Classes of Buildings. Containing over 200 pages
Illustrated ~~ over ~50 Plans, mainly of important Modern Buildings:
Fourth EditIOn, revIsed and enlarged. Large 8vo, cloth, gilt. 25S. nct.

THE SMALLER HOUSE OF TO-DAY

~y GOHDON ALLEN, F.R.I.B:4., Winner of the Daily Mail Prize for the
est .£1500 House. Cor;talnlng NOles on Sites and Subsoils Plans
Exterl~rs, l'vfethods, Intertors, Hygiene, Gardens, Finance, etc. \'{1ith;
~ates. 10 Colour, 64 from Photographs, and 153 Illustrations from Line
rawlllgs, of Houses, Plans, and Designs. 8vo, cloth. lOS. 6d. net.

'I

r
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By GEORGll ELLIS. Containing a full description of Methods of Constructing and Erecting, and various Stl'Uctural Details. 450 pages, with 1100
clear and practical Illustrations. Crown 4to, cloth, 30s. net; or separately
Nelv Impressioll.
in 2 vols., half-bounJ, IGS. each net.
" ..• lt excels nearlv all in its completeness. Tbere is a large number of clear detailed
drawings. The prndncti"n of the work IS worthy of tbe excellence of lbe subject·matter."The Carpenler alld Build".
" ... Anyone confronted with an unusual difficulty would almost surely find its solution
Bomewbere in the volume."-The Building News.

'I'HE ART AND CRAFT OF HOME MAKING

HANDCRAFT IN WOOD AND METAL

A Comprehensive Guide with an Appendix of Household Recipes. By
EDWARD \VJ. GRE?OHY. Second Edition, revised, with additional chapters
and new .IlIustratlons .. Containing Practical Hints and Information on
such subJ~cts as T~klng a HO~lse-Wallpapers-Furnishing Various
Rooms-Plctures-Kttehen-Heatlng-Carpets- Curtains - Things that
Get <?ut of Order-Costs, etc.
Containing 224 pages, with
Plates III full colour o.f decorative schemes by GORDON BLUNT, numerou~
Photographs. of Inte~lOrs by well-known architects, and many Sketches,
Plans, and Diagrams In the Text. Square 8vo, cloth, lettered. 7S. Gd. net.

A Handbook for the use of Teachers, Students, Craftsmen, and others.
By JOlIN HOOPER and ALFRED J. SHIRLEY. With over 300 Illustrations
from Drawings and Photographs. Second Edition, revised and enlarged.
Large 8vo, cloth, lettered. lOS. 6d. net.

ENAMELLING

A Comparative Account of the Development and Practice of the Art.
For the Use of Artists, Craftsmen, Students, etc. By LEWIS F. DAY. With
115 Illustrations, reproduced from Special Drawings and Photographs.
Demy 8vo, cloth, gilt. 8s. 6d. net.

FURNITURE FOR SMALL HOUSES

THE ART OF BRASS REPOUSSE

A Series of Designs. By PERCY A. WELLS. Containing 56 Plates reprodt}ced from ~hot<;>graphs and Working Drawings by the Author, together
wIth IllustratIOns In the Text. Small4to, cloth. 12S. Gd. net.

By GAW'ntORP, Art Metal Workers to His Majesty. Fifth Edition, revised
and enlarged. With 43 llIustrations from Photographs, etc. 8vo, paper
covers. 2S. Gd. net.

"Mr . .\VeJl~'s mai~ concern is with the practical needs of a small hOll~e and from this
maintain the bigb ~talldard which
11 h
.
" . a s or S pu !Cattons and the bool< should be read and stud led
A~h=na'~I1~ are mterested m tb. long·awaited renascence of English cabinet.maldng.;'-Th8

~~l~~~~c)~~~V ~ifbW~[~~~:sq'Ht~ ei'c~!ent. blhe.pbotographs
b

AND

PLASTERING: PLAIN AND DECORATIVE
A Practical Treatise on the Art and Craft, Materials, Processes, and Appliances. By \'{1ILLIAM MILLAR. With a Chapter on the Historical Side
by the late G. T. ROBINSON, F.S.A. Fourth Edition, revised, re-modelled
and largely rewritten by GEOHGB P. BANKART. Containing upwards of
35 0 pages, with 123 full-page and smaller Illustrations from practical
Drawings and Prints, and over 250 examples of Old and Modern Work.
Crown 4to, cloth. 30S. net.

FIT-

An Acco~mt of the Theory and Production of all kinds of Cabinet-work
and Furn.tture. By PERCY A. WELLS, and JOHN HOOPER. Containing 400
pa~e~, wIth over 1000 Practical Workshop Drawings Photo<>raphs and
Ortglllal Designs. Third Edition, revised and enla;ged. Crow;; 4to
cloth, lettered. 25S. net.
'

"It is a thoroughly practical treatise on plastering. with ,"hich it deals wortbUy as a great
LUt and craft."-Professor W. S. PURCllON in The Weslem Mail.

PRACTICAL DRAPERY CUTTING

LESSONS IN CARPENTRY AND JOINERY
By GEORGE ELLIS. Presenting a carefully graduated series of subjects in
39 large Plates, fully lettered and dimensioned, and comprising about
500 figures and numerous practical details. With full Descriptive Text
Oblong demy 4to, cloth, lettered. lOS. Gd. net.
. •

STAIR BUILDER'S GUIDE
A. Treatise on the ~heol'Y and Practice of the Construction of'Straight
Flight! ~Iatform, CylIndrical and Elliptical Stairs. By MORRIS WILLIAMS.
C<;>ntallllOg 250 pages and 30 chapters. Including 327 clear and practical
DIagrams, and 31 Photographic Illustrations. Large 8vo cloth lettered
12S. Gd. net.
'
,
•

IIMr Ellis's great work bas now become a classic. It is lmown to e:'(perts everywhere as
the most comprelwnsive and most reliable work on joinery in the English language.II-111u$~

MODERN PRACTICAL CARPENTRY

By J .. ~OHDON ALLEN, F.R.I.B.A. New Edition, remodelled and enlarged
containing over. 150 IlIustrati(;lOS from Drawings and Photographs of
Cottages and their Plans, HOUSing Schemes, etc., from the latest Designs.
8vo, cloth. 8s. 6d. net.

FURNITURE

A Treatise on Joiners' Work by Hand and Machine. By GEORGE ELLIS.
Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged, containing 592 pages of Text, and
over 14 00 lIIustrations, including 41 Photographic Plates and 20 doublepage and folding Plates. Complete in I vol., 4to, cloth, £2 5S. net; or separately in 3 vols., half-bound, Vol. I, I5S. net; Vol. II, 18s. net; Vol. III,
12S. 6d. net.
trated Carp",l" and Builder.

THE CHEAP COTTAGE AND SMALL HOUSE

MO~~~~S CABINET-WORK,

II

Ii
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A Handbook on Cutting and Fixing Curtains, Draperies, etc., with Descriptions and Notes, for the use of Upholsterers, Cutters, and Apprentices. By E. NOETZLl. llIustrated by 30 full-page Plates. Demy 4to, cloth,
gilt. 15 s. net.

MODERN TECHNICAL DRAWING
For Students, and all' connected with the Building Trades. By GEORGE
ELJ.JS. Containing a description of the methods of preparing Detail and
Working Drawings, with accounts of Instl'Uments, Lettering, Perspective,
Projection, etc., and numerous full-page and smaller Illustrations from the
Author's Drawings. Second Impression. Large crown 8vo, cloth, lettered.
lOS. 6d. net.
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ARCHITECTURAL PROCEDURE & DRAWING

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION & DRAWING (ELEMEN'I'ARY)

ARCHITECTURE AS A CAREER
A Guide for Prospective Students of either Sex. By PHILIP
F R:I.B.A. A. useful little guide giving much valuable and
maHon respectIng t~e entry into the profession and the Study
ture generally. \Vlth 16 interesting Illustrations. Large
boards, half-cloth. 5S. net.

A ROBSON
exact infor:
of Architeccrown 8
vo,

ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
A Handbook for Students and Practitioners. By HAMILTON H TURNER
, F.S.I. . A .Review of the Business Side of an Architect's \Vork ~nd of th~
OrganISatIon of the Office. Containing 340 pages, with numerous Specimen Forms and Schedules, Plans, Reports, Illustrations etc. Svo cloth
15 s. net.
'
,.

THE SUPERVISION OF BUILDING WORK AND THE
DUTIES OF A CLERK OF WORKS
By JOHN LEANING, F.S.I.. Sec~nd Edition, revised and enlarged. ContaInIng 200 pa&es of PractIcal HInts, taking Trade by Trade, with Reports,
Forms, Work In Government Departments, Examination Papers. Small
Svo, cloth. 5S. net.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
By c::r. GORDON .HAKE, F.R.I.B.A., and E. H. BUTTON, Architects. A
treatIse f~r ArchItects .and Stu~ents on Architectural Drawing of every
~pe an? In every medlllm. \Vlth 96 pages of text, S pages of half-tone
IllustratIons and about 50 line illustrations in the text. Medium 8vo
cloth, Ss. 6d. n e t . '
•

ARCHITECTURAL SKETCHING
PERSPECTIVE

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

AND

DRAWING

IN

A P~ogressive Serie~ of 36 Plates, ilIu~trating the Drawing of Architectural
DetaIls, and, SketchIng, to Scale; WIth Chapters on Various Perspective
Methods, FIgures, Fohage, etc. By H. W. ROBERTS. Large imperial
8vo, cloth. 8s. 6d. net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURAL PERSPECTIVE
\Vith c~apters on Isometric Drawing and the Preparation of Finished
P~rspectIves. By G. A. T. MIDDLETON, A.R.I.B.A. Containing 54
DIagrams and 9 large Plates by well-known Architects.
4S. 6d. net.

8vo, cloth.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
!3y RALPH F. WINDOES at;d HARVEY B. CAMPBELL. A Course for Students
1n Secot;dary and .Technlcal Schools, etc. With 125 pages, and over 90
IllustratIOns and DIagrams. 8vo, cloth. lOS. 6d. net.

ARCHITECTURAL SHADES AND SHADOWS
By H .. MC<??ODWIN, Instructor in Architecture at the University of Pennylvanla. WIth SI Plates. 4to, cloth, gilt. 2 IS. net.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPOSITION
By NATHANIEL CORTLAND CUR'fIS, A.I.A.
Illustrated with numerous
Drawings by the Author. Small 4to, cloth, lettered. 30S. net.

SKETCHING AND RENDERING IN PENCIL
By ~RTHUR L. ~UPTILL, . A practical Manual on a useful Art, Treating of
Eql11pment, Object DraWIng, Freehand, Perspective, Cast and Life \Vork
Graded Ton~s, Represen~ation of Small Buildings, Details, Interiors, Out:
do~r Sketc~lIlg, etc.. \Vlth 100 full-page and smaller Illustrations of renderlllgs, objects, fur11lture, figures and features. Large 4to, boards, cloth
back. 308. net.

By CHARLES F . .1IIncHELL, assisted by GEORGE A. MITCHELL. Tenth
Edition, Revised and greatly Enlarged. Containing 470 pagcs of Text,
with over IIOO Illustrations, fully dimensioned. Crown Svo, cloth, gilt.
6s. 6d. net.
"The book is a model of clearness and compression, well written and admirably illustrated,
and ought to be in the hands of every student of building construction.lI-The Builder.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (ADVANCED)
By CHARLES F. MITCHELL, assisted by GEORGE A. MITCHELL. Containing
900 pages of Text, with over Sao Illustrations, fully dimensioned, Tenth
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Enlarged.
Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt.
lOS. 6d. nct.
"l\Ir. Mitchell's two books form unquestionably the best guide which any student c~n
obtain at the present moment. In fact, so far as it is possible for anyone to compile a satis·
factory treatise on building construction, lIir, Mitchell has performed the task as well as it
can be performed."-Tlte Builder.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION PLATES
By A. BUCHANAN and W. H. HUDSON. With pages for Students' Notes.
Vol. 1. ELEMENTARY STAGE, 40 Plates. Vol. II. ADVANCED STAGE, 50
Plates. (N81v Impressioll, revised.) Oblong Svo, in stout paper covers.
Part I, 5S.; Part II, 58. 6d.
tlMr. Buchanan's extensive teaching experience has enabled him to set. down just what is
most essential to students, and the drawings, all prepared by the author, are clear, definite,
and helpful."-1111micipal EHgincerillg.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN IN STEEL FRAME BUILDINGS
Comprising the detailed design of typical large Structural Members of
Steel Frame Buildings, with calculations and working drawings.
By
PERCY J. WALDR,uI. \Vith S double-plate Working Diagrams, 4to, halfbound in cloth, lettered. 12S. 6d. nct.

REGULATIONS OF THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL
RELATING TO STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK (London
Building Act Amendment, 1909) AND TO REINFORCED
CONCRETE, 1916
As drawn up and sanctioned by the Local Government Board. A Reprint
?f the, Official Text, with Notes, Explanations, and \Vorked Examples,
111clud111g numerous Illustrations, by EWART S. ANDREWS, B.Sc., M.C.I.
Second Edition, revised and extended. Crown 8vo, cloth, lettered. 4S. net.

THE STRUCTURAL ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
By EWART S. ANDREWS, B.Sc. Containing 356 pages, with numerous
Formulre, Tables, Practical Illustrative Diagrams, etc. Small Svo (pocket
size), cloth. ISS. net.

CLARKE'S POCKET-BOOK OF TABLES AND MEMORANDA FOR PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, SANITARY AND
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, ETC.
By J. WRIGHT CLARKE. New and revised Edition.
leather, 2S. 6d. net. Or in celluloid case, 3s. 6d. net.

Small pocket size,

"It is obviously one of those things a tradesman should carry in his pocket as religiously
as he does a foot~rule.u-The Plumber and Decorator.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A HOUSE
A Se~ies. of, 40 Plates of Plans, Elevations, Sections, and Details, with
DeSCr!ptlve Text, of a Country House, from the Author's specially prepared
Drawlllgs. By CHARLES GOURLAY, B.Sc., A,R.LB,A. Second Edition
revised and condensed. Royal 4to, cloth. 7S. 6d. net.
'
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